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FOREWORD

This document, in three parts, consists of

trade studies, engineering analyses, and other

technical reports prepared during the AAP Early

Applications Mission IA 60-day study period.

These reports are support data to the Final Report,
PR 29-81.
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1.0

2.0

3.0

INTRODUCTION

i.I Purpose - This report discusses the Systems and Crew Safety

criteria and considerations applicable to AAP Mission IA.

It is intended to identify certain safety design parameters

that are essential to the basic design approach. It will

also define areas of concern that must be examined during

the course of design maturation to assure survivability of

the crew and mission success.

1.2 Objectives - The objective of the Systems/Crew safety effort

is to assure that the carrier/experlment design and operations

shall not create unnecessary hazards to the crew, launch area

personnel, equipment and facilities.

SUMMARY

An analysis of the crew/systems safety aspects of the Mission IA

carrier has been completed. A co_luslon has been reached that

the mission can be successfully and safely accomplished by adher-

ing to the established safety design criteria and performing the

required safety analysis and audit activities during the program

span.

DISCUSSION

3.1 Design Features - The manned portion of the experiment carrier

as presently conceived for Mission IA contains a conical pres-

sure hull with a free volume of approximately 190 cubic: feet.

After docking with the CM, the carrier will be pressurized to

5 psla using the CSM 02 supply. The major portion of the

flight mission will be accomplished with the CM pressure-thermal

hatch closed. Occasional IVA entry will be required to re-

trieve data or to operate experiments. Only equipment which

requires crew manipulation has been located within the carrier

pressure vessel, all other items are mounted externally on the

external truss structure. Carrier airlocks will be qualified

CM units available from the Apollo program wherever feasible.

Hazards involved with the flight involve the following areas.

3.1.1 Fire - The carrier will be provided with a remote fire

detection system wlth read-out indications on the D&C

panel. Operation constraints may be imposed to include

a requirement to power down experiments prior to crew

entry into the carrier with this safe condition con-

firmed on the D&C.

-i-
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3. i. 2

3.1.3

3.1.4

3.1.5

3.1.6

Pressure - A means will be provided to assure

pressure equalization across the C_ pressure-thermal

hatch prior to hatch opening. The carrier will also

be provided with a remotely operated vent valve to

bleed the pressure hull to vacuum prior to initiation

of the CM/carrier pyro separation device. The Block

II CM/LEM 4-way pressurization valve and CM hatch

equalization valve is the baseline.

Temperature & Thermal Control - Carrier design will
include provisions to determine and monitor atmos-

phere temperature in the carrier. The potential

problem of condensation after the CM hatch is re-

peatedly opened will be studied.

The carrier active thermal control system is a cold

plate and radiator system using Freon 21 as the fluid.

Crew risk from fluid leakage is minimized by design-

ing the entire liquid loop system external to the

carrier pressure hull.

Lighting -Overall illumination will be specified at

20-30 foot candles intensity in the carrier. Local

lighting may be necessary for performing work behind

barriers or in confined areas. The need for portable

emergency illumination equipment will be studied. All

lighting equipment will be safe for use in a 5 psig

02 atmosphere.

Pyrotechnics - At present there is no new pyrotechnic

system requirement identified for the carrier. Should

a requirement arise, the design will be reviewed to

assure compliance with range safety requirements as

specified in AFETR 127-1. The pyrotechnique SLA/

carrier separation will use LEM hardware identified to

previous LEM flights.

Radiation - The IA mission involves an earth orbit of

120/140 nm at an inclination of 50 °. Preliminary

studies indicate that human shielding will not be re-

quired. No EVA is planned for the mission. Possible

shieldln8 requirements for experiments and film is

being studied.

-2-
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3.2

3.3

3.1.7 Intra-Vehicular Activity (IVA_ - IVA exercises

will be accomplished with all crew members suited

in the ILC-A7L suit. The carrier crewman's CM

umbilical will provide oxygen and a communications

link to the crewman in the carrier. A tether

harness will be used at all task locatlons in the

carrier. The carrier/experlment systems will be

shut down and/or in a safe condition prior to

crew entry. This condition will be verified on

the Display and Control panel in the CM. The

carrier will be free from protuberances and sharp

edges.

3.1.8 Meteoroid Penetration - Penetration of the carrier

pressure vessel will be minimized by material wall

thickness selection and strategically located

barriers on unprotected segments of the conical

shell. Both are now under study.

Non-Metalllc Materials Compatibility - The selection of

non-metallic materials for use in the carrier is an import-

ant safezy consideration as is the evaluation of GFP

experiments for safe functioning in the 02 environment. The
approach to this area is contained in trade and evaluation

study PR 29-9.

Manned Program Safety Implementation - Implementation of

the Carrier Safety Program will be based upon a Systems

Safety Engineering Plan, approved by NASA. The recommended

program will contain both quantitative and qualitative

hazard analysis, a close tie with failure mode effect and

criticality analysis (FMECA) and a strong working relation-

ship with the assigned mission crew to assure a high level

of program safety awareness during design, build, test and

flight operations.

-3-
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INTRODUCTION

[.I Purpose The purpose of this report is to document the data,

methods, and results used in a study to select a thermal control

system for the early experiments carrier.

1.2 Objectives - The objective of this report is to select the

most favorable thermal control system from a group of five

different configurations under consideration.

SUMMARY

Five parameters, namely schedule risk, weight, cost, reliability

and flexibility have been used to evaluate five different thermal

control system configurations. Evaluation points have been calcu-

lated and/or assigned to each system for each parameter. In

addition weighting factors have been assigned to each of the five

comparison factors. An overall figure of merit was arrived at

by multiplying the evaluation points by the weighting factor.

Configuration "C" shows the most merit and is being used as the

baseline thermal control system for the early experiments carrier

TCS. (See Figure i.)

PARAMETERS

3.1 Schedule Risk - Assign a rating of i0 to the lowest total and

assign the other systems lower ratings in proportion to their

percentage over the lowest system.

A 9* 2

B 9 2

C 8 4

D 5 i0

E 12 -4

(i0 - 4/5 x i0 = 2)

(i0 - 4/5 x i0 = 2)

(i0 - 3/5 x i0 = 4)
(lO)
(i0 - 7/5 x i0 : -4)

*These totals were arrived at by multiplying the number of

items requiring development by 2 and adding the result to

the number of components requiring modification only.

This was done to take into account the higher schedule

risk of newly developed items.
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;_.l.1 We[Lilt (301 Lbs. Allotted) - Assign a value of i0 to the

lowest total and assign the other systems lower ratings in

proportion to their percentage over tile lowest system:

A 226 i0

B 237 9.5

C 299 6.8

D 935 -21.4

E 574 -5.4

(I0 - 11/226 x i0 _ 9.5)

(i0 - 73/225 x lO = 6.8)

(i0 - 709/226 × I0 = -21.4)

(i0 - 348/226 x I0 = 5.4)

3.1.2 Cost - Assign a value of i0 to the lowest total and assign

the other systems lower ratings in proportion to their per-

centage over the lowest system:

A $ 762,070 i0

B $ 791,070 9.9

C $ 805,500 9.4

D $ 786,070 9.9

E $1,399,570 1.6

(i0 - 9000/762070 x I0 = 9.9)

(i0 43430/762070 x i0 _ 9.4)

9.9

(i0 - 637500/762070 x i0 _ 1.6)

3.1.3 Reliability (.9940 Allotted_ - Assign a rating of i0 to

the highest difference between predicted and allotted and

assign other systems lower ratings in proportion to their

percentage below the highest.

A .9968 +.0028 5.3

B .9975 +.0035 6.6

C .9993 +.0053 i0

D .9958 +.0018 3.3

E .9953 +.0013 2.4

(i0 - 25/53 x lO = 5.3)

(I0 - 18/53 x I0 = 6.6)

(I0 - 35/53 x I0 = 3.3)

(i0 - 40/53 x i0 = 2.4)

3.1.4 Flexibility - The following weight values are assigned to

the respective configurations.

A 5

B 6

C 8

D i0

E 8

Of the five configurations, system "_' has the greatest capa-

bility to react to changes in system requirements. It can

readily adapt to reduced heat loads without a freezing problem

and has comparatively large capability for successful reaction

to high, short term peaks. For these reasons it has bee_a

assigned the maximum evaluation points of i0. System "E" has

been assigned the lower value of 8 since it will be somewhat
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.

3. 1.4 Flexibility (Conti,u_,d)

less capable of reaction to changes In the lowt_r load limits

because of a possibility of radiator fret, zing. System "C"

is considered to have approximately the same reaction capa-

bility as "E" since reaction to higher heat loads could be

accomplished by starting a second pump while still maintaining

a redundant status. Systems "_' and "B" are considered to

have minimum capability of reaction since they would both

have a possible freezing problem at loads less than system

specification. Furthermore they would also have minimum

capability of reaction to higher loads because of a lack of

water evaporators for peaking loads. System "B" may have

somewhat better possibilities for incorporation of changes to

react to out of spec. loads than "_' since a double radiator

loop would exist. This extra loop may be exploited for some-

what higher heat rejection than the single loop of configura-

tion "_'.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

When all parameters of design and program requirements are evalu-

ated, Configuration "C" reflects the highest figure of merit and

is recommended for selection as the thermal control system for the

early experiments carrier.
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Item Description

Radiator

Pump Package

TABLE 1

BUDGETARY PRICE CONFIGURATION "A"

Basic Syst. Devel/Qual

Cos{ Test Cost

Report No. PR 29-42
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Total Hdwe. Total Hdwe

quantity Cost

$ 7,000 $183,000 (i) FI.,

(3) Test

$4},000 $ 50,000 (I) FI.,

(2) Test

Thermal Control $10,000 $ 43,000 (2) _ FI.,

Valve (4) Test

Freon Boiler

Cold Plates

Quick Disconnects

Hand Valve

2 Units

Orifices

$ 3,000 Est. (i) FI.,

$ 15,000 (3) Test

$ 28,000

Delivery

ARO

10 mos

Est. Est. Est.

$ 8,250 $ 75,000 (11) FI.,

(50) Test

$129,000 iO mos

$ 30,000 8 mOB

$ 1,000 Est. (i) FI.,

$ I0,000 (2) Test

$ 12,000 I0 mos

$ 2,000 $ 8,000 (2) FI.,

(5) Test

Est.

$ 45,570

i0 moa

Est.

$ 3,0oo

$ 3,000 6 mos

Solenoid 3 Way $ 2,000 $ 26,000 (2) FI.,

2 Units (4) Test

$ 7,000 8 mos

Accumulator

Est.

$ 9,000

$ 6,000

Est.

5 mos

8 mos

$ 7,500 Est. (i) FI.,

$ 30,000 (6) Test

$ 52,500 i0 mos

Totals $86,750 $440,000 $322,070

Test Program Cost

Total Hdwe Cost

$440,000

322_070

$762,070

Add approx 125K for Proj. Eng., Management, Etc.

$762,070

125,000

$887,070
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Item Description

Radiator

Pump Package

Thermal Control

Valve

Freon Boiler

Cold Plates

Quick Disconnect

Hand Valve

2 Units

Orifice

Solenoid 3 Way

Accumulator

TABLE 2

BUDGETARY PRICE CONFIGURATION "B"

Report No. PR 29-42

Page 5

Basic Uuit Devel/Qual Total Hdwe Total Hdwe Delivery

Cost Test Cost _quantity Cost ARO

Est. Est. (i) FI., Est

_I0,000 $200,000 (3) Test $ 40,000 I0 mos

$43,000 $ 50,000 ([) FI., $129,000 I0 mos

(2) Test

$](_,()00 $ 43,000 (2) FI., $ 30,000 8 mos

(4) Test

$ 3,000 Est. (I) FI., $ 12,000 10 mos

$ 15,000 (3) Test

Est. Est. Est. Est. i0 mos

$ 8,250 $ 75,000 (II) FI., $ 45,570

(50) Test

$ 1,000 Est. (i) FI., $ 3,000 6 mos

$ i0,000 (2) Test

$ 2,000 $ 8,000 (2) FI., $ 7,000 8 mos

(5) Test

Est. - Est. Est,

$ 3,000 $ 9,000 5 mos

$ 2,000 $ 26,000 (2) FI., $ 6,000 8 mos

(4) Test

$ 7,500 Est. (i) FI., $ 52,500 i0 mos

$ 30,000 (6) Test

Totals $89,750 $457,000 $334,070

Test Program Cost $457,000

Total Hdwe Cost 334;07q

$791,070

Add approx. 125K for Proj. Eng., Management, Etc.

$791,070

125_000

$916,070
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Item Description

Radiator

Pump Package

TABLE 3

BUDGETARy PRICE CONFIGURATION "C"

Basic Unit Devel/Qual Total Hdwe

Cost Test Cost _uantity

Est. Est. (I) FI. ,

$I0,000 $200,000 (3) Test

$43,000 $ 50,000 (l) FI.,

(2) Test

Thermal Control $i0,000 $ 43,000 (2) FI.,

Valve (4) Test

Freon Boiler

Cold Plates

Report No, PR 29-42

Page 6

Quick Disconnects

Hand Valve

Orifices

Total Hdwe Delivery

Cost ARO

$ 40,000 i0 morn

Accumulator

$129,000 I0 mos

$ 30,000 8 mo_

$ 3,000 Est. (i) FI.,

$ 15,000 (3) Test

$ 12,000 I0 mos

Est. Est. Est.

$II,000 $i00,000 (ii) FI.,

(50) Test

Est.

$ 61,000 i0 mos

$ 1,000 Est. (i) FI.,

$ i0,000 (2) Test

$ 3,000 6 mos

$ 4,000 $ 8,000 (4) FI.,

(9) Test

$ 13,000 8 mos

$ 6,000 Est. Est.

$ 9,000 5 mos

$ 7,500 $ 30,000 (I) FI.,

(6) Test

$ 52,500 i0 mos

Totals $ 95,500 $456,000

Test Program Cost

Total Hdwe. Cost

$456,000

349=500

$8O5,500

$349,500

Add 125K for Proj. Engr., Management, Etc.

$805,500

125=000

$930,500
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Item Description

Pump Package

Water Evaporator

Cold Plates

Orifice

Hand Valve

Freon Boiler

Quick Disconnect

Water Tanks

TABLE 4

BUDGETARy PRICE CONFIGURATION "_'

Report No. PR 29-42

Page 7

Basic Syst. Devel/_ual Total Hdwe Total Hdwe Delivery

Cost Test Cost quantity Cost ARO

$ 43,000 - (I) FI., $129,000 6 mos

(2) Test

$122,000 - (2) FI., $305,000 6 mos

(3) Test

$ 8,250 Est. Est. Est.

$ 75,000 (Ii) FI., $ 45,570

(50) Test

I0 mos

Est. - Est.

$ 3,000 $ 9,000
Est.

5 mos

$ 6,000 $ 8,000 (6) FI., $ 20,000

(14) Test

8 mos

$ 3,000 - (i) FI., $ 12,000

(3) Test

I0 mos

$ 1,000 - (1) FI., $ 3,0O0

(2) Test

6 mos

Est. Est. (4) FI., Est. Est.

$ 32,000 $ 99,500 (6) Test $ 80,000 I0 mos

Totals $228,250 $182,500 $b03,570

Test Program Cost

Total Hdwe. Cost

$182,500

603,570

$786,070

Add approx. 125K for Proj. Engr., Management, Etc.

$786,070

125a000

$911,070
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Item Description

Radiator

Pump Package

TABLE 5

BUDGETARY PRICE CONFIGURATION "E"

Basic Syst. Devel/Qual

Cost Test Cost
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Total Hdwe Total Hdwe Delivery

Quantity Cost ARO

Est. Est. (i) FI.,

$ I0,000 $200,000 (3) Test

$ 43,000 $ 50,000 (I) FI.,

(2) Test

Thermal Control $ I0,000 $ 43,000 (2) FI.,

Valve (4) Test

Freon Boiler

Cold Plates

Quick Disconnect

Hand Valve

Orifice

Solenoid 3 Way

Accumulat or

Water Evaporator

Water Tanks

$ 40,000 I0 mos

Totals

$129,000 I0 mos

$ 30,000 8 mos

$ 3,000 Est. (i) FI.,

$ 15,000 (3) Test

Est. $ 75,000 (ii) FI.,

$ 8,250 (50) Test

$ 1,000 Est. (i) FI.,

$ i0,000 (2) Test

$ 12,000 i0 mos

$ 45,570 i0 mos

$ 3,000 6 mos

$ 6,000 $ 8,000 (6) F1.,

(14) Test

Est.

$ 3,000

$ 20,000 8 mos

Est.

$ 9,000 5 mos

$ 2,000 $ 26,000 (2) FI.,

(4) Test

$ 6,000 8 mos

$ 7,500 Est. (i) FI.,

$ 30,000 (6) Test

$ 52,500 i0 mos

$122,000 $ 50,000 (2) FI.,

(4) Test

$36b,000 8 mos

$ 32,000 $ 99,500 (4) FI.,

(6) Test

$ 80,000 i0 mos

$247,750 $606,500 $793,070

Test Program Cost

Total Hdwe Cost

$ 606,500

793_070

$1,399,570

Add approx 125K for Proj. Engr., Management, Etc.

$1,399,570

,. 125  ooo
$1,525,570
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TABLE 6

WEIGHT STATEMENT *

"A"
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Thermal Contrail ,q\'stem Special Carrier (Early Flight) Hardware,
Fittings Liar's alld Fluid

Radiator 24 sq. ft.

Pump Package

Thermal CouLrol Valve

Freon Boiler

Cold Plates

Quick Disconnects

Hand Valve

Solenoid 3 Way valve

Orifices

Accumulator

Lines & Fittings

1 unit

1 unit

2 units

1 unit

I unit

2 units

2 units

i unit

Est.

Est.

Lbs.

3b

19

0.8

0.7

72.0

0.4

0.4

2.0

1.0

2.3

i0.

Sub-Total 144.6 ibs.

Fluid

Freon-21 52 ibs.

Insulation

Total Wt.

Sub-Total

Grand Total

Say 226 ibs.

29 Ibs.

81 ibs.

225.6

*Detail component weights have been slightly modified and are

reflected in the Mass Properties Report PR-29-36. Table 6

weights study did not include attachment hardware or contingency.
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TABLE 7

WEIGHT STATEMENT*

"B"

Redundant Radiator Loop

Thermal Control System Special Carrier (Early Flight) Hardware,

Fitting Lines and Fluid

Radiator 24 sq. ft. 2 loops

Pump Package

Thermal Control Valve

Freon Boiler

Cold Plates

Quick Disconnects

Hand Valve

Solenoid 3 Way Valve

Orifices

Accumulator

Lines & Fittings

I units

i unit

2 units

1 unit

1 unit

2 units

2 units

1 unit

Sub-Total

Est.

Est.

Lbs.

45.0

19

0.8

0.7

72.0

0.4

0.4

2.0

1.0

2.3

ii.0

154.6 ibs.

Fluid

Freon-21 53.8 Ibs.

Insulation

Total Wt.

Sub-Total

29.0 Ibs.

82.8 ibs.

Grand Total 237.4

Say 237 ibs.

*Detail component weight have been slightly modified and are reflected

in the Mass Properties Report PR-29-36, Table 7 weights study did not

include attachment hardware or contingency.
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TABLE 8

WEIGHT STATEMENT *

t! Ct!
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Thermal Control System Special Carrier (Early Flight) Hardware,

Fittings Lines and Fluid

Radiator 24 sq. ft. 2 loops

Pump Package

Thermal Control Valve

Freon Boiler

Cold Plates

Quick Disconnect

Hand Valve

Orifices

Accumulator

Lines & Fittings

2 units

1 unit

2 units

1 unit

1 unit

4 units

2 units

Sub-Total

Est.

Est.

Lbs.

45.0

19.0

0.8

0.7

72.0

0.4

0.8

2.0

9.2

20.0

169.9 Ibs.

Fluid

Freon-21 Est. i00 ibs.

Insulation

Total Wt.

Sub-Total

Grand Total

Say 299 Ibs.

29.0 ibs.

129.0

298.9 Ibs.

*Detail component weights have been slightly modified and are reflected

in the Mass Properties Report PR-29-36. Table 8 weights study did not

include attachment hardware or contingency.
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TABLE 9

WEIGHT STATEMENT *
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Thermal Control System Special Carrier (Early Flight) Hardware,

Fittings Lines attd Fluid

Lbs_._u..

Pump Package i unit 19.0

Water Boiler 2 units 32.0

Cold Plates Est. 72.0

Orifices Est. 1.0

Hand Valve 6 units 1.2

Freon Boiler i unit 0.7

Quick Disconnect i unit .4

Water Tanks 4 units 120.0

Sub-Total 246.3

Fluid

Freon-21 52.0 ibs.

Water 508.0 ibs.

Insulation

Total Wt.

Sub-Total

Grand Total

Say 935 ibs.

29.0 ibs.

689.0

935.3 ibs.

*Detail component weights have been slightly modified and are

reflected in the Mass Properties Report PR-29-36. Table 9

weights study did not include attachment hardware or contingency.
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TABLE i0

WEIGHT STATEMENT*

"E"

Thermal Control System Special Carrier (Early Flight) Hardware,

Fittings Lines and Fluid

Radiator 24 sq. ft. 2 loops 1 unit 45.0

Pump Package i unit 19.0

Thermal Control Valve 2 units 0.8

Freon Boiler i unit 0.7

Cold Plates Est. 72.0

Quick Disconnects i unit 0.4

Hand Valves 6 units 1.2

Orifice Est. 1.0

Solenoid 3 Way 2 units 2.0

Accumulator i unit 2.3

Water Boiler 2 units 32.0

Water Tanks 2 units 60.0

Sub-Total 236.4

Fluid

Freon-21 53.8

Water 255.0

Insulation

Total Wt.

Sub-Total

Grand Total

Say 274 ibs.

29.0

337.8

574.2

*Detail component weight have been slight modified and are reflected

in the Mass Properties Report PR-29-36. Table i0 weight study did

not include attachment hardware or contingency.
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INTRODUCTION

I.i Purpose - This report preseuts the results of a

study ou attitude control, pointi1_g, and stabiliza-

tion of the AAP/PIP Early Applicatlons Vehicle.

]..2 Objectives - The obJectlves of tile study were to in-

vestigate several alt(,ruatlw_ system mecha.[zations

and to reconm,e_,d a preforred coufigulatio, to meet

the attitude control requirements of the mission.

SUMMARY

Techniques for pointing and control are investigated to

satisfy requirements for controlled orientation experiments

including local vertical, solar, and stellar pointing. These

requirements must be met without exceeding the specified RCS

propellant consumption allocated for attitude control.

Further constraints are the minimum CSM modification and

shelf hardware status required by the short schedule to flight.

The existing G & N system is recommended for local vertical

control. A backup system, consisting of a carrier mounted

horizon scanner-gyrocompass reference system driving a dis-

play for manual co,Ltrol by the astronaut, would provide

assurance thai the importa.t earth resources experiments

will be succe:;:;fully oriented. The solar experiment should

be manually co_trolled with the aid of a display driven by

analog sun sensors. The recommended technique for stellar

orientation is a coarse alignment with the G & N system and

manual control for fine alignment. The study effort is con-

tinuing to further define these control methods and to investi-

gate a carrier mounted local vertical system for the prime mode.

REQUIREMENTS

The experiments proposed for this m_ sion present a variety

of pointing requirements. Most of the instruments which sense

incident radiation will be rigidly attached to the experiment

carrier vehicle. Therefore, the sensitive axis of the experi-

ment instrument is aligned to the desired target by pointing

the vehicle with the appropriate orientation.

From the control system standpoint, the experiments may be sub-

divided into groups according to the type of target to which

they must be aligned. The groups are earth resources, solar,

stellar, manual navigation, and experiments requiring no

MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
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. (Continued)

control. The earth resources experiments must be continuously

aligned toward the instanta,eous nadir and require "local verti-

cal" orientation of the carrier. The solar experiment must be

aligned with the sensitive axis toward the sun with an "inertial

hold" vehicle orientation. The stellar experiments also require

the vehicle to maintain an i-ertlal hold but, In addition, re-

quire frequent reorientation to point the instruments at selected

portions of the celestial sphere. The manual navigation experi-

ments require vehicle reorientatlon to bring appropriate optical

targets within the field of view of the spacecraft windows. The

final group contains those experiments which do not impose any

vehicle control constraints except, possibly, to initiate free

drift by minimizing rates and disabling the Reaction Control

System (RCS). These requirements and groups are summarized in

Table III-I; the last group is omitted and will not be treated

further in this report.

Reference to Table llI-i shows a sharp separation of attitude

accuracy required in the local vertical group, one portion being

1.5 deg and the others _+5 to I0 deg. Some experiments, notably

the metric camera, require a knowledge of the experiment line

of sight to an accuracy of 0.5 deg or better. The metric camera

is supported by a set of stellar cameras which will provide con-

current star field data to satisfy this requirement.

Experiments S017, S019 and S020 require fine pointing to 0,5 deg

or better. As discussed in subsequent sections, these fine

pointing requirements will be met by manual astronaut control of

the vehicle with the aid of appropriate displays. S016 is not

an earth resources experiment but does require an essentially

local vertical orientation during passes through the South

Atlantic Anomaly. In addition, the sensor must be rotated about

an axis corresponding to the radius vector from earth's center

in a manner that will maintain the experiment approximately

normal to earth's magnetic field.

This maneuver could be performed under either computer or manual
control. It is assumed that manual control will be used when-

ever this maneuver is required during a period when the computer

is normally inactive.

All constraints placed on the maximum attitude rates are com-

patible with operation of the vehicle in a normal minimum im-

pulse limit cycle mode.

MARTIN MARIETTA (_ORPORATION
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. LOCAL VERTICAL

4.1 General - A substantial portion of the AAP-IA mission is

to be flown with experiment sensors oriented toward the

nadir, that is, with the instrument sensitive axis viewing

the ground track of the orbital vehicle. In addition,

overall system trade studies have shown that it is prefer-

able to align the vehicle longitudinal axis to the radius
vector from earth's center.

A general approach was taken at the inception of the study

and consisted of an evaluation of a wide range of reasonable

control approaches to maintain the desired attitude. The

range considered progressed from passive stabilization to

manual control, use of present CSM systems and through in-

creaslngly complex supplementary systems. Specifically, the

following approaches were considered:

a. Passive gravity gradient stabilization with manual RCS

damp ing.

b. Manual with astronaut optical aids.

c. Manual with "Ordeal" system input to FInAl.

d. Automatic with Stabilization and Control System (SCS).

e. Automatic with Guidance and Navigation (G & _ System.

f_ Carrier mounted Local Vertical System (LVS) correcting

SCS gyros.

g. Carrier mounted LVS direct to RCS solenoids.

h. Carrier mounted LVS with independent propulsion.

i. Combinations of the above.

A first order trade study was conducted with principal em-

phasis on factors of cost, CSM modiflcatlon, RCS propellant

usage, power and weight. Quantitative reliability studies

were not performed; these have been defined to be outside

the scope of the study and sufficient data was not available.

The preliminary trade study results indicated the principal

candidates to be the existing G & N system and the carrier

mounted local vertical system driving the RCS thrusters.
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4.1 (Continued)

The two principal calldidates are discussed in the following

sections. A hrief analysis oi! orbital disturbauce torques

given in Paragraph 4.4 resulted Ill the elimination of passive

gravity gl:adient st_d) lli.zat_on as n candt.date system. Other

a]ternates were eliml.:ited l;Irge]y h,:cau_e oI: (;ost, CSM

modifications aud RCS l)rope].]m_t u:_age.

4.2 G & N Local Vertical Hold

4.2.1 General - The CSM Guidance and Navigation (G & N) system

has the basic capability to orient the vehicle along the

local vertical. Figure 4.2-1 shows a block diagram of the

CSM Guidance, Navigation and Control systems for reference.

The major components of the G & N portion of this system

are the Command Module Computer (C_4C), Inertial Measurement

Unit (]l_J) and the Optical Subsystem (OSS) containing the

sextant and scanning telescope.

Local vertical orientation with the G & N system may be

provided by incorporating the appropriate routines in the

CMC. In operation, the computer would combine the known

orbital ephemeris with inertial coordinate data from the

IMU to calculate the direction of the local vertical vector

and align the vehicle to properly point the experiments.

Additioual constraints are imposed on the CMC program by

the experiment angular offsets from the CSM Navigation Base

on which the I}[U is mounted and the limited angular freedom

of the IMU middle gimbal. These constraints are discussed

in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

Over half of the experiments requiring controlled orienta-

tion and over half of the attitude controlled operating time

of the mission requires local vertical control. The impor-

tance to the mission of local vertical control, as well as

the reliability uncertainty of the G & N system for the

planned operating time, requires that a backup system be

recommended. Several backup system alternatives are dis-

cussed in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.2 Experiment Angular Alisnment Errors

4.2.2.1 Definition - The CSM guidance and control coordinate

systems are referenced to the Navigation Base (NB), as

rigid member to which the IMU and OSS optical members

are mounted. Differences in angular alignment between

llfART"litl ltfARIETT'A I_ORPORATIOIW
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4.2.2.1

4.2.2.2

(Continued)

the NB and experiments are a potential source of sub-

stantial pointing error. Errors accumlate from the NB

to the CSM docking adapter, across the docking inter-

face to the experiment carrier and through the carrier

structure to the experiments. The largest error would

lie between the NB and the carrier structure; investl-

gation has sho_m that the following deviations must be

expected after docking:

Azimuth: I0 deg max

Pitch or Roll: 5 deg umx

where the axes of rotation are referred to the nose

down orientation and defined as follows relative to the

radius vector (R) and velocity vector (V):

N

Az imu th: -R

Pitch: _(-_ x V
Roll : V

It is necessary, therefore, that the misalignment be-

tween the experiments and the NB be measured after dock-

ing and that the CMC program accept these measured _alues

as keyboard data inputs. The CMC local vertical rottine

must incorporate the capability to correspondingly offset

the orientation of the NB defined coordinates to compen-

sate for experiment misalignment.

Several methods of determining experiment relative align-

ment have been considered. It was assumed that measure-

ment errors which make a negligible contribution to a

system error of 30 _ are sufficiently accurate. This

would require that the measurements be accurate to 6

or better. Measurement methods are described in Sections

4.2.2.2 through 4.2.2.5. Section 4.2.2.2 is the recom-

mended method.

Optical star Ali$nment - A two axis optical sighting de-
vice may be located in the carrier and attached to a

surface machined to constrain the base of the sighting

device in three axes. The angular relationships between

the sighting device base and the experiment mounting

bases are measured and established prior to installation

of the experiments. Using this device an astronaut can

acquire a selected reference star. By sighting the same

MARTIN MARIEFFA OORPORATIOlil
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4.2.2.2

4.2.2.3

4.2.2.4

(Continued)

star with the G & N OSS and reading the glmbal angles

sinmltaneously a reference between the two optical sys-

tems is established. Repetition of this procedure with

a second star would complete the necessary data acquisi-

tion to establish the experiment alignments relative to
the NB.

Theodolite (Pitch and Roll Alignment) - Since the

existence of an alignment determination requirement

will be known before launch, an optical surface (mirror)

may be aligned to the required experiment axes to better

than one m_. The surface itself should be good to

better than one_n and should be mounted in such

position that a collimated light beam may be shown through

a spacecraft window onto the surface and returned through
the same window.

With this arrangement a simplified standard two-axis

theodolite with sufficient accuracy to meet approximately

5 m_n mounted in the CSM window may now measure the

relative alignment between the CSM theodolite axis and

the carrier reference axis normal to the optical surface.

The measurement of the alignment about the normal to the

carrier reference mirror (CRM) is discussed later.

Under the circumstances of large mlsallgnments and/or

large separations between the theodolite and the CRM a

rigidly mounted theodolite will place severe requirements

on the size on the CRM. That is to say that for a I0 deg

mlsalignment at I0 feet separation the mirror would re-

quire a 21-1nch radius in order to have the theodolite

capture a return beam. A theodolite translatable on a

reasonably accurate rall will help resolve this problem

but only about one axis if only one degree of translational

freedom is made available. The docking accuracy about

the pitch and roll axes should be significantly better

than 5° , therefore the problem may not be as severe as

implied.

Dual Mirror (Pitch and Roll Alignment ) - Another technique

may be suggested for determination of two axis alignment

errors since accuracy requirements are not severe.

With this technique the requirement remains for the

carrier reference mirror (CNM), the utilization of which

remains the same. The difference here lles in the mech-

anization at a simplified two axis theodolite, a single

axis of which is drawn schematically in Figure 4.2.2.4-1.
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4.2.2.4

4.2.2.5

(Continued)

The collimated light source, one way mirror, and semi-

transparent material all are to be mounted on one assembly

which is gimballed about two axes with anti-backlash worm

gear drives and zeroable vernier readouts accurate to

better than 3 min. The semi-transparent material acts as

a viewing surface by presenting a dot for each beam

striking it. A sequence of divergent dots will exist on

this material as long as the one way mirror, which is

laboratory aligned perpendicular to the collimated light

beam, is not parallel to the CRM. As the two surfaces

are brought closer to parallel the dots will become

closer together. Finally, when the surfaces are parallel

one dot should exist on the material. The angular devia-

tion from initial alignment may be read off the vernier
dials.

Since the diffraction of the windows may not be uniform

and the separation of the surfaces may not be exactly

known, a calibrated reticle would not be used on the semi-

transparent material except to estimate alignment.

The same problem with respect to mirror size requirement

exists with this technique as was discussed in Section

4.2.2.3.

Yaw Axis Alignment Determination - Yaw axis alignment

may be determined by reading a vernier scale at the

docking interface which is the method presently provided

for in the CSM/LM. As an alternative, a polarized light

source on the experiment carrier could be shown through

a CSM window, through polarized optics and onto a pho_o-

sensitive device. A vernier dlal on the optics drive

would be read out yielding the change in alignment about

the roll axis from a previously calibrated point deter-

mined prior to launch.

Three-Gimbal I_..,,, Gimba ! Dynamics

General - The CSM G & N system utilizes a three-glmbal

platform and the possibility of approaching glmbal lock

conditions during vehicle pitch maneuvers under various

initial IMU glmbal orientation must be considered.

Should this region be approached, and depending upon the

vehicle body rates, very high gimbal acceleration torques

may be called for by the gyros in order that the stable

MARTIN lilARIETTA OORPORATION
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4.2.3. I (Con tinued)

4.2.3.2

element be held fixed in inertia] space. If these

acceleration torques are not available or some gimbal

freedoms are limited, the stabilization ]oops may

saturate causing a platfo_m_ "du,q_." This will cause

a loss of the attitude re£erence previously held by

this device. It is therefore uecessary to know what

regions have this potential so that they may be avoided.

System Definition - The glmbal a>:es will be designated

as Outer, Middle, and Inner. These are aligned to null

conditions along what are normally defined as the vehicle

roll, yaw and pitch axes, respectively. Note that these

are not the same as the axes referred to nose down

orientation and defined in Section 4.2.2.1. The sense

of the gimbal axes and rotations of the inner member

about these axes are shown in Figure 4.2.3.2-1. Figure

4.2.3.2-2 is a schematic representation of the gimbal

alignment at null. It may be seen that, with no pcevious

maneuvers, pitch maneuvers are completely decoupled at

the stable element by the inner glmbal. In a similar

manner it may be seen that with a previous yaw rotation

of 90 degrees the stable element has lost its degree of

freedom about what is now the vehicle's pitch axis. Sub-

sequent pitch maneuvers may therefore cause platform

"dum_" or loss of stability. The question to be resolved

is what happens between these two extremes of zero yaw

angle and 90 degrees yaw angle when the vehicle goes through

a 360 degree pitch maneuver. To answer this question the

gimbal dynamics were modeled under perturbing pitch

motions. This model is discussed below.

4.2.3.3 Model - The model philosophy is to define the various

rotational rates that may be made about all axes consi-

dered simultaneously and in the stable element coordinate

system. Since the stable element must remain fixed in

inertial space the vector sum of these rates must equal

the zero vector. Mathematically this may be expressed

as follows :

o _ o+ + /ss+  /sE = _0
o

where B/S E = the vehicle body rate vector known in

o stable element coordinates

= outer gimbal rate

= middle gimbal rate
o
_- = inner gimbal rate

ml ,
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Pitch

Axis

C

X B

(Ron )

OGA

OGA _ Outer Gimbal Axis

WIGA _ Mid(I,1_ Gimb_l Axis

IGA = l:n_,,r Glmb_L Axis,

IRoll Axis

+_4 _Q_ ....Vehicle Frame

>

Figure 4.2.3.2-2
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4.2.3.3 (Continued)

To clarify termi,mlogy a gimbal is defined as an axis

of freedom, and a ghubal ring is the mechanical structure

that interfaces with two) gimb_l].q. The outer gimbal ri.g

i.terfaces with Lhe outer and mtddl_ gimbal. The inner

gimbal ri.g interfaces wlth the m{.ddle _._d inner glmba]_.

"l_e transformations required to bri.g the wlrious rota-

tional rates into stable clement coo['dinates will now

be developed.

Body to Outer Oimbal Ring Transformation:

Two coordinate sets are assumed to be fixed respectively

in the Body and the Outer Gimbal Ring. These sets are

known to be misaligned by an angle _ as shown below.

z' Z

X x _

(X, Y, Z) -- Body (B)

(x I , yl I, z ) -- Outer Gimbal Ring (OGR)

Therefore, any vector in Body coordinates may be found

in OGR coordinates by

[!0 0]
-s ir_, Cos__J

Similarly for 0GR to Inner Oimbal Ring (1011) coordinates:

f!

._X I!

, X !

Z _ 7."

I_ARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATIOIW
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4.2.3.3 (Continued)

(x', y' '), z OGR

(x", y", z") _ 7GR

And for IGR to Stable Element (SE) Coordinates:
X"

X

Z

Z I!

Y"_ y

(x", y", z") -- IGR

(x, y, z)-- SE

° i [= I 0 AIIGR - C(_ AIIGR
AIsE Lsin( 0 Cosl

Since A is a general vector, by substituting it is found

that the rate equation becomes:

0 0

By substituting and carrying out the matrix multtpltcatlon:

_Cosl Cos_ Cosfstn_

[9(r) c(_)] - l-sin_ Cos t Zn_in yCos_ sln_ s

MARTIN MARIEI"rA CORPORATION
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4.2.3.3 (Continued)

and

c(l,) -I(-sinO (Co. 

(sin.,_Cos l :_in _ - sin _ Cost() -]

(sin_ Cos_, ) J(_i. ,_ sin _ si_' + Co_ rCos _ )
o o o

Since the vectors cV , _, and __ are vectors con-
strained to one ax_s within their respective coordinate

systems they have the following values:

o o o 0

= , = and (----/SE =
c_ IOOR . ITOR [_'.|

For this problem the specific case of pitch motion only
was defined. Therefore

o 1___B/B=

Carrying out the matrix multiplication on these simple

vectors yields the following set of coupled nonlinear

nouhomogenous differential equations.

o O

B (Cos o_ Cos _ sin_ + slnV sinc_ ) + (Cos _ Cos_ )c_ -

o

(sin _) _ = 0

o o o

B (Cos_ Cos_) - (sin_) O( + [ = 0

o O

B (Cos _, sin [ sin_ + Ces [ sin_) + (sin _ Cos_ ) 0_ +

(cos [) _ = o

A closed form solution for virtually any driving function

is difficult or impossible; therefore a digital simulation

was chosen as a method of solution.

Solving simultaneously for the gimbal rates as a function

of the pitch body rate it is found that:

MARTIN MARIETTA CORPO.RATION
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4.2.3.3 (Continued)

o o l;sin= -B [ . (Cos _ sln_ (Cos [+ sin _) +

[_Cos(_,

sln_ (sln_ -Cos _) " -_ F
O O

= -B I C0S '°i sln _s_in_cos_ . Bin 0_ Cos'Sinl + _ Co, _ (F) I

Io]
° °1 ,j °I.I= -B Cos Cos_ + sin_ (F " -B

For this problem a fourth equation exists:

= C (a constant)

An approximate recursive solution may be found in the

following way:

_ = . _____B F (_, , _)
_ T OT , _ ,_ , _'are past total values

There fo re

Z_J = "AB

Where

B=C_T

Similarly

and

F(d,_.,,_)

, C " constant

-aB G (o<,(_,_)

-_B H (_,_ , Y)
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4.2.3.3

4.2.3.4

(Continued)

The flew total values of _,(_ , _, aJ_l B are given by:

B, = B o + I\B

dL =LY + [,:_
0

!'rl. = o '

$!_ = (o + L_

Where subscript L :L'_L,_.'e;;_:L_I:_:"tiL_:_ \:_lll(' _t_td o 1"e_)_',,-

sents the back value. Initial conditions at the startil_g

time are the back value.

Results and Conclusions - The results of the simulation

show that consta_t pitch rates following initial yaw dis-

placements of greater than i0 degrees can yield a potential

problem by approaching gimbal locl_ conditions and conse-

quent high gimbal rate requirements. Conditions other

than these produce either constant or periodic gimbal

rates that do not greatly exceed the body rate driving

funct:;on_ Therefore, the C_4C _ alig[unent routine must

provide that the ve|llcle null y_tw orientatior, s lie in or

t_e_tr the orbit pla,_e. Also, ma,leuvers about the vehicle

yaw :L×is must be restricted dr,ring local vertical periods.

The d_tta in Table 4.2.3.4-1 was derived from a computer

mechallization as outlined above. The gimbal angles, alpha,

beta, aL_d galm_la are respectively the outer, middle and

inner gimbals. The body rotatio_al rate was assumed to

be l ° per unit time totally about pitch. The output

frown the program is a print of the three gimbal angles,

each ten (I0) units of time until the body has rotated

through 360 °. The maximum change of a gimbal angle for

all print intervals over the 360 ° of body rotation is

given, along with the glmbal initial conditions. Since

the print interval is uniform the maximum angular change

over all print i_tervals is a measure of the maximum gimbal

angle rate required to hold the stable element fixed in

inertial space.

The conclusion that may be drawn is that the region of

initial conditions reflected in cases 5 through 13 should

be avoided. In fact, some subsequent runs have shown that

gimbal rate requirements are excessively high if initial
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4.2.3.4 (Co- tinued)

Maximum Angular Change Per

Initial Conditions I0 Unit Time Intervals

(Degrees) (Degrees)

Alpha Beta Garmna Alpha Beta Gamma

0 0 0 0 0 I0

30 0 0 6 5 Ii

60 0 0 16 9 19

9O 0 0 0 i0 0

0 30 0 80 170 90

30 30 0 * 80 *

60 30 0 70 I0 71

90 30 0 0 i0 0

0 60 0 40 14 40

30 60 0 II 60 8

60 60 0 * 26 *

90 60 0 0 i0 0

30 30 30 6 43 9

60 60 60 22 38 20

*Implies that the angle was too large to consider

reasonable, probably due to the model approaching

a singular point corresponding to "glmbal lock"

conditions.

TABLE 4.2.3.4-1
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O.....3.4 (Cont:Iruled)

(_ondltiozu; on }_.ta are in exc,:,ss of ].0 to 15 degrees°

Cases wil,h intial c_,_idi_;Jc_iL;J.zlT,hJ s _'_k_e_.sholLld be
::tudied in more d_i_taJ]..

Although the re;at].t_{ appear r_,a_;onaldy _:onclusive_ th-

progrmn is not as genera] as pos_ible. In further

studies a more general solution wo[_Id be mec_mmlzed

and areas where high gimb_d rates occur investigated
in more detail.

Backup Systems

General - A number of backup systems have been consi-

dered in conJunction with operation of the G & N system

as the prime mode for local vertical orientation. Such

a system could be considered as either a backup, or as

an alternate which would enable more versatility in

mission planning by alternating with the G & N system

for local vertical maintenance and permitting more

extensive use of the CMC in other modes and applications.

The backup systems considered are all based on man-in-

th_,-loop operation and wo_hd provide a display to the

asi_ onaut from which the astror_ut would command vehicle

attitude using the hand controller. _le systems which
were evaluated are :

a. Optical local vertical control using an instrument

wl_ch would image sectors of the horizon and operate

in conjunction with a drift meter device.

bo Use of G & N optical system to provide periodic loc_l

vertical realignment.

c. Horizon scanner and gyrocompass mechanization driving

astronaut display.

The last of these is the recommended alternative. These

three approaches are discussed in Sections 4.2.4.2

through 4.2°4.4° Factors determining selection are dis-

cussed in Section 4.2.4.5.
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Optical Local Vertical Control

Horizon Sector Imager - This approach to backup local

vertical control requires an instrument which would pro-

vide the astronaut an image combinlz_ sectors of the

horizon visible sim_ts_leously from one or more of the

spacecraft windows. The inst1_nent would be rigidly

attached inside the CSM _ the i:m_ge would be such T21mt

a upecific pattern appeared will the spacecraft oriented

to the local horizontal plane. For accurate orientations

it is probable that development of a new instr_nent would

be required. However, a stad_,Leter, as available from

the Kollsman Instr_rtent Corp_ fu_shes the basic imaging

capability. This instrument is being developed for

manual determination of altitude from a spacecraft. This

is accomplished by measuring an angle obtained from three

equally spaced points on the horizon. However, the re-

suiting visual horizon display also satisfies the require-

ment to orient the vehicle to the local horizontal.

Figure 4.2.4.2-1 illustrates the horizon points and

horizon imaging. This type of instrument will enable

orientation to the local horizontal plane but does not

provide information as to azimuth error (angle from the

velocity vector within the plane). This is discussed in

the next Section.

Drift Meter - This is a device which was developed to

provide an optical system to look along the ground track

of an airplane. Through the use of a rotatable reticle

au observer can determine the angle between the carrier

vehicle heading vector and the velocity vector by rotating

the optics such that an object on the ground follows

along a line on the reticle. Figure 4.2.4.2-2 illustrates

the principle of this instrument. An angular accuracy of

0.5 deg is considered reasonable for operation in an air-

craft but cannot be considered applicable to spacecraft.

Two drift meter problem areas appear applicable to space-
craft usage. If the field of view (F0V) is narrow an

obJect maypass through the FOV too rapidly for alignment

to be made. Also, pitch or roll motions cause the instru-

ment line of sight to shift with a resulting displacement

of the objects in the FOV. The latter problem is elimi-

nated if the instrument has gyro stabilized optics.
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Eas'th Horl zon

Split Image Visual Display

Figure 4.2.4.2-1

_ Successive positions of object on ground

Initial position of object on ground

I
0

Optics held fixed

0

Optics Aligned

Figure 4.2.4.2-2
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h.2.4.2 If. (Continued)

Consideriiw_ the first problem, it is noted that an

object on the ground will ]_w_ ml apparent speed of

approximately 4._) m]/E_ec. This means that with a FOV

of ]o_ deg_ (:orr_:ponding to the: on-I_oard :_extant_ an

object will pass th_ugJl t_le FOV in approximately one

second. The on-board scs_n_Ing telescope has a FOV of

60 deg and for this case a given object would be

available for about 27 sec; this is considered to be
sufficient.

A worst case roll rate may be calculated by assuming a

two jet completely unsymmetric minimum impulse limit

cycle without cross coupling. For this case the vehicle

roll rate is given by:

: t)mln
I

where: L = 6._ ft

(F t)mi n = 0.5 ib-sec

I = 16_000 ft-lb-sec 2

= 4 x 10 -_ rad/sec or 0.023 deg/sec

The resulting apparent transverse rate of an object on

the ground would be 0.05 mi/seco

If the roll rate is assumed to be identically zero, the

transverse rate of a ground object due to an angular dis-

placement between vehicle heading and the velocity vector
would be:

vT = /vl sin X

where /V/ = 4.6 mi/sec

From which, the transverse rate due to heading error

would be less than the rate due to roll limit cycles for

values of heading error less than 0.6 deg and this would

seriously degrade the achievable azimuth alignment

accuracy.
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4.2.4.3 G & N Optical Res_i6ament - For the purpose of this pro-
cedure it is asslm_e(l that the astronaut l_s at his dis-

posal the following information and equipment.

a. The veb_icle's orbital paramet_r_: 8_u_ Jt_; position in

tel_ns of its longitude, latitude a_ul _Ititude.

b. Time

c. _hemeri_ Ii_formation

d. CSM G & N optical system sext_it (2LOS) but not the IMU

and CMC.

e. Manual attitude control through the hand controller.

It is well known that fixes on two star_ not on the same

LOS, determines a unique attitude since rotating about

either star LOS will remove the other LOS from the second

star. Using this fact and the two-LOS sextant mounted

on the navigation base, an astronaut may align an axis

of the vehicle closely to the local geographic vertical

(within 12 m_), as well as define a unique heading.

With the knowledge of local longitude, latitude and time

possibly through voice communication with tracking sta-

tions, the astronaut may convert ephemeris information on

various stars (at least two) to azimuth and elevation

angles in and from the local horizontal plane for a

spherical earth. By setting the appropriate angles for

these stars in the sextant and bringing the vehicle

around until the stars are sighted along the appropriate

LOS the vehicle will be aligned near the local vertical

at the specified longitude and latitude. Since the

acquisition at the reference stars takes time and the

local vertical moves at orbital rate (approximately 4

degrees/minute), the astronaut would anticipate passing

over the required longitude and latitude point by having

acquired the required stars with the sextant in advance.

When the vehicle reached its required point it could be

taken from visual control of the astronaut and the

orbital rate introduced into the pitch axis in order

to hold local vertical.
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4.2.4.3 (Continued)

Depending upon the current shape of the earth being used_
the true local vertical may deviate from the vertical

determined by the above technique by as much as ].2 _-_n.

TI_s is probably ac(:eptab]_) however, if not, varied

d_grees of hand correction cottld be made depending upon

the level of accuracy req_Ired. Co_Te('tion philosophies

raJ1ge fr_n _;imply adding a corre('tion term to th,_ geo-

centric latitude that is a periodic _ku_ction of that

latitude, to tlmt of using extensive tnb_Llar data.

Control subsequent to this realignment procedure assumes

the use of the SCS. Two modes woudd be available. In

one, the pitch gyro would be torqued at the orbital rate

and control maintained automatically. Alternatively_ the

FDAI may be precessed at the orbital rate and the astro-

naut would manually introduce the rate necessary to main-

tain the displayed pitch error at null.

4.2.4.4 Horizon Sensor and Gyrocompass Display for Manual Control -

Horizon sensors present a proven method of determining the
attitude of a vehicle rela_iveto the local horizontal

plane. Further, by gyrocompasslng techniques which appro-

priately combine horizon sensor and gyro data the vehicle

azimuth error may be determined. The system proposed here

includes the sensor hardware _id gyrocompass signal pro-

cessing discussed in detail in Section 4.3. However, the

sensor system output, consisting of three-axls error

signals I would be _le input to an astronaut display. In

addition, a rate gyro PaCkage would be mounted on the

experiment carrier and the three-axis rate information

combined with the attitude error display. Figure

4.2.4.4-1 shows the system block diagram.

4.2.4.5 Backnp S_stem Trade-off Factors

4.2.4.5.1 Cost - From the standpoint of cost the three alternatives

discussed would have the following ranking with the cost

items identified:

a. G & N Optical Realignment - No cost, existing CSM system.

b. Optical Local Vertical Control - Development and qualifi-

cation of at least one, probably two, optical instruments.

c. Horizon Sensor and Gyrocompass - System development effort,

re-qualification of existing har_lwave.
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Hol'i::on flcLUmel"

Head

}[ori',.on

I ,_[iectro, Licl_ Rightl_t_ad

Gyrocompass

Package Rate Gyro ]Package

CSM/Ca__rrier Interface

I Astronaut
Display

Figure 4.2.4.4-1
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4.2.4.5.1 (Continued)

The relatively higher cost of the last alternative

results largely from the qualification of hardware

to Apollo specifications. If it is anticipated that

the horizon sensor system will satisfy requirements

which rill arise on other AAP flights the cost con-

trast is significantly reduced.

4.2.4.5.2 Power - The thrc,e alte_lative_ are rs_ked as follows:

a. Optical Local Vertical Control - Power for illumination

only.

b. Horizon Sensor and Gyrocompass - Average power of approxl-

mately 50 watts from experiment carrier.

C. G & N Optical Realignment - Requires the SCS as well as

the optical system, average power in excess of 500 watts

from CSMfuel cells.

4.2.4.5.3 RCS Propellant - The three alternatives are ranked as
follows:

a.

be

Horizon Sensor and Gyrocompass - Simulation required for

quantitative data.

G & N Optical Realignment - Approximately 2.9 lb/hr for

SCS attitude hold under Mission 1A conditions.

c. Optical Local Vertical Control - Not less than 3 lb/hr.

This trade-off factor is considered to be highly signi-

ficant. The SCS attitude hold propellant usage rate is

obtained from SID66-1501-A_ Vol. B, Performance Data

Supplement (MMDB), 15 March 1967.

Simulations have demonstrated that propellant usage of

3 lb/hrmay be expected for alignment to a target with

an optlcallnstrument and errors maintained at about

0.25 deg. However, this simulation requires observa-

tion of just a single image, control about only two

axes, and was for periods of one-half hour or less.

Although it is not anticipated that 0.25 deg accuracy

will be required for the local vertical hold_ the

optical local vertical controlmcde would require

simultaneous control about three axes using two optical

instruments for extended periods of time. It is not

reasonable to expect more efficient propellant utili-

zationunder these conditions.
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A significant difference is 11therent with the Horizon

Sensor and Gyrocompass alter]_ative. The output_ are

electrical_ not visual, [uLd h¢_nce may be displayed in

conjunction with vehicle an_1_lar rate data. The com-

bination of attitude and rat_: on an appropriate display_

combined with crew training, wo1_Id make it pos_ible to

approach optimum limit cycle op(_ration with a resultant

significant decrease in RCS propellant usage rates.

4.2.4.5.4 Accurac[ - The alternatives are ranked as follows:

a. Horizon Scanner and Gyroc_npass - Obtainable acc_racy

should be better than 1 deg but would be limited more by

propellant conservation t_n system errors.

b. Optical Local Vertical Control - Accuracy is estimated to

be better lama 5 deg. Azimuth error could probably noi

be reduced below 2 deg at best.

C. G & N Optical Realignment - Error over an orbit is esti-

mated to exceed 5 deg due prin_rily to gyro drift,

accumlllative error in open loop orbit8_l rate torquing

and cross coupling effect.

4.2.4.5.5 C_:,__ Factors- This is another sigluificant factor

f:_w_ring selection of the Horizon Sensor and Gyrocom-

pa_. With this alternative direct _lanual control may

be _×ercised from an unrestrained position aided by a

display which would minimize fetigue. Either of the

other alternatives appear to impose relatively severe

requirements on the crew.

4.3 Carrier Moth, ted Local Vertical S_stem - Serious consideration

was given to a carrier mounted local vertical system. It

would be comprised of a tba'ee-axis reference system and con-

trol logic mounted in the carrier and would interface with

the SCS at the output of the RCS drivers. A horizon scanner-

strapdown gyroc_npass combination _Ii probably provide a

sufficiently accurate three-axis reference. The system would

result in an spproximate 25 kWH savil_ of CSM fuel cell energy

(power to the G & N system) at the expense of a 5 KWH carrier

battery requirement. This system would allow more margin for

use of the G & N system for other experiments and would de-

crease the alignment problem by location of the sensors in the

carrier. _._cept for the electronfcs, _ll necessary hardware,

i.e., horizon sensors _id gyros, i_ flight qusJified.
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4.3 (Continued)

4.3.1

The concept met with resistance because of the additional

wires required across the docking interface and because of

the required cable modifications to interface with the RCS

driver outputs. The carrier mounted system was therefore

not recommended for the prime local vertical control.

However, a sizable effort was initiated to investigate

the feasibility of the strapdown gyrocompass approach and

some of the preliminary results are discussed in the follow-

ing paragraphs.

Preliminary Gyrocompass Considerations - The yaw sensing

and control of an earth pointing satellite where pitch and
roll information is available from a horizon sensor is

considered. (In this context, and for small angular de-

viations from s_l orbit reference coordinate frame, roll

is a rotation about an axis pointing in direction of

velocity, yaw is a rotation about anear_h pointing axis,

pitch is a rotation about the nol_al to oroit plane.)

Various methods of y_w sensing are described in the

literature (Table 4.3.1-1); they include in the a_proximate

order of decreasing accuracy;

a. Stable glmballed platform

b. Stable analytic platform

c. Body mounted two-degree-of-freedom gyro

d. Body mounted single-degree-of-freedom gyro(s)

Selection of a specific method for AAP/PIPMisslon 1A is

influenced to a Large extent by the following factors:

a. Simplicity of design and minima] computational require-

ments

b. Availability of flight proven hardware

In this context method a.' is not considered because of its

unavailability as flight proven hardware; method b is not

desired because of either the complexity of its analog

realization or the computational requirements for its

digital implementation.
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4. _.l (Continued)

The choice of method_; c. _id d. :Is _Le _ub,]ect of cltrrent

inve,'_ti_atlons; methc_d d. c'o|_ce_: pl']marily the pos_Jiblllty

of t:t:eating the complete vehicle a,; a _J,abillzed platfolml.

Cel-tain operating co1[(_itlon_; appc_ar l'avorabl_ %o that coTt-

cept_ i .eo

a. Vehicle principal axes of inertia are advantageousl_

oriented with respect to gravity gradient

b. Orbit is nominally circular

c. Deviation and rates of deviation (limit cycle rates) fx_m

nominal reference orientation are snuall

Problems under consideration include the following areas:

a. Effective orientation of gyro(s)

b. Influence of sensor noise on accuracy of heading i_forma-
tion

c. Influence of sensor dynamics on stability

d. Err _ts of enviromnental disturbances

e. Selection of a compatible control system.

To illu_trate the concept of treating the vehicle as a sta-

bilized platform, the following simplified equations are

developed:

Sketch i illustrates the orientation of the orbit reference

coordinate system R and the body reference system B. Frame

B differs from frame R by the small euler angles _j _@,

_. The sequence of rotation from R into B is _ about RB_

@ about displaced R2 (=R,_), _about twice displaced
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4.3.1

Sketch i

(Continued) R,

_0

B,

R1 -- in direction of velocity

R2 -- normal to orbit plane

R 3 -- towards center of earth

The transformation of the unit vectors (e) is given by:

eB = TBR eR

where for small angles

TBR _ -_ i

thence the description of orbital rate (_ RI):

_)RI = -_ eR = " *_ - I"2-o

(Note: Superscript is used for frame of reference, sub-

script designates component)

Rate of rotation of body relative to frame R:

= )TCA.)HR (P' q' r

thence the inertial rate

BI = _ + _RI =

P- _ .CAD7 B

(_, _, _')_.. _.-.e..o /
r +_,n,,]
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4.3.1 (Continued)

Again for small angles I the trs;_t;formation of euler rat+_f;

into relative body rates ac(=or(lJ_W_ to the e_tabliL_h_d

sequence is as fol]ows:

oq = 0 i

thence the following are (._q_lival_nt rate expressions in the

coordinates of B:

p - 4, - ,,,v x-zo B

]

As a first approximatlon_ it is assumed that the B1 and B3
terms are presented good enough by

-
z %,+ _o

it follows that with the proper biasing of integrating gyros

mounted on these axes, secondary roll _d yaw information

is oi, :dned.

The abo_,e reasoning provides a basis for the diagram and

analysis presented in the next section.

4.3.2 Strapdown Gyrocompass Analysis and Simulations - The systems
showui in Figures 4.3.2-1 and 4.3.2-2 are presently examined

by simulation and analysis as possible candidates for a strap-

down gyro compassing scheme, i.e._ strapdown without electronic

gimballing.

Basically the two systems are quite similar, that is, the

purpose of the feedback paths containing gains K_ and K).

(second order system), and _ and %_ (third orde% s_t_)

is to reduce the cross coupling inp_its seen by the roll

and yaw gyro respectively. In both systems the error signal

developed by taking the difference between the horizon

scanner output and the roll gyro feedback is used to torque

the yaw gyro - the purpose is to decrease the response time

of the gyro compass loop, The difference between the two

systems shown is in the path of this error signal to the

yaw torque generator, i.e., the third order system divides

the signal in this path and provides an integration in one of

the paths. R. L. Gordon (Ref. (3), Table 4.3.2-2 has shown
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4.3.2 (Continued)

that this configuration is such that the _teady state errors

caused by horizon scs_mer bias I roll gyro offset, and

yaw gyro drift are zero.

%_e respective transfer functions and steady state errors

of the two systems as a function of gain are shown in

Tabl_ 4.3.2-1.

A simulation of each of these systmns %ms been initJated_

the first phase of this simulation is to indicate feasi-

bility; for this reason it was not felt that a one-to-one

simulation was required. A block diagram of the simula-

tion is shown in Figure 4.3.2-3. This system is being

simulated on the digital computer (CDC 6400) with a pro-

gram called MIMIC. The program MIMIC allows the user to

program as he would on analog computer without the trouble

of time or amplitude scaling. Useful results from this

simulation are expected in the near future.

Another system under consideration has been derived from

a spacial-rate gyrocompassing scheme previously used to

align inertial platforms. The system comprises two or

three body mounted single degree of freedom attitude gyros

torqued electronically by the output of a two-axis horizon

sensor. The outputs of the attitude gyros drive the atti-

tude control system forcing the body dynamics. The body

d_ulsm_ics in turn force both the gyros and the horizon

sensor dynamics. A functional block diagram of this

scheme is shown in Figure 4.3.2-4. The Roll-Yaw CoupLing

block of this Figure serves a dual function. Since the

vehicle roll error is a function of the yaw misalignment,

the yaw axis is torqued by the roll horizon sensor output

in order that the yaw error may be driven to null. The

block also serves as a point of stability compensation.

Figure 4.3.2-5 is a simplified system error block diagram

showing more details of the element's dynamics. At this

point it is possible with some assumptions about the

unlisted dynamics to perform a steady state analysis in

order to detemmtne the final values of the significant

variables in the environment of the disturbances shown.

A cursory steady state analysis was made under the follow-

ing assumptions:

a. The system is linear
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4.3.2 (Continued)

b • The gyro's output axis dynamics are that of a proportional

_Drro, ioe._

Kpo _ Kpo

JS _ + BS + K "

c. The attitude contro]lers _id the roll-yaw coupling are

pure gains in the _teady ::tare

e. The disttu'bs_ices are steps at time z_:ro

The results were as follows:

Y =KIFR+ K2bR

R = K3 Ey + K4 bR

Where _ i = 1 - 6, are the ratio of products of various system

gains and therefore may be considered design parameters.

The stability and transient analysis is not complete and

therefore is not discussed here; however, this effort is

being actively pursued. Consideration will be given in

further study to nonlinearities in at least the attitude

controllers and consideration will be given to the elimina-

tion of the pitch gyro by driving the pitch attitude con-

troller directly°
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4.3.2-2

GYROCOMPASB REFERENCF_

Autonetics Division of North AmericanAviation

Report CG-33a/3061

Application of Gyrocompassing to Space Missions

(Feb 66)

R. L. Gordon

An Orbital Gyrocompass Heading Reference for SateLlite Vehicles

J. Spacecraft V2 #6 Nov-Dec 65

(3) Third-0rder Orbital Gyrocompass Heading Reference

J. Spacecraft V3 #6 June 66

(4)

(!_)

(6)

F. J. Moran

The Use of a Two-Degree-0f-FreedomGyroscope as a Satellite

Yaw Sensor

NASA TN-D-2134 (Feb 64)

V. K. Merrick

Some Control Problems Associated _rith Earth-Orlented Satellites

NASA TN D-1771 (June 63)

Inertial Guidance

G. R. Pitman_ Jr. Editor

John Wiley & Sons, Inc. New York
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4.4 Passive Stabilization - Orientation of the CSM and experiment

carrier with the longitudinal axis parallel to the r_dlus

vector corresponds to the attitude the vehicle would tend to

assume under the influence of gravity gradient torques. This

would appear to be a p_rt_cul_r]y _ittractive approach since

RCS propellant and electrical power consumption would be at a

minimum. Also, the presence o_ the crew would eliminate the

problems of inltlal orientation and damping of oscillatlons

that are inherent to this type of stabilization. However, the

calculations which follow demonstrate that at the mission

orbital altitude, aerodynamic torques will exceed the gravity

gradient torques. Although a mass could be deployed from the

vehicle to enhance the inertia ratios and hence the stabilizing

torques, the resulting mechanical and dynamic complications were

considered to make this approach impractical.

The following data was assumed:

Iii = 1.6 X 104 slug - ft 2

122 = 133 = 8.3 X 104 slug - ft2

Xcg - Xcp = 41.5 in.

Figure _i.:.i-I depict}; a distril)ute(l rigid ma_;s; M_ in the earth
gravitational field.

The gravitational force acting on the mass M assuming the

earth's gravitational field to be radially syumletrlc is!

(a) F_ = - KM r/r 3 where _ = gravitational

constant for the earth.

(b)

(c)

The gravity gradient torque on the mass M is then:

product.

_n/r s

From Figure 1 F " _ +

Also rz = _._ where

where X denotes the cross

• denotes the dot product.
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Earth Center

vector from geocenter to the center of mass of Mass M.

(cM)

vector from the CM to an elemental mass

r - vector from the geocenter to d_

Figure _,b_.l-I
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r-3 ( r_)-_/2
. R-_ ( • + (P_ + _. _ )/R=)-3J2

By the binomial expansion and retaining terms to (p/_)

_ = _ K [M _.(_.__ _._/R_(_+_))_./_a

JM _drrl --0 since the torques are taken about
and

the CM, there fore

_ ._3_¢_ __. _.

where qP is a unit dyadic

using _ (or the inertia diadic of the body:

_, = 3KP-C3 __._

where R denotes a unit vector in the R direction =' •

Assume a right handed body fixed coordinate system with origin

at the CM and axes XI, X2, X3 with unit vectors _i' _2 and _3"

Assume a second right handed orbiting reference frame with

origin at the CM and the E3 axis pointing outward from the

geocenter along the R vector with the E 2 axis perpendicular

to the orbit plane, and the E1 axis along the orbital velocity

fector. The corresponding unit vectors are E1 , E 2 , and E 3

where the E3 = R. Let the two systems be related by the

direction cosine mtrlx A
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Where A =

= A

j,I QI2. Q 13

I _I,z Q22 el.Z3

L CII_ Q23 G_, 3

E3 is written in terms of X1 , X2 , X 3 , and A

E3 = a,3 "_J. + _23 "<2 +o83 xs

The inertia dyadic with respect to the X coordinate system is

L_:r-3, Is2 r,__J

The equation for

o -_3 o r, r,z Ii3 el,

IL=_ °'_ _:_, I.,_ T, Q_

written in the X frame becomes

If now the reference system X is chosen to be the principal
axis

_ ..C_./_. _) (r,_- r,,) =,_=_
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Now define A by the following

$oe.3 ¢% o t de, Se,o Se2 o _-a=j se, ce,

Where S and C denote sine and cosine respectively;

assume _3 and_zto be small then =L3-O) Q2_" S_,
cL33----_

then

T_, = (3K/2__) (_:_- z,__s;_2+_

]-@1

:['or a eZz'eu.lar ,._rbtt CK/I _) --" cO_, heno_

(_/_)_o_(z33- z22) sin2_

Also, th, aerodynamic disturbance torque is given by:

rA : CDA (,/2 ) d,v= (x_ -X_p)

where _ : density of air

V : velocity with respect to wind

A : reference area

CD = drag coefficient

The numerical results are:

T_ = o.137sln 2@

1_ ,, o.2oa cos _>"

and, therefore, within the region of interest the aerodynamic

torque exceeds the gravity gradient torque and passive gravity

gradient stabilization cannot be achieved at the desired

attitude.
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. SOLAR ORIENTATION

5.1 General - One experiment proposed for AAP Flight I-A

requires orientation toward the sun. This is 8020,

X-Ray/UV Solar Photography, which is designed to acquire

data on the Sun's radiant energy in the indicated por-

tions of the spectrum and requires that the center of

the sun be maintained within ± 0.25 deg. of the center

of the instrument FOV. Accurate orientation is required

in only two axes, the orientation about the experiment-

sun line is not critical. As designed, an astronaut

display which would provide the pointing reference for

manual control is a part of the experiment. Two approaches

for vehicle control during the operation of this experi-

ment have been consideredt Use of the experiment display

and control of the vehicle from a remote display.

5.2

5.3

Control to Experimen t Display - Manual control using the

experiment display is a simple and accurate method from

the control system standpoint. The display presents an

image of the sun whlch is to be held in a square reticle,

by moving the vehicle, to satisfy the accuracy require-

ments. The only modification required would be to provide

a longer cable with one hand controller so that the unit

could be carried into the experiment carrier. However,

objections arise both to a control station in the experi-

ment carrier and to a cable through the docking tunnel

and across the CSM/Carrier interface. The alternative

discussed in the next section is not subject to these

objections.

Control with Remote Display - The experiment's sensitive

axis may be properly pointed, within the desired accuracy,

through normal manual control from a position in the CSM

if an adequate display is provided to the astronaut. A

sun sensor system, such as produced by Ball Bros. Research,

offers this capability. The sun sensor would be rigidly

attached to the carrier structure and aligned to the

experiment mounting surfaces in the appropriate airlock

module. The sensor system' e electrical output would be

routed to the experiment Display and Control Console to

drive an appropriate two-axis display which could be as

simple as two voltmeters. Pointing accuracy would be

predominantly limited by RCS propellant usage. Alignment

between the sensor and airlock adapter could be less than

one minute of arc_ null accuracy of a representative

sensor system is two minutes of arc, and assuming that
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5.3 (Continued)

the angular mlsallgnment between the experiment and air-
lock does not exceed one arc minute the overall error in

the display would be compatible with achieving 0.25 deg.

pointing accuracy.

STELLAR ORIENTATION

Two experiments, S017 and S019, require orientation to stellar

targets. The polntln E requirements of these experiments are

markedly similar to S020, discussed in the preceding section,

in that an inertial hold is required, fine pointing is achieved

by manual control and the experiment design provides an astro-

naut display. Current mission planning provides that the

vehicle will be maneuvered with the G&N system to point the

experiments at a region of interest. Fine pointing and attitude

hold will then be provided by an astronaut using the hand con-

troller. As with S020_ one of the hand controllers could be

taken forward to the experiment carrier but the same obJactions

cited in Section 5.1 would again be applicable.

The display for experiment S017 consists of a set of lights andp

since the input to the display consists of electrical signals,

is compatible with remote mounting for use at a control station

in the CSM. Experiment S019, however, provides a telescope for

the astronaut pointing reference. Manual control from a station

in the CSM for this experiment will require use of the G&N

Optlcal System Scanning Telescope (SCT) which must be aligned

to the experiment LOS and can then be used as the pointing

reference for astronaut manual control. The alignment estab-

lished by the techniques described in para. 4.2.2.2 should be

adequate. However, if dimensional changes have occurred,

possibly due to boost launch environment, the "boresight"

method described in the next paragraph will be applied.

Alignment may be accomplished by maneuvering the spacecraft

until the experiment mounted telescope has a selected star

centered in the reticle. Alignment is achieved by adjusting

the SCT LOS to simultaneously center the same star in the SCT

optics. The required maneuver involves two crew members, one

at the experiment orally directing the spacecraft motion and

the second at the navigation station to respond to directions

with the hand controller and after star acquisition, to adjust

the SCT LOS.
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• RCS PROPELLANT

The Block II CSM provides 1285 lb. of usable RCS propellant -

281 lb. has been allocated for on-orbit operations after

deducting the quantities required for transposition and

docking, SPS thrusting, and de-orblt backup• Table 8.1-i

gives the estimated propellant budget by experiment. The

Table is based on the recommended confiEuretlon discussed

in Section 8 and the mission plan developed in PR-29-46 D

Mission Timelinas. Propellant values given result from usage

rates which are discussed below. The rates ere considered

to be conservative but do not represent a 3-sienna worst case.

Also, Table 8.1-1 does not include a reserve for contingencies

such as venting disturbances or a one quad out failure condi-

tion. Provision for such contingencies would require a

reduction in the experiment schedule. This reduction nould be

made on an arbitrary percentage basis in advance or become

part of a flight contingency plan to reduce the remaining

experiment activity schedule in the event of a failure or

other in-flight contingency.

Propellant required for maneuvers and attitude hold is given

in Vol. 3 of SID 66-1501-A, Mission Modular Data Book _MMDB),
revised 15 March 1967. A conservative value for maneuver

propellant results if a simultaneous three-axis 50 deg. SCS

manual maneuver is assumed. Curves in the MMDB give a 0.98

lb. propellant requirement for this assumption and a 34,000

lb. vehicle which approximates the Mission IA configuration.

As a check, propellant was calculated on the assumption of a

sequential three-axis maneuver with approximately 30 percent

system overshoot and no cross coupling. The basic equation is:

Wp - 2KI where
Lisp

Wp = propellant consumed

K = overshoot and damping factor

I = moment of inertia

L - thruster moment arm

Isp = steady state specific impulse

-maneuver rate (0.2 des/sac)

there results:

Wp = 0.96 lb.
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ESTIMATED RCS PRO_ BVIX}ET

A

TO02

DO09

Experiment

Manual Navigation Sightings

Simple Navigation

SOl6

SOl7

SOl9

S020

Trapped Particle Asymmetry

X-RayAstronomy

UV Stellar Astronomy

XUV Solar Photograph_

Standard Application

Sub Total

Rate Damping During Drift Periods

Total

RCS Propellant

20 lb.

36

76

45

33

16

44

27o

ll

281 lb.

Table 8.1-1
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A

.

.

(Continued)

This value is in good agreement with the MMDB and was rounded
off to 1.0 lb/maneuver in Table 8.1-1.

Propellant required for attitude hold is dependent on the con-
trol mode, orbital altitude and vahicle or_entatlon. The NNDB

curves result in a value of 0.5 lb/hr for fine deadband (0.5 deg)
G&Nmode attitude hold. To achieve this performance would require
some optimization of the limit cycle characteristics in the

presence of disturbance torques _ut as the CMC has this capa-
bility the 0.5 Ib/hr value was accepted as realistic.

Propellant consumption for manual attitude hold can best be

determined by a simulation study. An applicable study was per-

formed for experiments S019 and S020, the results are given in

MSC Note No. 67-EG-13_ Results of a CSM Attitude Control Task

Simulation for Experiments S-19 and S-20, 3 April 1967. The

results show propellant consumption of approximately 3 lb/hr
to maintain an attitude hold with a maximum deviation of 0.25

deg. from the experiment reference. This may be compared to

an SCS automatic fine mode hold shown by the MMDB to require

2.9 1b/hr. These values are significantly higher than could

be achieved with more nearly optimum control. In Table 8.1-1

propellant consumption of 3.0 lb/hrwas used for manual control,
this is considered to result in a conservative estimate as

attitude hold accuracy of 0.25 deg. is not required throughout

all manual control periods.

CONCLUSIONS

It is the conclusion of this study that the proposed Mieaio_

IA pointing and stabilization requirements can be mat by the

existing CSM systems. Provision of a backup system for local

vertical orientation is recommended and a supplementary sensor

and display is reco_ended for solar orientation. Use of the

CSM systems result in a minimum cost, minimum modification

method of providing experiment pointing and stabilisation.

A potential for greater mission flexibility and extended time

in orbit could be available by provision of an automatic carriox

mounted local vertical system. Although this system is not

reconnnended under the ground rules of the present study, the

potential Justifies continuing effort.

The recommended configuration and control methods are sum-

marized below for each experiment group:
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A

So (Continued)

• Earth Resources

Local Vertical hold with the CSM G&N attitude hold mode.

Backup system utilizing horizon scanners and a gyrocompass

system to provide a crew display in the CSM.

• Solar Orientation

Manual control to a crew display in the CSM. Input signals

to the display furnished by a sun sensor system mounted in

the experiment carrier.

• Stellar Orientation

Coarse acquisition with the CSM G&Nmaneuver mode. Fine

pointing by manual control to a crew display in the CSM

or to a star field using the optical system SCT as required.

The estimated electrical energy required for pointing and
stabilization is 47 KWH to be furnished by the CSM Electrical

Power System (EPS). A contingent requirement of 4 KWH is

imposed on the experiment carrier EPS for the local vertical

backup system.

The estimated weight of the local vertical backup system to

be added to the experiment carrier is 46 lb.
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i. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose - This trade study was conducted to ascertain the

awlilability of a PCM encoder capable of fullfilllng the

changing data requirements Imposed on the Data Manage-

sent Systt'm by the experiments atld subsystems of the IA

carrier a,d the limitations t'xlst[ng in the associated data

recorders/RF transmitters nt,eded to fully complete the

data Managem_,nt System.

1.2 Ob_ectlves - '['he primary objective of the study was to

determine the existence, at the present time, of a PCM

unit capable of accomodatlng the known data requirements

on the I-A carrier. '['he availability as well as qualif-

ication status, ground station status and flexibility of

the units were equally prime factors considered in this

study.

2. SUMMARY

This report will delineate the various PCM units (encoders or

encoding systems) considered for use on the I-A carrier. Also

listed will be the various formats, capacity, bit rates, compatibility

with existing ground equipment, availability, qualification status,

weight and power requirements and past or existing use of the subject

e qu ipme n t.

A base line for data requirements was not utilized in this

review due to the assumption that the unit selected will be capable,

channel and sample wise, of meeting the changing requirements present

on the I-A carrier.

3. DISCUSSION

The units under consideration for this study were manufactured

by Radiation Inc (1.6 and 51.2 KBPS) and Electro-Magnetlc Research

(EMR) (5.12 KBPS).

All units considered utilized an 8 Bit word format, with frame

synchronization and identification different for each system invest-

igated. This difference in no way affected the ability of these

units to be utilized on the I-A carrier.
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3. (Continued)

All units considered are, at the present time, components of

existing systems utilizing ground equipment available and in use.

The 1.6-51.2 KBPS units are used on the Apollo - CSM and the

5.12 KBPS unit was used on the Gemini project and is presently being

considered as part of the Data Management System (DMS) on the air

lock Module of the AAP Program.

3.1 System Description

3.1.1 1.6 KBPS System - This system is capable of accepting

high level (0-5V) and low level (0-40 my) (with addition of low level

amplifier and io_ level analog multiplexer) analog signals and both

serial and parallel digital signals. These signals are time multi-

plexed into a serial PC_4 Non-Return to Zero (NRZ) output pulse train

at a 1.6 KBPS rate. The unit described is the low bit rate portion

of the succeeding 51.2 KBPS system, also described.

3.1.2 Capability - The number of signals to be processed at

1.6 KBPS are i00 high level analog inputs! 288 parallel digital

(I Bit) and one 40 Bit serial digital input word. A 32 Bit syn-

chronization/identification (ID) _ord and an 8-Bit format ID _ord are

generated inside the PCM.

3.1.3 Format - At the rate of 1.6 KBPS, there is one frame per

second, containing 200 8-Bit words (1600 Bits) the first four 8-Bit

_ords are used for synchronization and identification.

3.1.4 Synchronization - The PCM output data and control

signals are synchronized by timing signals generated by an external

clock. With the external source being 512KHZ, various time intervals

are available and are logically combined in the programmer to provide

the timing format and program sequencing commands.

3.1.5 Operation - The operation of the encoder is not part of

this trade study.

3.1.6 Output - The output of the encoder is adaptable to VHF or

USBE Transmitters or magnetic tape for delayed transmission.
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3.1.7 Encoder Configuration

QUANTITY SAMPLES WORDS BITS BITS REMARKS

PER SEC. PER SEC. PER WORD PER SEC.

Analog Data I I00 8 800 0 to 5 VFS
I00

Digital Data

i i0 I0 8 80 BIT Parallel

I 1 i 32 32 Binary "one"

(+ 3.5 to IOV)

31 I 31 8 248 Binary "zero"

(0 ± .5V)

1 lO lO 40 400 (1) Bit Serial •

requires start

stop & digital
serial Bit

sync pulses.

i I I 32 32 sync word

i I i 8 8 Format ID

8 Bits of ID

TOTALS A = I00 144 1600

D= 36

(I) The i channel of digital serial data is not considered usable

for the anticipated I-A carrier data requirements.

3.1.8 Weight and Power - This unit is considered questionable

from a weight and power standpoint, for use on the IA carrier.

Power - 115/200 V, 3 pluse, 400 CPS (21 watts)

ii VDC (2.2 watts)

Weight - 44 pounds (13.3 W, 7.0" H, 14.2" D)

These values apply to the system described in Section 3.2 of this
review.
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3.2 51.2 KBPS System - This system is the high bit rate

portion of the system described as the 1.6 KBPS system. Inputs may

be high (0-5V), or low (0-40 nr¢) level analog, and both serial and

parallel digital signals. The resultant serial time multiplexed data

train is at a rate of 51.2 KBPS.

3.2.1 Capahillty - The number of signals to be processed is

determined by a preset format and controlled by the programmer. The

input capacity is 365 high level analog, 304 parallel digital (I BIT)

and one 40 BIT digital word. Synchronlzatlon/identification (ID/word

requires 32 BITS and a 8 BIT format I0 word. Both are generated

within the encoder. Sample rates of 200 per second are available.

3.2.2 Format - The normal format is a 51.2 KBPS NRE serial bit

stream using the first four 8-BIT words in each frame for synchron-

ization/identification. There are 128 - 8 BIT words (1024 BITS) in

each prime frame and a total of 50 prime frame per second for a total

of 51.2 KBPS.

3.2.3 Synchronization - The PCM output data and control signals

are synchronized by tinting signals generated by an external clock.

With the source being 512 KHZ, various time intervals are available

and are logically combined in the programmer to provide the timing

format and program sequencing commands.

3.2.4 Operation - The operation of the cncoder is not part

of this trade study.

3.2.5 _ - The serial data train resulting from the various

inputs is adaptable to any of the RF systems considered for use on

the I-A carrier. However, the bit rate is to high for application to

the DSE.

3.2.6 Encoder Configuration

QUANTITY SAMPLES WORD BITS BITS REMARKS

PER SEC, PER SEC, PER WORD PER SEC,

Analog

4 200 800 8 6400 HL (0-SV F.S)
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QUANTITY

TOTAL

16

15

165

150

350

Digital Data

I

I

1

1

44

I

TOTAL 51

(Continued)

SAMPLES

PER SEC.

i00

50

i0

i

WORD

PER SEC.

1600

750

1650

150

4950
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BITS BITS

PER WORD PER SECr

8 12800

8 6000

8 13200

8 1200

39600

200 200 16 3200

50 50 8 400

i0 I0 32 320

i0 i0 16 160

I0 440 8 3520

50 50 40 2000

50 50 32 1600

50 5O 8 4O0

860

REMARKS

(l)

11600

Bit Parallel

Binary ))one )' =

+ 3.5 to

+ i0 volts

Binary "zero" =
0 + .5V

Bit Serial

Requires start,

stop) and

digital serial

bit syuc. pulses.

Sync word (32
bits or fixed

sync code

Format ID

8 Bits
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3.2.6 (Continued)

qUANTITY SAMPLES WORD BITS BITS

PER SEC. PER SEC. PER WORD PER SEC.

(I) Low Level (0-40 MV) when used replaces one 0-SV F.S.
Channel at 50 SPS

50 I 50 8 400

REMARKS

3.2.7 Weight & Power - See information in Section 3.1.8

3.3 5.12 KBPS System - This system is capable of accepting

high level (0-5V) and low level (0-40 my) analog signals and both

serial and parallel digital signals. The resultant serial time

multiplexed data train is at a rate of 5.12 KBPS. This output Is

for application to a magnetic tape recorder or for real time trans-

mission. This system also has the capability to provide a high

bit rate output (51.2 KBPS) that includes all the low bit rate

channels as well as additional channels. These additional channels

are sampled at a much higher rate than the channels assigned to the
lower bit rate section of the encoder.

3.3.1 Capability - The number of signals to be processed

is determined by a preset format and controlled by the programmer.

The input capacity is 108 high level analog, 96 low level analog,

88 bi-level, 32 bi-level pulse, and 24 digital in the configuration

anticipated for use on the IA carrier. Synchronlzation/identiflca-

tion (ID) word requires 24 bits and a 24 bit frame identification word.

Both are generated within the encoder. Sample rates of 40 per second

are available in the lower rate while 640 is available if the high
rate was used.

3.3.2 Format - The normal format is a 51.2 KBPS NRZ serial

bit stream, while the portion planned for use on the IA carrier is a

5.12 RE serial bit train. There are 64-8 blt words (512 bits) in

each sub frame and a total of i0 frames per word for a total of 5.12
KBPS.

3.3.3 Synchronization - As used on the Gemini program thla

unit was controlled by an external clock. The incorporation of an

internal clock for use ok the IA carrier is going to be accomplished.
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3.3.4 Output - The serial data train (51.2 & 5.12 KHZ)

provided by this unit is adaptable to any of the RF system (Direct

iuput) bluing considered for the IA carrier. However only the 5.12

KIIZ signal is adaptable to the DSE considered for carrier use.

3.3°5 Encoder Configuration - The system under consideration

is comprised of 3 low level multiplexers and 2 high level multi-

plexerso With this configuration the following capabilities exist.

QUANTITY SAMPLES WORD BITS BITS REMARKS

PER SEC. PER SEC. PER WORD PER SEC.

3 40

3 20

6 I0

96 1.25

24 1.25

72 0.416

Digital

88 i0

32 I0

24 0.416

Hi-Level = 0 - 5VOC

Lo-Level = 0-- 20MV

Bi-Level = 0 = 5V

I = ISV

Digital = N.A.

120 8 960 Hi-Level

60 8 480 Hi-Level

60 8 480 HI-Level

120 8 960 HI-Level

30 8 240 Lo-Level

-- 8 Lo-Level

8 7040 Bi-Level

8 Bi-Level Pulse

8 Digltal-Parallel
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3.3.6 Weight and Power - This system has good weight and

power values.

Weight (3 Low level and a high level multiplexers)

34.7 pounds

Power 28 VDC, I0 watts

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of this study clearly reflects the availability

of various PCM systems that can be utilized on the IA earrler. The

controlling feature in selection of the system for the carrier will

be the completed measurements llst and a PCM system wlth sufficient

channel and sampling capacity. In addition, the data compression

required for thl8 carrier will impact this selection also.

It was also evident from the review that the availability

of other PCM system, in particular, a I0 bit system is poor.

The recommendation, from the review results, is that the EMR

5.12 KBPS system be utilized and the higher bit rate portion be

utilized, if necessary, for real time data transmission only.
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INTRODUCTION

i.i Purpose - This study was undertaken so that a competent

decision could be made when data recodlng/playback

requirements imposed on the Data Management System
are finalized.

1.2 Objectives - The objectives for this study were as
follows:

1.2.1 Insure the availability of a recorder system

technically and environmentally qualified for

for use on the IA carrier.

1.2.2 Evaluate the capability of the recorder to

satisfy the record/playback times inherent

in the concept of the IA carrier's mission.

1.2.3 Pursue the possibility of modifying a recorder

system to satisfy the particular data require-

ments of the IA carrier.

1.2.4 Investigate the possibility of utilizing

experiment data systems either as is or

modifying to satisfy additional data require-

ments.

1.2.5 Verify the ability of the recorder to satisfy

either or both the following input requirements;

1.2.5.1 5.12 IBPS POM & 6-8 channel FMMultl-

plexed signal.

1.2.5.2 Experiment P(_ Data Train (Approx.

23 KBPS).

1.2.6 Insure the playback speed, with the necessary

RF bandwidth consistent with data input, is

within the capabilities of the transmitters

selected as well as the MSFN,

SUMMARY

This report will delineate the various systems or methods

considered for use on the carrier. Manufacturer of the

particular units will be referenced only for identifica-

tion purposes. Model or type will be presented to clarify

the investigation.
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SI_MARY (Continued)

Record/playback time required will not be specified for

each unit because the conditions could vary. Below are

listed the record/playback times used as a baseline during

evaluation.

2.1 System I - record minimum of 4 hours with maximum

dump time of 12 minutes.

2.2 System 2 - record minimum of 36 minutes with

maximum dump time of 9 minutes.

To satisfy these requirements, consideration was given to

modify an experiment data system as well as existing

recorder systems.

DISCUSSIONS

The units under consideration are products of RCA and

Leach. Various models or types from each manufacturer

were reviewed and the presentation will delineate the

ones considered possible for the IA carrier. All units

considered have usage in a space application prior to IA flight.

Because of this, the environmental capabilities of each

unit will be considered adequate and this review will not

pursue this requirement.

Also, because of the usage, these units are considered

available for use on the IA carrier.

3.1 System Description

3.1.1 RCA Model SL-100 - This unit was used in con-

junction with the Electro-Magnetlc Research

(EMR) 51.2/5.12 KBPS PCM Encoder on the Gemini

Program. The recorder/encoder combination

fulfills the requirement for the long data

storage capabilities (4 hours) of the IA

carrier.

The extremely high compression capabilities

(22!1) also makes this unit acceptable for

use on the IA carrier (record at 1-1/8 ips,

playback at 41.25 ips).
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3.1.1

3.1.2

(Continued)

The application on the car_ler would be

identical to that used on the Gemini Program.

The encoder would be the same type making the

record capabilities the same.

Data requirements on the IA carrier precludes

the use of only a PCM system. The need

exists for several channels of FM data

(Multiplexed). For this reason, the following

is being proposed, as a modification, on the

RCA recorder.

The need exists for approximately 8 channels

of this time multiplexed data (FM), with the

maximum response such that the aforementioned

recorder tape speed (1-7/8 ips) would be

adequate. The plan would be to use an addi-

tional =rack (the recorder has a capacity of

7 tracks, with either digital and/or analog

input) to record this data and the subsequent

playback frequency would be within the

capabilities of the anticipated VEF transmitter.

All standard IRIG sub-carriers are planned,

therefore the system would be standard through-

out proposed record/playback use.

Leach Series 3200 - This unit, at presentj is

the type proposed for use as the DSE in the

Data Management System of the Apollo Command

Module.

The units capabilities are suchthat the unmodified

version exceeds the carrier requirements in

several categories, while not satisfying

these requirements in others.

3.1.2.1 The particular categories are as

follows:

Sufficient

. Total number of channels 14 - the

effective recording capabilities

are really Ii because the high bit

rate PCM is shifted from serial to
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3. I• 2.1 (Continued)

parallel and uses 4 tracks for

recording. The additional tracks

are used for analog - 9 tracks_ and

timing - I track.

. Analog channels capable of 25 KHZ

signal input.

. Tape speeds of 3.75 and 15 Ips for

record and 15 and 120 for playback.

• PCM bit rate of 51.2 K3PS can be

recorded.

Insufficient

Playback compression ratio imposes

a subsequent VKF RF bandwidth

exceeding system limits.

Record time at 15 ips is only 30

minutes. The 3.75 ips record speed

provides a longer time for recordlng_

but the subsequent 120 ips playback

speed puts the system in the condition

described in preceding paragraph.

Data requirements on the carrier

are such that additional data storage

capabilities are needed. The data

requirements for real time and

delayed data transmissions precludes

utilization of I tape system for all

data during the IA misslon.

3.1.3 Leach Series 2000 - This unit has seen frequent

usage in space applicatlons# Its availability

is good and the introduction of modifications

will not produce excessive delays. The power/

weight requirements are also acceptable.

The proposed application of this unit on the

carrier would be to complement the recorder

being used for the 5.12 KEPS PCM. The usage

would be in such a way that all peculiar
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3.1.3

3.1.4

_Continued)

data requirements; i.e._ experiment data at

23 KBPS, would be applied to this recorder

and later, when over a suitable ground statlonp

playback through the RF system. The utilization

of this recorder as a prime data storage system

would impose a problem in adapting the recorder

to the anticipated 5.12 I_BPS P(R4 encoder. The

previously described system (RCA) is engineered

to adequately accept the PQ4 data.

The capacity of this series recorder is more

than adequate for the IA carrier data require-

ments_ but mission requirements are such that

record time vs. playback time over ground

stations_ makes it mandatory to have more than

one recorder.

The playback ratios available in this series

recorder are such that this item poses no

problem in determining its usefulness on the

carrler_

Experiment Recorder/Data Handling System -

Inherent in the design of two (2) experiments

proposed for use on the IA carrier is a data

handling system with capabilities that could

be adapted for other experiments. The data

time line is such that the utilization of this

data system would not interfere with its

original intent.

The data handling system has a capability

that exceeds the carrier's requirements

but the simultaneous utilization of the sub-

system within this data handling system is not

practical. The system is composed of a PCM

system_ an FM multiplex system and a tape

recorder. The tape recorder is utilized for

redundant recording on its two (2) tracks.

The recorder is a Leach MTE 2110. The experi-

ments associated with this system arel

I. Frog otollth function (TO04)

2. X-rayastronomy (S0i7)
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3.1.4 _Continued )

The recorder has at the prement time the

ability to record for a minimum of 32 mlnutel

and playback at a 4:1 ratio,

The proposed modification to this system is

to expand the input capability so that non-
experiment data (T004 & $017) can be intro-

duced to the tape recorder. This change

would be in the input side only. In addition,

the ability to record digital data would be
added. This addition would be external to the

data system as a black box.

All other aspects of the data system would

remain unchanged.

The output of the recorder (playback mode)
would be time shared on a _IF link with another

recorder' s data.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND _ATIONS

This study clearly points out the necessity for a recorder

system with dual complex capabilities. The solution would

be a 2 recorder system or 1 system capable of recording high

bit rates along with low bit rates, each from a different

source and also being able to record analog data, all with

long recording tlmes and very short playback times. The 2

recorder scheme appears most advantageous because each

recorder can satisfy a specific experlment_ data requirements

and playback the data at a ratio that is consistent with

the RF system and the accompanying MSFM ground station. The

resultant RF system _]_) transmitter bandwidth would remain

tolerable and the task imposed on the MSFN would be within

acceptable limits.

The recommendations resulting from this study is to utili=e

the identical system employed on the Gemini Program with

the addition of the recorder channel and its neaessary

electronics for recording the FM multiplex data.

In addition, it is reco_nended that using the axpezimant data

handling system's tape recorder with the external modifica-

tions mentioned would be the most expeditious method of

satisfying the remaining data requirements problem. At
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4o (Cont£nued)

present_ this recorder would be utilized for reoordlng only

one (I) P_ serial data train aasociated with one (I)

experiment. The bit rate would be approximately 23 K3PS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To determine the feasibility of satisfying the baseline experi-

ment requirements without overloadln 8 the crew capability a total

mission experiment timellne was prepared. A representative day was

then chosen for detailed analysis to determine total experiment

operational time, experiment support requirements, MSFN data dump

capability, and crew availability _or experiment operation and support
functions.

2. SUMMARY

This report defines the experiment operational requirements and

the extent to which these requirements have been satisfied based on a

total mission timeline analysis. Experiment operational utilization

is categorized by on-time, preparation and support time provisioning.

The rationale leading to the scheduling of experiments and allocation

of time is presented. Ground track constraints Such as MSFN contact,

Zone of Interior over flights, Southern Atlantic Anomaly crossings and

day/night cycles are discussed.

The time allocation desired for crew maintenance functions are

denoted and the deviations to these requirements, resulting from the

timeline analysis, are presented. Areas to which special emphasis

should be given in future study are identified.

Figures i and 2 contain the total mission (14 day) experiment

timeline and the 24 hour (April 5) tlmeline. The 24 hour profile is

considered representative of an experiment day to which the Applications

Experiments have been assigned.
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, EXPERIMENT CRITERIA

In the foregoing discussion of the experiment time requirements,

scheduling rationale and considerations, frequent reference is made to

an experiment by its designated number. Table I has been included to

provide the reader a reference for identifying the titles and the class-

ification of the baseline experiments.

Table I AAP Mission IA Baseline Experiments

Number _ Title

Applications "A" Experiments

S039

SO40

SO43

SO44A

S048

Day-Night Camera

Dielectric Tape Camera

IR Temperature Sounder

Elec Scanned Microwave Radiometer

UHF Sferics Detection

Astronomy Experiments

SO17 X-Ray Astronomy

SO19 UV Stellar Astronomy

SO20 UV X-Ray Solar Photography

Bio-Science/Technological Experiments

DOI7

SO15

TOO3

TOO4

CO2 Reduction

Zero-G Single Human Cell

Inflight Nephelometer

Frog Otolith Function

Earth Resources Experiments

EO6-1

EO6-4

EO6-7

E06-9

EO6-11

MetricCamera

(SO42) Multispectral Camera

IR Imager

IRRadiometer/Spectrometer

M_itifrequency Microwave Radiometer

Uncategoriz%d Experiments

DO08

I)009

SO16

SO18

T002

Radiation

Simple Navigation

Trapped Particle Asymmetry

Micrometeorite Collection

Manual Navigation Sighting
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D

3.1 Experiment Operation Utilization - This section discusses

the time allocations for each experiment. The allocations are divided

into on-time, prep time and support time.

3.1.1 Experiment On-Time - In setting forth a schedule of spec-

ified duration for the operation of the aforementioned experiments, com-

promises have been made in an attempt to satisfy to the extent possible

the data collection requirements for all the experiments. Table 2 pre-

sents a summary of the experiment requirements as specified by the NASA

MSC and the percentage of the extent to which these requirements are

satisfied by the timeline developed by MMC. The detailed requirements

for each experiment are set forth in PR 29-51, Experiment Requirements,

3.1.2 Experiment Prep-Time - Preparation time as referenced

herein includes: warmup, calibration, checkout, mode control selection,

camera selection, sensor deployment, and target acquisition. The

24-hour timeline (April 5), presented in Section 6. of this report

includes the preparation time for each experiment or experiment grouping.

Preparation times are not included for all experiments on the 14 day

schedule. Consideration has been given, however, to prep-time for the

standard applications grouping. The fourth 24-hour period was selected

as a representative standard applications day and the allocation of

experiment preparation time for this day has been considered in the

scheduling of activities for April 3, 4, 8, and 9.

Several of the short duration, "slngle-shot" experiments, such

as DOlT and D009 do include prep-time and are so noted on the 14-day

timeline. The passive experiments for which no prep-tlme other than

equipment installation or attitude orientation is required are S016,

S018, and D017.

3.1.3 Experiment Support Time - IMU alignment, equipment

unstowage and placement, experiment data logging, recording, voice

annotatiou, film change, boresighting, and workstation transfer (crew)

are classified as experiment support functions. The 14-day tlmeline

allocates time for boresighting the S019 sextant with the G&N sextant,

standard applications film retrieval and replacement, equipment

(S016, S018, S019, arid SO20) installation and removal from the air-

locks, T002 and DO09 component transfer from the carrier to the CM,

DO09 retrieval from temporary storage in the CM, S019 prism change, and

crew transfer between the CM and carrier.

Table 3 presents the time and frequency requirements for selected

support functions. These data have been incorporated in the applicable

functions on both the 14-day and 24-hour (April 5) timeline.
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Table 2 Experiment Operation Utilization

Operating Time

Experiment

S039

SO40

S043

SO44A

S048

S017

SO19

SO20

DOI7

SO15

T003

T004

E06-1

EO6 -4

EO6-7

EO6-9

E06-11

DO08

DO09

SO16

SO18

T002

Requested

Automatic mode

(a) Continuous during

applications day

(b) Manual mode - 4 hrs

Continuous during applications

day daylight

50 targets of opportunity

Continuous during applications day

Automatic mode

(a) Continuous for ii days

(b) Manual mode - 4 hrs,

dark only

20 sightings/20 min ea

135 exposures

I0 sightings, light only

6 hours

Feed every 12 hours, photo every

6 hours (except during sleep)

Every 4 hours of work period

Continuously for 72 hrs after

launch

900 frames

540 frames/camera

II hrs (i00 ft film)

30 targets/7 min ea

30 targets -U.S. and coastal

waters
iJ

3 passes in SAA and 3 out

6 night passes and 3 day passes

8_7o of SAA passes

40 hours exposure

56-20 to 30 min observations

on night pass

% Sched

50%*

100%

20%*

100%

100%

17%

100%

100%

66%

75%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

92%

100%

15%

* Data dump restriction
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Table 3 Experiment Support Requirements

Est Time

Function Required Frequency Notes

IMU Alignment
Initial

Realignment

Film Reload

(b cassettes)

Airlock Operation

Prepare dome A/L, in-

stall & deploy S01b*

Retract & remove S016"*

Prepare wall A/L and

install S020*

Remove S020"*

Install SOl9*

Remove SOIg**

Install & deploy S018*

Retract & remove SOl8**

Retrieval of carrier

stowed experiments for

A/L insertion

Crew transfer from CM

center couch to experi-

ment truss in carrier

35 min

20 min

50 mln

25 min

9 min

17% mln

10% min

16 min

7 mln

20 min

i0 min

I0 min

i0 mln

Once per experiment day

Every second orbit during

experiment day

Every I% to 2 standard

apps days

i time

1 time

i time

i time

1 time

1 time

i time

1 time

4 times

9 to ii times

Crew transfer from carrier

experiment truss to CM

center couch

Forward hatch opening

Forward hatch unstowage
and closure

Boreslght S019 with

G&N sextant

S019 prism change

12 min

3 min

4 mln

35 mln

30 min

9 to ii times

8 times

8 times

i time

i time

Night pass only

Night pass only

Includes carrier

light activation;

crewman carrying

equipment.

Includes carrier

light deactiva-

tion; crewman

carrying equipment.

Night pass

Includes time for
removal and
insertion in A/L
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Table 3 Experiment Support Requirements (continued)

Function

Remove carrier dust cover

and stow, retrieve exp

I)&C panel, perform elec-

trical connection, and

close circuit breakers.

Remove probe and drogue

assys and stow in CM.

Maneuver spacecraft from

starfield pointing to LV.

Est Time

Required

35 min

5 mln

7 to 12

min.

Frequency

i time

i time

As required.

Notes

Assumes crewman

in soft suit.

Assumes single

sensor; 90 ° to

180 ° pitch or yaw

maneuver.

*Excludes unstowage and checkout of component to be installed.

**Excludes stowage of component.

3.2 Experiment Scheduling Rationale - Experiment scheduling

was dependent on the following major factors:

Zl (U.S. and coastal water) overflights - frequency, duration

and time of day

Southern Atlantic Anomaly passes - duration and time of day
Experiment operational requirements

Experiment life cycle

Experiment priority

Film change requirements (E06-4)

Minimization of carrier entries

Crew constraints

The first group of experiments scheduled were the Standard

Applications experiments. April 3, 4, 5 were chosen because the El

overpasses commenced at a time commensurate with the initiation of the

crew's duty cycle. April 2 and 6 were not selected because of the priority

rating applied to S019 and S020 and the desire to accomplish experiments

considered more difficult as early in the mission as possible. April

7 was arbitrarily selected as the crew "rest" day. Consequently, the

final two standard applications days were assigned to April 8 and 9 to

utilize as much of the ZI overpass periods as possible.
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3.Z (continued)

S016 was the second experiment assigned - the intent being to

provide local vertical orientation of the spacecraft during a maximum

of SAA passes. To minimize carrier entries and provide maximum S016

sensor exposure the S01b unit was assigned to the dome airlock. Air-

lock insertion was scheduled on the first day during the tirst actual

carrier entry when the experiment D&C panel is retrieved.

S020 was scheduled on April 2. Prior to crew exit following the

termination of S020 operations, S019 is installed in the wall airlock

after removal of SO20. S019 operation was scheduled for April 6 to

avoid successive days of carrier operation. In addition, April 3 pro-

vides a greater number of ZI passes for the Standard Apps group.

Upon completion of S019 activities at the wall airlock, the

experiment is removed and replaced by S018. Because S018 is a passive

experiment and only requires periodic spacecraft orientation for S018

exposure to deep space, this experiment was scheduled through April 7,

the day of rest.

S017 considered next in priority and order of operational

difficulty was assigned to April i0 and ii. T002 followed on April

12 and D009 on April 13. April 14, reserved for equipment and data

transfer between the vehicles, was considered off limits for any major

or sustained experiment operation. S015 requires attention for periods

from 2 to 5 minutes, four times daily. S016 was scheduled also on

April 14 during two SAA crossings to increase the compliance with data

collection requirements.

T004 (Frog Otollth) requires collection of all data within a

72-hour period commencing as soon after llft off as the schedule

permits. Because of the crew constraints (i.e., sleep c>cles, etc.)

control of T004 is shared with the ground control network. Periodic

experiment checks varying from ½ to 2_ hours are scheduled for 62 of

the 72 hour cycle. These data collection periods are indicated on the

14 day timeline by vertical batch marks. Experiment operation is

initiated 7_ hours into the mission after retrieval of the D&C panel

from the carrier.

T003, S015, D008, and D017 were then assigned in accordance

with experiment requirements and crew constr_nts.
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3. Z (continued)

It should be noted that compliance with a simultaneous sleep

cycle was considered until an analysis of the S01b requirements dic-

tated a deviatio_ As shown on the 14 Day Timeline, Figure I, 8 sleep

periods are staggered. The maximum offset is two hours and during

all of these periods only one crewman is required to stay on duty.

The sleep cycles are discussed in more detail in Section 4, Crew

Criteria.

Table 4 provides a quantitative reference of each SAA contact

period for the basellned 140 n mi, 50 degree orbit. Mr. Steve Mansur,

NASA/MSC/S&AD, the technical monitor for the S016 experiment provided

MMC with an estimated definition of the SAA envelope geometry.
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Table

Date

(CST)

April I

April 2

IApril 3

April 4

April 5

April 6

April 7

Initial Contact Time

CST

1541 hr

1712

1846

2018

2331

0103

0237

1534

1707

1840

2014

2324

0057

1527

1700

1833

2009

2317

0047

1350

1521

1653

1827

2311

0043

1343

1513

1644

1820

2132

2303

0036

1335

1507

1639

1815

2125

2256

0030

1327

1458

1632

1807

2116

2249

GMT

2141 hr

2312

0046

0218

0531

0703

0837

2134

2307

0040

0214

0524

0657

2127

2300

0033

0209

0517

0647

1950

2121

2253

0027

0511

0643

1943

2113

2244

0020

0332

0503

0636

1935

2107

2239

0015

0325

0456

0030

1927

2O58

2232

0007

0316

0449

4 SAA Contact Periods

Duration Date

6 min

8

7

6

8

12

7

7

8

7

4

9

12

8

8

7

3

12

12

3

8
8

5
12

11

5

8

8

6

8

12

10

6

8

6

4

8

12

8

7

9

7

3

9

12

(CST)

April 8

=1

April 9

April i0

April ii

April 12

April 13

April 14

April 15

Initial Contact Time

CST GMT

0023 hr

1319

1451

1025

2109

2240

1140

1311

1443

1017

2 i00

2233

1132

1302

1434

1609

2051

2225

1122

1254

1424

1602

1911

2043

2214

Iiii

1244

1418

1553

1903

2033

2209

1103

1235

1409

1544

1853

2025

0924

1054

1225

1400

1844

2014

0913

1044

0623 hr

1919

2051

2225

0309

0440

1740

1911

2043

2217

0300

0433

1732

1902

2034

2209

0251

0425

1722

1854

2024

2202

0111

0243

0414

1711

1844

2018

2153

0103

0233

0409

1703

1835

2009

2144

0053

0225

1524

1654

1825

2000

0044

0214

1513

1644

Duration

6 mln

8

8

7

10

12

3

7

8

6

12

Ii
4

8

8

6

12

i0

6

8

8

4

7

12

8

7

8

7

3

8

13

6

7

8

6

2

i0

12

3

7

8

7

i0

12

4

8

The day/night cycles, ZI passes ard MSFN station contact times are denoted

in PR 29-19, Revised Ground Track, MSFN and Truth Site Data.
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4. CREW CRITERIA

This section identifies the required time allocation for the

Apollo system and crew maintenance and housekeeping functions. Time-

line provisions which deviate from these requirements are discussed in
Section 4.2.

4.1 Crew Schedulin_ Requirements - The crew constraints to

which consideration was given in the development of the mission time-

lines are presented in Table 5.

Table 5 Crew Scheduling Requirements

Function Time Allocation/Day

Sleep

Eat

Exercise

Crew Housekeeping

Systems Housekeeping

Suit Donning

Suit Doffing

*8 hours/crewman

"3-1 hour perlods/crewman

3-10 min periods/crewman

1½ hours/crewman

*2 hours/crewman

*'12 min unassisted

** 9 min unassisted

*Simultaneous participation by all three crewmen preferred.

**Sequential participation recommended.

It is desirable to schedule the systems housekeeping functions

in three periods with one early in the day, one near midday and the

latter in the evening. Personal hygiene, waste management, flight

plan updating, and crew housekeeping are not scheduled items. Open

periods in the mission plan will be occupied primarily by the perform-

ance of these functions. Collectively from 3% to 4% hours per day will

be devoted to these activities by each crewman.

Eat periods are scheduled with all three crewmen participating

simultaneously, although the hot water supply cycle may constrain this

to some degree. The third eat period should provide the last major

activity of the day and normally would follow the systems housekeeping
functions.

Each function noted in Table 5 includes time allocation for

crew transfer from one position to another within the CM.
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4.2 Crew Scheduling Provisions - To incorporate all of the

baseline experiments in the total mission timeline and to provide

minimum reduction of experiment data collection activity, deviations

to crew scheduling requirements were necessary. The exact extent of

deviation will not be known until each day of the mission is analyzed

in detail, therefore the results of the 24 hour tlmeline performed for

April 5 (Ref. Fig. 2) will be used as a representative basis for

discussion. A summary o_ the crew activities is included in Table 7,

24 Hour Timellne Summary Analysis.

Because the waste management facilities in the CM accommodate but

one crewman, the initial eat period is staggered by i0 minutes for each

crewman. Although this does not appear to provide earlier initiation

of experiment activity, it may provide a demand rate for hot water

more compatible with the system makeup cycle. The second and third

eat periods are scheduled for simultaneous participation which, of

course would contradict the noted advantage derived from a staggered

cycle.

The first systems housekeeping (SH) cycle provides 40 minu_es

ot elapsed time, however this does not include total crew participation.

The Pilot is not available for SH until I0 minutes after the Connnand

Pilot. To minimize the staggered sequence the Pilot's activity was

terminated 5 minutes after the CP and SP had completed the activity.
The CP and SP were scheduled for 35 minutes rather than 40 to allow a

i0 minute open period prior to the IMU coarse and fine mode alignuent

sequence. The second SH period allows simultaneous participation for

two crewmen for 30 minutes. The scheduling of S015 and S016 activities

during this period, followed by an IMU realignment sequence, required

within the night pass compound the conflict ot activity. With a ZI

pass just preceding this period it was not possible to initiate the SH

function earlier. Forty minutes of simultaneous SH activity was assigned

for the third period. This period could be extended to compensate for

the abbreviated periods.

The April 5 sleep cycle is one of eight (Ref. Fig. I) requiring

one crewman to stay on watch during a SAA crossing for S016 data

collection. This 12 minute crossing is terminated at 2315. The SP,

who was designated as experiment operator for night S016 operation on

this day, then retires at 2400.

Crew responsibility for night S016 operation (LV vehicle orien-

tation) has been rotated over the eight days to minimize crew fatigue.

In several cases, to allow initiation of experiment activity during an

advantageous ground track position, the crewman retiring after an

extended duty cycle is provided a 7_ hour sleep period.
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o TOTAL MISSION (14 DAY) EXPERIMENT TIMELINE

The enclosed timeline (Figure i) represents the initial effort

at integration of the baseline experiments into a total mission

schedule. Additional iterations will be necessary before each experi-

mental and supporting incremental task activity may be plotted against

time. It is MMC's intent in the presentation of this data to ascertain

the feasibility of the baseline experiment grouping relative to environ-

mental operational requirements, power and data constraints, and crew
and environmental limitations.

Table 5 presents a summary analysis of the critical mission and

system parameters considered in the development of the 14 day timellne.

Table 5 Total Mission Timeline Summary Analysis

Mission Parameter Scheduled or Elapsed Time

Launch Time

Elliptical Injection

Time allocated for:

CSM/SLA separation

Transposition

Docking

SlVB Jettison

Initial hatch opening for SLA circuit

connection

Circular Injection

Second hatch opening for:

Probe and drogue removal

D&C retrieval

S016 installation

D&C Panel On

Third hatch opening for S020 operation

Fourth hatch opening for film change

Fifth hatch opening for S019 operation

Sixth hatch opening for:

Film change

T002 and D009 rettleval

Seventh hatch opening for final equipment

transfer and stowage

Preparation for carrier jettison

Jettison carrier

Splash down

0900 CST April i
0910

27 min

i000 CST April i

1251CST April I

1530 CST April I

1624 CST April i

0900 CST April 2

1650 CST April 4

1012 CST April 5

0835 CST April 8

0900 CST April 14

0615 CST April 15

0830 CST April 15

1020 CST April 15
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. 24 HOUR (APRIL 5) TIMELINE

A detailed analysis of a 24 hour period considered to be

representative of an Applications Experiments day was conducted.

April 5, the fourth 24 hour period of the baseline IA mission, wal

selected. Figure 2 presents this timellne incorporating the Applications

"_', Earth resources, selected Bio-Science and the trapped Particle

Asymmetry (S016) experiments.

As on the 14 Day Timeline, both CST and GMT are shown. The

crew work/rest schedule is referenced to the local Houston (CST)

cycle.

A summary analysis o_ major crew and system events is presented
in Table 6.

Table 6 Summary Analysis - 24 Hour Timeline

Event Time Allocation

Eating

Systems Housekeeping

IMU Alignment

Initial

Realignment

Local Vertfcal Orientation

after IMU alignment

All experiments -

Total data collection time

3-1 hour cycles;

First cycle staggered

Second and third simultaneous

First period - three crewmen -

i00 mln combined total,

35 min elapsed

Second period - two crewmen

60 mln combined total,

30 mln elapsed

Third period - three crewmen

120 min combined total,

40 mln elapsed

35 mln elapsed

Two periods (every second night

pass after initial alignment)

-20 mln elapsed each period.

Three cycles - 5 min/cycle

8 hr 9 mln elapsed

Passive Experiment (S039, Grp 2)

- Total data collec:tlon time 7 hr 30 min elapsed

Active Experiments *

Total data collection time 2 hr 9 min elapsed
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. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Additional analysis is necessary to determine if experiment

requirements exceed crew work load capability. With the exception

of S015, S016, and T003, all of the experiments included in the

baseline grouping may be scheduled within a nominal 8 hour duty

period. A simultaneous sleep cycle is considered attainable if the

requirements for S016 were relaxed to permit deletion of data coilectlon

after 1900 hours. Experiments SOl5 and T003 must be further evaluated

to determine the extent of crew input and time required for the incre-

mental task activity.

Because of the inherent complexity in the operation and call-

bration requirements of S019 and SO20 time requirements can be deter-

mined accurately only after each task has been simulated. Both the

carrier and CM workslte activities must be evaluated for scheduling

of sequential and simultaneous tasks.

All activities requiring usage of the carrier mounted airlocks

have been estimated relative to elapsed time based on operational

requirements set forth in Apollo Scientific Experiments Airlock

Information Guide, a NASA MSC document. Operations involving the

ablative plug were deleted in lieu of Block II hatch design
modifications.

Considerable study is required to determine the capability of

the MSFN for data dump and to ascertain the compatibility of existing

experiment utilization with the MSFN capability. The April 5-24 hour

timeline has been analyzed in detail with respect to the data con-

straints and adjustments were made to the experiment operating time

to eliminate overloading of the ground station net. Additional

adjustments will be necessary after a detailed analysis of the experi-

ment periods has been completed.

The experiment support activities including the E06-4 film

change, component retrieval from carrier stowage (I_C, TO02 and DO09),

S019 prism change, and general crew mobility and translation within

the carrier must be evaluated further to ascertain time requirements.

In addltion:a comprehensive stowage management study is required to

establish the sequence of component transfer, both temporary and

permanent stowage locations for experimental and Apollo malnllne equlp-

ment, and time allocation for these operations.
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IN'['t_ODI_CT LON Page 3

1.1 _zrpose - Two experimer, ts under consideration for Mission IA

_ire tile Day-Night Camer_ (S039) and the Dielect;ric Tape

C_irl_era(SO40). These experim,mts produce d_t;_ with bandwidths

_nuch too laz'ge to be accommodated by normal multiplexing sys-

tems. This study was undertaken to examine means for trans-

mitting data from these two experiments orl an S-ba_id telemetry
lic_k.

1.2 Objectives

1.2.1 To determine the spectrum occupied by an RF carrier

when frequency modulated by the signal from experiment
so4o.

1.2.2 To study the feasibility of multiplexing other signals

o_ the same carrier; e.g., the signal from experiment
S039 and the 1.024 M_z PCM subcarrier.

1.2.3 To define operating parameters of the transmitter and

ground station required for acquisition of the data.

SUMMARY

This study explores the problems involved in transmitting wldeband

data over an S-band telemetry link. An analytical technique is

developed using a group of sinusoidal signals to represent the com-

plex wideband signal. Sideband amplitudes and rf spectrum envelopes

are calculated for a low-pass-filtered signal with two values of

carrier deviation, and for a band-limited signal. The feasibility

of frequency multiplexing other data is evaluated, and transmitter

power requirements are calculated.

It is concluded that transmission of such a signal is feasible, and

that multiplexing of PCM data on the same carrier is possible.

Recommended operating parameters are given for the transmitter and

ground station.

ANALYSIS

3.1 Signal Characteristics - The data signal is described in

reference 1 as extending from lO Hz to 680 kHz. No information

is given on the spectra] distribution of signal components over

the frequency range. It is known that the signal consists of

video-type data.

It will be assumed that the signal has a uniform power spectral

density over the stated frequency range. Since the spectral
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content of the signal above 68() kH:',[_ unknown, two approaches

wi_l be explored: fire,t, the signal will be a_._sumed to be

continuous above 680 kHz, but a low-pass filter will be used

to roll off high frequency components; second, the signal will

be assumed to be band-limited, with zero energy above (780 kHz.

Although a linear phase filter would probably be desirable in the

actual application, the analysis to follow is not significantly

affected if a mathematically-simpler filter is assumed. For a

maximally flat amplitude (Butterworth) low-pass filter, the

amplitude response is

I ___P)t i + (f/fco) 2m (i)

where Vp : peak output voltage in the pass band,

V = output voltage at frequency f,

f = frequency at which output is 3 db down, and
CO

m = number of poles.

The rate of attenuation outside the passband is determined by

the number of poles in the Butterworth function. The number

of poles should be chosen to describe a filter which is within

the realm of realizability. A conservative value for m is 3;

this specifies an ultimate attenuation slope of 18 db per oc-

tave. A cutoff frequency of 680 kHz will be used.

3.2 Analytical Approach - A method for calculation of the spectrum

of a transmitter which is frequency modulated by a complex

wideband signal is not known. However, techniques are available

for determining sideband amplitudes produced by one or more

sinusoidal modulating signals (ref. 2). Such a technique can be

applied if the l0 Hz-bSO kHz signal can be reasonably represented

by a group of sinusoidal signals, or tones.

Let VMequal the rms value of the complex modulating signal pro-
duced_oy the linear mixing of a group of n tones. Since the

tones are sinusoidal,

vM : k (vi) (2)
:i

and Vip = _-_ Vi (3)

where V. = rms voltage of the ±th tone,
"l

and V. : peak voltage of the ith tone.
ip
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]f d i:_ the deviat_or c_ensitivlty <_f the tr_Jr,_;mitter in MHz

per volt, the rm_ cazrler deviation Is dV =z/If M}3z. 'l_e peak

n dVip" '_,ILi value has acarrier deviation i_iAlp =i___ 1

vanishtngly small probability of occurrence. An aasumption

w!_ich is true for considerably more than 99% of the time is

that Af = 4Zlf. (Ref. 3).
P

If we define A. to be the relative rms amplitude of the ith

tone which is _/Vp from equation (1), and kA i = Vi where k = a

constant, it can be seen that

k A = = VM - (4)
= 1 d°

If Af. is the peak carrier deviation due to the ith tone,
ip

Z_fip = dVip = _d V i =_ d k Ai, and

Af

substituting k = rn 2_i/2 from (4) into the above

equation, the resultant equation becomes

/kfip = _n_ Ai"

(5)

The modulation index for the ith tone is, by definition, the

peak carrier deviation due to this tone divided by the fre-

quency of the tone:

1

fi

(6)

To provide a suitable approximation of the complex wideband

signal, the n tones should be uniformly spaced over the frequency

range of interest. Those tones higher in frequency than the

3 db frequency of the low-pass filter will contribute less

spectrum energy than the lower-frequency tones, but a small

number of high frequency tones is required to define the spec-

trum envelope. To insure that none of the sldebands from a

tone will coincide with the fundamental frequency of any tone,

the frequencies should be chosen so that none is an integral

multiple of any other.
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Nine tones satisfying these criteria for a representation

of the low-pass-filtered signal are listed in Table 1. For

each frequency, the relative amplitude was calculated using

equation (1). When an overall carrier deviatio_ has been

selected, the individual deviations and modulation indexes

for the tones can be calculated using equations (5) and (6).

The Apollo television system has a nominal video bandwidth

of 500 kHz; frequer, c_es above 500 kSz aI'e att_r, uated by a

,?()db per octave filter. Signal w_itag(_ is adJu_ted to, pro-

duce a peak carrier devlatior} of I.<)0 M}{z (ref. 5). The

overall modulatiorl index (peak ca_'I.ler deviation divided by

video filter cutoff frequency) is thus _!. Two choices for

peak carrier deviation are thus presented: 1.00 MHz (the

value presently used for television) and 1.56 MHz (2 times 680

kHz). Calculations were made to determine the peak sideband

amplitudes for these two cases with the filtered signal.
Values more than 40 db below unmodulated carrier were dis-

carded. Sideband amplitudes were calculated using the

expression

V = Jp(M i) (7)

th
where J = Bessel function of the first kind, p--- order

P

and M. is as defined in equation (6). This expression gives
1

the peak amplitude of the sidebailds located + p times the tone

frequency from the carrier center frequency. Standard tables

of the Bessel functions were used to obtain most of the values.

For values of Mi less than 0.i, the following approximations
from ref. 4 were used:

M i
Jl(Si)_N__ ; J2(Si) = J3(Si) = J4(Si) = 0

2

Experience gained from calculations on the filtered signal

indicated that a larger number of tones would better define

the envelope of sidebands. Also, the effect of distributing

signal energy lower in the spectrum needed investigation.

Accordingly, for the band-llmited case, eleven equal-amplitude

tones were chosen. Each of the tones, shown in Table 2, has

a frequency about 1.5 times that of the next lower tone. The

tones cover a range from 12 - 680 kHz.

Calculations on the filtered signal showed that spectrum width

was not strongly affected by carrier deviation; therefore, cal-

culations of sideband amplitudes for the band-limited signal
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were carried out for o_,ly one value of peak carr;[er deviation,

[._<, MHz.

Discussior_ of Results - Calculated sldeband amplitudes are

li_ted i_l Tables 5, 4 and 5. Spectrum envelopes are plotted

in Figures i, 2 and 5; only half t}_e spectrum is actually

_hown, siHce the sidebands arc dupllc,uted on the opposite side

of the carrier.

It was found in eac}_ ca:3e that the envelope is def_ined by the

first sideband of each tone. The lower frequency tones,

}_aving relatively high modulation indexes, produce a large

number of significant sidebands; however, the high-order side-

bands are always of lower amplitude than the first sidebands

of tones in the same frequency region.

When a carrier is frequency modulated, energy is removed from

the carrier and is distributed in the sidebands. For a single

modulating frequency, it is shown in ref. 4 that

o 1 +2 2 + .... 1 (8)

With equation (8), the number of sidebands which encompass

an arbitrary percentage of the total energy for a given value

of M can be determined. A few calculations were made for the

99% level. The results below show the maximum sideband order

needed to include 99% energy for selected modulation index

values.

M Sideband Order

0.2 0

0.5 1

1.0 2

2.0 3

3.0 4

4.O 5

This shows that, for a modulation index of 0.2 or less, more

than 99% of the energy remains in the carrier; for M = 0.5,

99% of the energy is in the carrier and first order sidebands I

etc. It can be seen in Tables 3, 4 and 5 that even the first

order sidebands of the higher tones, because of the very low

modulation indexes, contain insignificant amounts of energy.

The sideband envelopes, in all three cases, peak at about

-5 db at around 0.1 MHz from center frequency. Also, in

every case, the envelope is approximately 30 db down at
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.4

3.5

1.O MHz. It would appear that other signals having no sig-

uificant sidebands below 1.O MHz could be multiplexed by

using one or more suitably-located subcarriers.

Subcarrier Evaluation - Let us con:;ider the use of a sub-

carrier for the SO39 data signal, which extends from 140 kHz

to 240 kHz. To provide adequate separation from the SO40

b:,:_t_bar_d_pectrum, :rod to permit a reasonable subcarrier

d_:vi:Ltion ratio, the cerlter frequel,cy should be no lower than

-_bout l.'i M}lz. A devi._t[on ratio or" 2, _i pred_tection band-

w_dtll of [_ MHz, and a post-detectlon bandwidth of 240 kHz w_ll

be e_sumed for a sample calculation. If a predetect_on signal-

to-noise ratio of 12 db and a post-detectlon ,_J[gnal-to-noise

ratio of 30 db are specified, the required carrier deviation

for this subcarrier can be calculated by equation (6) of

ref. 3. The calculation shows that a peak carrier deviation of

1.97 MHz would have to be assigned to the subcarrier.

The rms deviation would be 1.39 MHz. When this value is com-

pared with the 0.34 MHz rms deviation used for the baseband

signal, it can be seen that the subcarrier uses the majority

of the transmitter power to transmit a relatively narrow data

bandwidth.

On the other hand, the 1.024 MHz subcarrier, phase modulated

by 51.2 KBPS NRZ PCM data, occupies a narrow bandwidth and

would require much less carrier deviation.

Transmitter Power Requirement - An estimate of the transmitter

power required for this link is needed so that a tentative

hardware selection can be made. _lues for most of the llnk

parameters were obtained from ref. b; others were either cal-

culated or estimated.

An orbit altitude of 140 nautical miles and a minimum receiving

antenna elevation of 5 ° are assumed. These values give a max-

imum slant range of 736 nautical miles and a path loss of 162.2

db at 2272 MHz. The omnidirectional transmitting antenna system

has a gain of at least -3 db over 80% of the radiation sphere.

The experiment carrier will have a controlled attitude and the

antenna locations can be chosen to give a favorable pattern

with this attitude, and the transmitting antenna gain is there-

fore estimated to be O db. Two values for receiving antenna

gain will be considered: 44 db and 52 db, for 30 foot and

85 foot antennas.
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A predetect_on bandwidth of iO MHz is normally used for FM

reception by the MSFN stations. However, it appears that a

bandwidth of 5.5 MHz (normal for the PM mode) might be

feasible for this special case. The receiving system noise

figure is 2.0 db; the calculated receiver noise powers are

-106.3 and -iii.i dbm for bandwidths of i0 MHz and 3.3 MHz,

respectively.

Threshold signal-to-noise ratio for the ground station is

lO db. Miscellaneous airborne and ground clrcuit losses

total '/.5 db. Transmitter power required to provide a llnk

margin of 6 db will be calculated. Purameter values are

summarized as follows:

Slant range :
Path loss :

Transmitting antenna

gain

Receiving antenna gain

Predetection bandwidth :

Receiver noise power:

Predetection S/N :

Miscellaneous losses :

Margin :

73b nm

ib2.2 db

Odb

44 db and 52 db

i0 MHz and 3.3 MHz

-106.3 dbm and -lll.1 dbm

10 db

7.5 db

6 db

Two values each for receiving antenna gain and predetection

bandwidth produce four possible values for transmitter power.

The results of the calculations are shown in the following
table.

Receiving Bandwidth Required

Antenna Xmtr Power

30 ft. lO MHz 3.46 watts

30 ft. 3.3 MHz 1.15 watts

85 ft. lO MHz 0.55 watts

85 ft. 3.3 MHz O.18 watts

4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Conclusions

a. An ensemble of sinusoidal signals appears to be a

reasonable model of a wideband signal.

b. The sideband envelopes aze similar for the three

cases studied.

c. For the models assumed, a premodulation low pass
filter has little effect on the results.
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d. i_,t':_sthan 1% of the _Lgrlal energy is contributed

by sh_eband compo_rLt_ located more th,,,_twice the

_'m_,deviution from the carrier center freq_ency.

e. It is fe_sible to multiplex tI_e i.O;'4 M}[z PCM EJub-

carl"it_.

f. It is no_._tfe_sible to multiplex t)i_,S()_ () (i:tt.a on a
_tlb c:_ rr ier.

g. The LM S-band tra_,_ruitter, with a power output of

0.75 watt, would be adequate for tran_mlttlng data

to MSFN stations wLich are equipped with 85-foot
ant ennas.

Recommendations

a. A peak carrier deviation of 1.36 MHz should be allo-

cated to the S040 signal.

b. If the SO40 signal contair, s significant frequency

components above 6_QO kHz, or if the high frequency

region is undefined, a premodulation low-pass filter
should be used.

c. The ground station used for acquisition of the trans-

mitted SO40 data should have a predetection bandwidth

of at least 3.0 MHz and a postdetection bandwidth of

680 kHz.

d. The feasibility of the basic approach, and of any

contemplated multiplexing sche_,e, should be verified

experimentally.
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Document No. SID 64-161_, North American Aviation,

22 February 1965.
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Page 14

LOCA']'IO_:

f _ ['lc-

,'r1

]) ['

J

4f I

"'fl

F I]TERED

TABLE _.

SIDEBAND AMPLITUDES,

SIGNAL, PEAK DEVIATION J. OO

FREL_UENCY I,;XPh' 1,;:;S I ON

[" + %t
C --

I{)2

]L,<

2t)4

25 <

kttz ,J (.,.'/,,)
1

J

J .. (:'.'I-;)

a4 (:'.'I",

3

MHz

AMH, I_TU DI']*

-',,'. ' + db

-C>. '_

-11°',

-,'().(]

-,").5

f-)

4-

2f2

3f 2

+ 121 J1 ( 1.15

242 J2(l.lS)

363 J3 (l.15

-6.5

-r?.o

- _o.5

f3

2f 3

+ all Ji(0.66)

422 J2 (0" 66

f4 _+ 300 Jl (0.46

2f 4 600 J2 (()"I÷6

i 410 Jl(O. 5.})

820 J2 (0" 35 )

f6 _+ 540 J1 (0.23) -]-9 .o

f7 + 680 J1 (0"15)
-22.5

f8 + 880 dl (0.066) -29.5

f9

*db

+ II00 Jl (0.032)

relative to unmodulated carrier

-36.0
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LOCA T [ ON

f + f
c - l

/'fl

5f 1

4f 1

',f]

l_I 1

7f I

Page 15

TAm,E 4.

SIDEBAND AMPLI_FUDES,

FII,TERED SIGNAL, PF;AK DEVIATION 1.56 Mllz

FRE%jUENCY EXPRESS I()N

fc -+ UI kHz Jl. ( <"'/)

lo;, J2 (_"'/)

15<, ,I (_.'1)

.'o4 J4 (_"I)

')U_' J 5 (3"'?)

506 J6 (3.7)

557 J7 (3.'/)

AMPI,] TUDE*

-,'U./t db

-/.

-_. O

-i,'.5

-/4).5

-29.0

-40.0

f2 + 121 Jl(1.56 )

2f 2 242 J2(1.56)

3f 2 363 J3 (l" 56)

4f 2 484 J4 (1.56)

-5.0

-12.0

-23.5

-37.5

f3 + 211 Jl (.9)

2f._,, 422 J2 (.9)

,Sf 5 633 J3 ( .9 )

-8.0

-20.5

-56.5

f4 _+ 300 Jl(.CnS)

2f 4 600 J2 (.6_)

f5 + 410 Jl(.46) -12.5

2f5 820 J2 ("46) -32.0

f6 + 540 J1 (.31) -16.0

f7 + 680 Jl (.2) -20.0

f8 + 880 Jl(.09) -26.5

f9 + llO0 Jl ( .043 ) -33.0

*db relative to unmodulated carrier
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TABLE 5.

SIDEBAND AMI'LITUDES,

BAND-LIMITED SIGNAL, PEAK DEVIATION

I. 36 MHz

LOC,ITION FREQUENCY_ kHz EXPRESSION AMPLITUDE*

f + fl f + 12 Jl (12.1) -13.3C -- C --

2f I £ 24 J2 (12.1) -20.3

d 5f I A 36 J3 (12.1) -15.1

d 4f I d 48 J4 (12.1) -14.9

A 5f I d 60 J5 (12.1) -25.5

d 6f I d 72 J6 (12.1) -12.7

7f I _ 84 J7 (12.1) -15.0

d 8f I _ 96 J8 (12.1) -31.5

d 9f I _ 108 J9 (12.1) -13.4

d lOf I d 120 Jlo (12.1) -10.6

Z llf I _ 132 Jll (12.1) -11.3

12f I d 144 J12 (12.1) -15.9

13f I _ 156 J13 (12.1) -17.9

Z 14f I d 168 J14 (12.1) -23.0

d 15f I _ 180 J15(12.i) -29.1

16f I _ 192 J16 (12.1) -36.0

fc -+ f2 _+ 18 J1 (8.1) -12.1

+ 2f 2 + 36 J2 (8.1) -21.4

+ 3f 2 + 54 J5 (8.1) -ii.0

+ 4f 2 + 72 J4 (8.1) -18.3

_+ 5f 2 + 90 J5 (8.1) -15.6

+ 6 f2 + 108 J6 (8" I) -9.8

+ 7f 2 + 126 J7 (8.1) -9.9

+ 8f 2 + 144 J8 (8.1) -12.7

_+ 9f 2 + 162 J9 (8.1) -17.4

+ lOf 2 + 180 Jlo (8.1) -23.5

*db relative to unmodulated carrier
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TABI,E 5.

SI DEBAND AMPLITUDES,

BAND-lIMITED SIGNAL, PEAK DEVIATLON

i. _) MHz

(continued)

LOCATION FREQUENCY _ kHz EXPRESSION

f + [If 2 f + 198C -- C -- •

+ 12f 2 + 216

+ f3 _+ 26

+ 2f 3 + 52

-_ _f3 _+ 78

± 4f 3 _, lO4

± 5f 3 ± 13o

+ 6f 3 + 156

_+ 7f 3 + 182

_+ 8f 3 + 208

+ 9f 3 + 234

f + f4 + 40C _ D

+ 2f 4 _+ 80

+ 3f 4 + 120

+ 4f 4 + 160

+ 5f 4 + 200

+ 6f 4 _+ 240

_+ 7f 4 + 280

f + f5 + 60C _ m

+ 2f 5 _+ 120

+ 3f 5 + 180

+ 4f 5 + 240

_+ 5f 5 + 3OO

Jll (8.1)

J12 (8.i)

Ji(5.6)

J2(5.6)

J5 (5.6)

J4 (5.6)

J5 (5.6)

J6 (5.6)

J7 (5.6)

J8 (5.6)

J9 (5.6)

Jl (3.6)

J2 (3.6)

J3 (3.6)

J4 (3.6)

J5 (3.6)

J6 (3.6)

J7 (3.6)

Jl (2.4)

J2 (2,4)

J3 (2.4)

J4 (2.4)

J5 (2.4)

"db relative to unmodu_ted carrier

AMPI,ITUDE"

-_0.7

- f,8.9

-9.5

-17.9

-ltd.4

-8.6

-9.9

-14.0

-20.1

-27.7

-36.5

-20.4

-7.0

-8.0

-i3.2

-20.3

-29 •4

-39.9

-5.7

-7.3

-14.1

-23.8

-33 •4
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TABLE 5.

SIDEBAND AMPLITUDES,

BAND-LIMITED SIGNAL, PEAK DEVIATION

1.36 MHz

(continued)

LOCATION FREQUENCY I kHz EXPRESSION

fc -+ f6 fc --+89 J1 (1.6)

+ 2f 6 +. 178 J2 (1.6)

+ 3f 6 + 267 J3 (1.6)

+ 4f 6 + 356 J4 (1.6)

fc -+ f7 _+ 134 J1 (1.1)

_+ 2f 7 + 268 J2 (1.1)

+ 3f 7 + 402 J3 (l.1)

AMPLITUDE*

-4.9

-11.8

-22.8

-36.5

-6.5

-17.3

-31.8

fc --+f8 _+ 201 Jl ('72)

+ 2f 8 + 402 J2 ('72)

fc -+ f9 _+ 302 J1 ('48)

+ 2f 9 + 604 J2 ('48)

f + + 453 Jl (.52)c- flO -- -

+ 2flO + 906 J2 ('32)

f + + 680 J1 (.21)c- fll -19.5

*db relative to unmodulated carrier
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INTRODUCTION

I.I Purpose - The purpose of this report is to document

the data, methods and results of preliminary TCS

pump selection study.

1.2 Objective - The objectives of this report was to

determine the best pump package available for use in

the Early Applications Vehicle Thermal Control System.

SUMMARY

Five parameters, namely, schedule risk, cost, weight,

power requlremer_s and growth potential have been used to

evaluate pump packages that are available and have been

used on the Apollo or LM programs. Evaluation points have

been calculated and/or assigned to each of the comparison

factors. In addition weighting factors have been assigned

to each of the five comparison factors. An overall figure

of merit has been arrived at by multiplying the evaluation

points by the weighting factor. The LMpump package has

been selected from this study and is being used in the

Baseline TCS.

DISCUSSION

3.1 Three pump packages have been compared, two of which

have been proposed by Garrett Corporation and one by

Hamilton Standard. The first Garrett pump (see Item

i, Figure I) is basically an Apollo Block II unit

with a modification that replaces the AC pump motors

with a brushless D.C. motor, a modification to the

accumulators, and a change of "0" ring materials.

The second Garrett pump package is an AAP unit with

a change to the diffusor outlet diameter (from an

.060 to an .080 drill) and a change to "O" ring

materials (see Item 2, Figure 1). Garrett has not

built or tested a unit in the first configuration

with freon 21. They have run 500 hours with freon

21 on the second unit. They have also run 3000

hours with freon 21 with a boilerplate unit driven
with a brushless D.C. motor. The Hamilton Standard

unit (see Item 3, Figure i) manufactured by Hydro

Aire, includes a change of "O" ring material as the

only modification. It has been run for 3000 hours

on freon 21.

-i-
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3.2 The following indicates methods used in arriving at

the figure of merit numbers.

3.2.1 Schedule R/sk - Assign a rating of i0 to the

lowest total of required modifications and

assign other units lower ratings in propor-

tions to their percentage over the lowest

unit.

Unit No. of

No. Mods.

I 3

2 2 0

3 1 +I0

Evaluation Calculation

-10 _0____ i0]

3.2.2 Cos.___t- Assign a value of I0 to the lowest

cost unit and assign the other units lower

ratings in proportion to their percentage
over the lowest unit.

Unlt

No_

i

Cost Evaluation

257,000 -7.4

Calculation

i0- ff63,000 x 1_]L94,ooo

3.2.3

2 94,000 I0

3 132_000 6.0

- Assign a value of I0 to the lowest

weight unit and assign other units l_er

ratings in proportion to their percentage over
the lowest unit.

14.6

14.6

3 7.2

Evaluation Calc,ulation

io-{'7.4_ lO7
L7.2 J

-.3 io- ["7_.,a.4_ loq
_I,_7"2 J

i0

-2-
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3.2.4 Power - Assign a value of I0 to the unit

requiring the least power and assign the other

units lower ratings in proportion to their

percentage over the lowest unit.

Unit Power

No__z_. Required Evaluation

1 20.0 Watts DC I0

2 45.5 Watts DO -2.8

3 26.6 Watts DC 6.7

Calculation

10-L 20_'451t5"20X 107

I° r26'62°L20 X I0_

3.2.5 Growth Potential - Inspection of pump perform-

ance data reveals the following!

(a) The Hamilton Standard pump (Unit #3)

cannot exceed 478 #/hr flow without modi-

flcatlon that would require a speed change

and perhaps bearing changes. For this

reason it has been assigned a value of 3

for its lack of gruwth potential.

(b) The Oarrett Unit No. I will lose approxl-

mately 3 psi in pressure rise for an

increase of i00 #/hr of flow and the

Garrett Unit N_. 2 will loose approximately

6 psi in pressure rise for an increase of

I00 #/hr of flow.

It would probably therefore be practical to grow

to a considerably higher flow requirement with

the basic Garrett packages. For this reason

they have been assigned the higher evaluation

points of I0 and 8.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMM_ATIONS

Figures of merit for Units Ip 2 and 3 respectively are 9.2,

38.8 and 136. The LM unit obvlouslyappears far superior

for purposes of this program. The overriding influence on

the figure of merit for this unit are the schedule risk and

welght. In view of the schedule requirements of the program

this unit is recounnended for use and is included in the

baseline configuration.

-3-
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T/tBLn; OF CoN'r_NTS

i.O IN TI<ODUCTION

2 .O 5UNMAJ<Y

3.0 DISCUSSION

3.1 fliqlNG }_U ll_i_ I_5

3.2 DESIGN APPHOACHES

4°0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

i

i

1

i

3

5

FIGU_E 1 - rIMING DECODER - BLOCK DIAGRAM 6
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i.O

2.0

3.0

INTI_OvUCT[oL

I.i Pu,r_ose- The purpose of t, his trad_ stw_y _iu tO
exa,_ ,,_ wu'ious m_,tho,ls of F,row[d]ng the, L}mJng

s:igt_:_isr,,quir_.d ;m,l make a ruconm_,,ndat]on a:_ to the

;_,lutioil.

1.2 Objective - The objective of this trade study is to

determine the most feasible method of providing re-

quired experiment an l subsystem timing for the IA

mi ssi on.

This study report explores four different approaches that

could be taken to provide time-of-day signals in the carrier.

These approaches are: (1) Use the Apollo CTE, (2) Obtain

timing from the Apollo 51.2 FdiZ PCM signal, (3) Use a carrier

CTE, and (i) Design and develop a tinting unit.

It is concluded that a C fE should be used in the carrier.

UI:_CU:_SIUN

3.1 Timing Hequirement s

3.i.i Carrier Subs2stems

3.1.1.1 Carrier PCM _coder - The carrier PCM

encoder requires a parallel 2A-bit

time-of-day signal. The "l" bit must

be at least 15 volts in amplitude and

the "0" bit must have a range of 0-5

volts. Also required is a 51.2 KHZ

clock rate for backup control of the

PCM encoder.

3.1.1.2 Carrier FM Tape Recorder - The FM tape

recorder requires a seria_l time-of-day

signal.

3.1.2 Experiments

3.1.2.1 X-Hay Astronomy (S017) - This experi-

ment requires the Apollo 51.2 KHZ PCM

clock, G and N word, and G and N start

pulse. These signals w_ll b,_ obtained
from the Command _bdule.

-i-
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@

3.1.2.2 Day-Night Camera (5039) - The day-night

camera requires a time-of-day signal, and

time correlation of housekeoping data.

3.1.2.3 Dielectric-Tape Cm,_cra (SOAO) - The

d_electric-tape c_mera requires a

t_le-of-day :_Jgnal, a,H time correlation

of }iousekeepi_g data.

3.1.2.A Metric Cam, ra (EO(,-I) -lh_ m,,tric

ca.m_._ra requires a t, ime-of-day :_i_,,,nal

and time correlation of hou_uk_e_ing
data.

3.1.2.5 Multispectral Camera (E06-4) The multi-

spectral camera requires a time-of-day

signal.

3.1.2.6 IR Radiometer (EO6-9a) - The IR radio-

meter requires a time-of-day signal and

time correlation of housekeeping data.

3.1.2.7 IR Spectrometer (EO6-9b) - The IR spectro-

meter requires a time-of-day signal and

time correlation of housekeeping data.

3.1.2.8 The following experiments will have time

correlation of the data in the carrier PCM

encoder and/or FM tape recorder.

a. IR Temperature Sounding (SO&3)

b. _[icrowave Radiometer (SOAAA)

c. UHF Sferics (SOAS)

d. UV X-ray Solar Photography (S020)

e. CO_ Reduction (DO17)

f. IR_Imager (EO6-7)

g. Multifrequency _crowave Radiometer

h. Manual Navigation Sighting (TO02)

3.1.2.9 A 2AOO HZ sync signal (multiple or sub-

multiple) must be provided for the

following experiments.

a.

b.

_crowave Radiometer (SO_A)

Multifrequency _Icrowave Radio-

meter (EO6-11)

-2-
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3.2

3.1.2.10 A 800 }{Z syno signal must be provided

for the IR Temperature Soundlng (SO&3).

Design Approaches - The approaches that can be taken

to _;atisfy the timing requir-_ment_ of the experiments

and carrier :_ubsystems are (i) U:_e the Apollo Central

Timing ,_iI_nent (CTL_), (2) obtsdn timing, from the

Apollo 51.2 PCM :dgnal, (3) use arl Apollo CTJ,;in

cat"tier, and (A) d,_J_gn and develop carrier LJmiag

unit. Th(;:_ a!_proach,.'s are described below.

3.2.1 Use Apollo CTE - The most direct method of

obtaining the required timing signals is to

pass the 512 KHZ clock signal, 26 bit parallel

time-of-day signal, and the modified IRIG B

serial time-of-day signal across the carrier/C_M

interface. This method assures that correla-

tion of carrier and command module data can be

made accurately. Any up-dating of the

time-of-day signal would be reflected into the

carrier timing. The required sync signals

would be submultiples of the basic 512 KHZ

clock signals. These signals would be formed

by circuits located in the signal conditioning

unit.

The disadvantage of this method is the number

of pins required across the carrier/CM inter-

face. This interface would require 2M pins

for the parallel and serial time-of-day signals,

and a coax for the 512 KHZ clock signal. This

interface would require a wiring modification

to the command module so that these signals

could be obtained.

3.2.2 Timing from the Apollo 51.2 KHZ PCM Signal -

Since the X-ray Astrono_ ,L_xperiment (SO17)

requires the Apollo 51.2 KHZ PCM signal, the

G and N start pulse, and the PCM 51.2 KHZ

clock signal in the carrier, it is possible to

obtain time-of-day from the PCM signal. The

time-of-day signal is incorporated into the

PCM signal at a rate of i0 times per second.

With the use of the 51.2 KHZ PCM clock signal,

a 1 PPS PCM sub-frame rate signal, and a 50 PPS

PCM prime frame start signal extracting the

-3-
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3.2.2

3.2.3

3.2.&

(continued)

tlme-of-day signal could be accomplished with

the use of a decoding device (see Figure i).

Only two additional interface pins between the

carrier auld CM would be rc_]uired to obtain the

1 PPS subframe rate arid the 50 PPS prime frame

start from the Apollo PCm encoder. This method

would also provide accurate correlation of

data between the spacecra_'t and carrier. Re-

quired sync si_nals would be formed by circuits

in the signal conditioning unit from the 51.2

KHZ clock signal.

Carrier CTE - A carrier CTE would provide the

required time-of-day directlyj however, to

retain close correlation of data, up-date

provisions would be required. Two approaches

to the up-date requirement are available,

namely (1) Use the existing Apollo capability

and interface as required, or (2) incorporate

an up-data link capability into the carrier

S-Band system.

Using the Apollo up-data link for up-dating

the carrier time-of-day signal would require

five carrier/CM interface pins. The functions

on these pins would be in parallel with hhe

Apollo CTE.

Incorporating an up-data link into the carrier

S-Band system would require an S-Band receiver_

70 KHZ discriminator, and decoding electronics.

Additional provisions would be required in the

ground equipment to provide the carrier up-data

link signals.

Sync signals would be formed by circuits in the

signal conditioning unit from the 512 KHZ clock

signal.

Build and Develop a Timing Unit - Developing a

new timing unit for the carrier would provide

the capability of forming the sync and

time-of-day signals required by the experiments

and carrier subsystems. To nmintain data

correlation, up-data link provisions would be

_m
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A.O

3.2.& (continued)

required. This could be provided in two ways

as described in paragraph 3.2.3. _,is method

would be feasible except _hat with the severe

schedule restriction imposed on Lhe 1A mission,

a reliable and accurate timing unit could not

be produced in time.

CONCLUSIONS AND I_COMMENDATIONS

Of the four approaches available, only two approaches can

be given serious consideration, namely (1) Carrier CTE, and

(2) Timing from the Apollo 51.2 KHZ PCM signal. Use of the

Apollo CTE approach is not recommended because of the severe

pin limitation now imposed on the Carrier/CM interface. The

Build and Develop Timing Unit approach is not recommended

because the lack of development time for a qualified unit,

and the qualified Apollo CTE can provide the time-of-day

signals now required.

It is recommended that a separate CTE be provided in the

carrier. This unit can give both serial and parallel

time-of-day signals as required. Unless precise data

correlation is needed, the up-date capability is not re-

commended. Using ground station techniques, the

time-of-day delta between the carrier and CM can be

determined. If up-date capability becomes a requirement,

it is recommended that this provision be provided through
the interface from the CM.

The only drawback of the PCM signal approach is the develop-

ment needed for the decoding device. This approach does

have an advantage in that up-date capability is already

provided. Both approaches require that sync signals be

formed in the carrier.

-5-
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IN T RO DU CT IO N

This report contaLn:; the e×peL'tment data

packages whi('h summarize the expt, rlment requirements treed for

carrier de:;i.Fn and crew operat[o.:_ analysLs. The data contai.ed

herei, repvcsents a coml_inatl.o, of l.nfformatl.<_n rt,ct, lw.d trom

NASA/MSC mid from Exper[,nent Contractor:J. E_:p,'rlm_,nL require-

merits are presented [or experlmt, nt, s lLs/ed t. /he l.dex I,c'low.

INDEX

S039

S040

S043

S 044A

S048

E06-1

:_E06-4

EO6-7

EO6-9a

EO6-9b

Day/Night Camera

Dielectric Tape Camera

IR Temperature Sounder

Electrically Scanned Microwave Radiometer

UHF Sferics Detection

Metric Camera

Multispectral Camera

IR Imager

IR Radiometer

IR Spectrometer

E06-11 Multifrequency Microwave Radiometer

TOO2

TO03

TO04

DO08

DO09

DOI7

S015

S016

S017

S018

S019

S020

Manual Navigation Sighting

Aerosol Particle Analyzer (Inflight Nephelometer)

Frog Otolith Function

Radiation Monitors

Simple Navigation

CO 2 Reduction

Zero G Single Human Cell

Trapped Particle Asymmetry

X-Ray Astronomy

Micrometeorite Collection

UV Stellar Astronomy

UV X-Ray Solar Photography
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Experiment Physical Characteristics

_ef.

3039 _b_era

";_ilectronics

Recorder

Ascent (in/ib)

Dim.____t Vol____A. Wt__.&.

21.2x7x7.5 Ill3 30.1

5.Sx7.Sxll.5 733 14.9

15.1x14.2x7.5 1008 16

Re-Entry (in/Ib)

Dim____t Vol_. Wt.

N/A N/A N/A

so4o Cs_nera

Electronics
15xT.Sx24 2700 64

13x6x6 468 19
N/A N/A N/A

SO43 Radiometer

mlectronics
13xg.SxlO.5 1297 25

8x12x19 1824 20 N/A N/A N/A

SO44A Antenna

_lectronics

Cup Antenna

bxl8xl8 1944 15

8xOxl3 624 4.5

1.5xl.5dia 2.65 0.5

N/A N/A N/A

$048 Antenna

Amplifier

Data System

I0.8x43.2 dia 15,969 15

9xOxlO 540 lO

6x6x12 432 6

N/A N/A N/A

EOb-I Camera Unit 24x15x21 7540 200 12x12xlO 1440 20

_ob-4 Camera let

(6 Hasselblads)

12 Cassettes

Control Box

iOx12x14 1680 33.3

16x12x4 768 15.6

2x2x3 12 5.O

18 Cassettes

at 4x4x4

IE52 23.4

E06-7 So,uther

Supply Cassette

Take-Up Cassette

16x32.625xlO.875 5680 llO

9x9x3 243 5

9x9x3 243 5

9x9x3 243 5

EO6-9A Radiometer 23xllx7 1771 30 N/A N/A N/A

EO6-9B Spectrometer 3Ox20x8 4800 50 N/A N/A N/A

E06-11 Antenna/Electronics 24X48 dla 44,208 50 N/A N/A N/A

A.OI



_]xperiment _hysical Characteristics (Continued)

Major Ascent (in/ib)

Demig. Components Dim__. VoJ_% Wt_t

T@02 Sextant 8.28xo.25x7.59 395 6.5

Acessories 7xOxl 42 0.8

Re-Entry (in/ib)

Dim. Vol___.z, Wt___.

8.25x6.28x7.59 395 6.5

7x6xl, _ 0,8

TOO5 Nephelometer 3.75xY.5xS.5 155 5.5 3.75x7.SxS.5 155 5.5

fOO4 Life Supoort System 18.62x18.75 dla 4710 80 N/A N/A N/A

ooo8 Electronics/Active

Dosimeter 8x4xS.18 102 2.5

5 Passive Dosimeters 4.Sx3x6 80 2.5

(1.5Xi.5 x 6 ea) _13.5 ca)

8x4x3°8 IO2 2.5

4.Sx3x6 80 2.5

DOO9 Sextant 6.gxS.56x5.85 216 5.8

Stadimeter 7.375x6.375x5.O6 255 4.4

Accessoriem 7.0x6.0xl.0 42 0.8

N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A

7xbxl _ 0,8

DO17 Electrolytic Cell I8.5x6.Sx7.5 902 17

Electronics lO.Sx5.8&x14 856 15

N/A N/A N/A

SO15 Cam/Micro.Pack/ 15.5x6.Sx8.06 812 22

Bio-Packs

15.5x6.5xS.O6 812 22

SO16 Nuc. Emul 5 dia x 3.5

Background _mulsion lxlxl

08 8
1 o. 25

5 dia x 3.5 68

ixlxl 1 0.25

S017 X-Ray Sensor 3Ox2Ox15 4500 176

Electronics 17xlSxll 2805 46

Data System 2bxlSxll 3850 70

Cont. & Disp. Panel 7xllx16.25 1251 26

N/A N/A N/A

S018 Collector Box 5.125.q. x 3.75 98.5 5.5 5.125 dia x 98.5 5.5

3.75

SO19 Spec. Cam.Sys/Film 8x8x16.75 1060 43 8x8xl6.75 1060 43

SO20 Spec.Unit/Film 6.Sx5.75xlo 600 24.69 6.5x5.75x16 600 24.69

NOTE: No stowage, (sand with few exceptions) no mounting provisions included in these

dimensions and weights.

A.ol.Ol



Date: 23 Aug. 1967

l

EXPERIMENT NUMBER

S039

TITLE

DAY-NI_T CAMERA SYSTEM

MSC CONTACT R. Hergert MSC-Houston

PI Tom Cooney GSFC

CONTRACTOR Razeltine Corp. Little Neck,

GSE CONTACT N. Ortiz_ Little Neck,

MMC ANALYST Bill Nobles

HU3-4621

_2J
212;_-2300

212_8-2300

X3584

Hardware

Status

Hardware

designed

for Nimbusj

Application

(GFE)

Delivery of: Unit Flight Unit

*12/30B6_

*Refurbished

_u_llficatlon

/ /

_'/' I/" 7

/2.02



Exp. No.

Title

S039

Day-Night Camera System

II PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

Component

i. Camera

2. Electronics

3. Tape Recorder

Weight Volume (in 3)

Ascent Return Ascent Return

30.1 0 _ 0

14.9 0 734 0

16.0 0 1608 o
_ _______--.------

Dimenslons

Ascen_._..___t Return

7.5X7.0X21.2 0

8.SX7.5XlI.5 0

7.SX14.2XlS.l 0

F.O.V.

120 °

Aperature

7X7.5

WlndowMatl

None

Permissible

Min/max between

Components

Not

Critical

Boost Orientation

Constraints

Launch vector cannot

be collinear with

Image Orthicon X-axls

(21.2" dimension)

Flight Orientation

Constraints

21/2" dimension

along nadir

Mounting Provisions

Hard mounted

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

Not applicable



Exp. No.

Title

S039

Day-Night CameraSystem

III(a) POWERREQUIREMENTS

Component

i. Camera

2. Electronics

3. Tape Recorder

Power (watts)

Standby Operate Peak

I0 43 45

Voltage

Nominal Tolerance

-24.5 v.d.c.

Power Profile

S"_andby

80W

typ,

L65 seconds -

experiment runs continuously

during SAD

Ill(b) THERMAL CONTROL

Component

i. Camera

2. Electronics

3. Tape Recorder

Temp Range

Operate Survive

+5 tO +45°C -5 to +55°C

Temp Stability

Not

Critical

Temp Gradienl

Not

Critical

Environment

Component

i. Camera

2. Electronics

3. Tape Recorder

Press Req.

Stowed Operate

Unpress

Req'd.

Type

Atmosphez_

None

Press

Interfaces

None

__ ,h- t,Ji\i i _ 'q")w _ o c,,.- . ..... ,.,+. c,--. HJVaD 0 NIVIS >10V-18



Exp. No.

Title

S039

Day-Night Camera System

IV CREW REQUIREMENTS

Crew Task

During
SAD i.

automatic 2.

mode

Switch to operate

Switch to off

During SAD _3.

manual mode 4.

(i0% of 5.

total 6.

operate 7.

time)

Switch to operate

Mount or scope

Adjust exposure

Select filters (4)

Switch to off

i

Crew Timeline

I 2

I 1
18 hrs "I repeat for

each SAD

4 5 6

•_ 15 min

epeat for 16 cycles

No, Performances

Total Operate Time

M H___/.r Exp Hr

16 manual 4.0 40

operation modes

Operation Constraints, Taz_et

Light, darkl sun angle, etc._

None

Controls

i. Off-standby-operate

2. Mode selection (manual, automatic)

3. Spectral selection (four position switch)

4. Exposure Control (potentiometer)

Displays

I. Indicator lamps (6)

2. Meter (film remaining)

3. CRT (video monitor)

V(a) ALIGNMENT

Component To Carrier

i. Camera + 3°
w

2. Electronics any

3. Tape Recorder any

To Other Ex2t (specify)

None

None

_one

Alignment

Mechanism

Mounting pads

pads--

V(b) POINTING AND STABILIZATION

Types Ae_ Hold Time Max Permissible Rates

Local + 0.5 ° Continuous

Vertical _ during SAD

+ i0°

Dead Band Mode Rates



Exp. No.

T6tle

S039

Day-Night Camera System

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate

None

Tarlet track

_one

VI DATA REQUIREMENTS

Function NO, Channels Format Sample Rate

Expt. 2 Video --

H.K. 25 Digital 1 spa

(8 bit)

Freq Response/
Bit Rate

_!;140-240 KCPS
(2)50 KCPS

8 BPS

VII GSE REQUIREMENTS

i. GSE normally provided with experimemt: I) Experiment Test Set|

2) flight Source; 3) Film & film processing equipment

2. Simulator supplied with experiment? Yes X No

3. Humidity limits: Operati1_g: IOOZ Survival: IOOZ

4, Cryogenic Servicing: Commodity: None

Quantity: Temperature: Pressure:

5. Vacuum Servicing Requirements: No_e

6. Ground Calibration: Black body temperature: None

Temperature Tolerance:

o Checkout and Malfunction Isolation Test Connectors:

Will special connectors paralleling operational connectors be

supplied? YES

8. Input and Output Signal Characteristics: None req'd.

e Allowable cable lengths for connecting portable checkout equipment

to experiment without adversely affecting command or response signals?

0-50 feet X

i0° Power Requirements for Experiment GSE:

Voltage: 115 V s.c. Current: 15 amps Frequency: 60 cps

Ground Checkout Requirements for functional sensor protective devices

(lens covers, aperture covers, etc): Check lens cover operation vie

remote conmmnd from CM.

ii. Launch Pad Operations Requirements (include equipment needed):

Checkout: None

Alignment: None

Adjustment: None

Calibration: None



EXpo NO,

Title

S03q

Day-Night Camera System

VII GSE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

12, Status monitoring requirements betwa_ launch pad evacuation and

launch (could be as _ch as 48 hours): Activate experiment-monltor

housekeeping via TM.

13. Experiment Shlpment: Will reusable shipping container be supplied?
YES.

Is there any problem associated with shipment of this experiment

as an integral part of the carrier? NO

14. Special handling requirememts during installation on carrier! None
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Date: 23 Aug. 1967

EXPERIMEI_ NUMBER

S040

TITLE

DI ELECTRI C TA]JZ CAMERA

MSC CONTACT

PI

CONTRACTOR

GSE CONTACT

MMC ANALYST

R, Hergemt

RCA

Bill Nobles

Princet_,

713 HU3-4621

X3584

Hardware

Status

Hardware

designed for

Nimbus Application

(GFE)

Delivery of: Ualt

*Refurbished

qualification

unit

_-IclV89-0- NIVIS _IOV"



Exp. No.

Title

S040

Dielectric Tape Camera

I I P_YSICAL PARAMETERS

Component

i. Camera

Weight

Ascent Return

64.0 0

2. Electronics 19.0

¥.O.V. Aperture

98.1 ° 12" X 4"
8o X

(98.1 ° is crosstrack)

Volume (in 3)

Ascent Return

2700 0

Dimensions

Asoent Return

24"XIS"XT.5" 0

0 468 0 6X6X13

Min/max between

Window Matl Components

0

None Not Critical

Boost Orientation

Constraints

None

Flight Ori_tati_

Comstraimts

15" dtmemsimi along nadir

7.5" dimension along ground track

Mounting Provisions

Hard mounted on external rack

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

Not applicable

I I(a) POWER REQUIREMENTS

Power (watts)

Component Standby Operate

I. Camera 6 27

2. Electronics

Peak

80

Voltage

Nominal Tolerance

-24.5 v.d.c.

A,Oq



Exp. No,

Title

S040

Dielectric Tape Camera

III (a) _'OWER REQUIREMENTS (continued)

Power Profile

Watts

8O W

t

25w

i....V _l

6 W ! 2 sec

J rye
L I

...... I i
I

I 15 min
warmup

i i

25 W
l.......................

i i
- - 55W

6 W

L....... " b ...................

I Standby

III(b) THERMAL CONTROL

Component

I. Camera

2. Electronics

Temp Range

Operate Survive

+5 to +45"C -5 to +55°C

+5 to +45°C -5 to +55°C

Temp Stability Temp Gradie,nts

Not Critical Not Critical

Not Critical Not Critical

Environment

Component

I. Camera

2. Electronics

Press Req

Stowed Operate

Unpr ess F.eq'd

Any

Type Press

Atmosphere Interfaces

None None

IV CREW REQUIREMENTS

Crew Task

I. Switch to On

2. Switch to Record

3. Describe Target

8. Switch to Standby

5. Switch to Playback

6. Switch to Off

Crew Timeline

5 6

if3' II
.... / m_n I

Data record sequence only during daylight pass

over North American Continent. Repeat 30 times

total for 15 minutes (typ) per pass.)



SO40

Dielectrla Tape _sWr,

_v cn_w _quxRmqn_s

Exp l_cttou

1, Off
2o
3. 11eeord

&o $tw_dby

50 Playback

(coattnued)'

J_p Tlneltne

®
e

t

r • .°_.

J

:\

_i +--

Contr_ln

1' Off/On_ecvrdl

plmyback
4posittcm swLtch

Tot81 Operate TLue

1.o 7.5

O_4nrsttou Coletre/nto, Tarset

L t._hC. _rk_ sun anste_ e_:C,o

_erate oaly durin8 dayllsht

p_ss over NorthAmer_can CoatLaent

I ,,.,:.. 1,.,,, .o) j
A

v(a) A,.T_

1o C_mera
2. Electronics

• ! t Snnene
To cm'rta.r _o__ot+_,r _+ (.pacify) _++,_u,.,..

+ 0o5" llou Opttc._
...... Surface

V(b) _m_= An mr,un_zzmc=.

m

Ye|rticaL

)h=eu,er Requ£remmtt

Callbrate

N_ma

\
\

\
\

\,
,%

BoLd Tim Per_.s..sibl. l_ste,

15u_nl_r
for 30 tarasts
total

Dead Bm_d I_do _stes

!



Exp. No.

Tit le

S040

Dielectric Tape Camera

VI DATA REQUIREMENTS

Function No. Channels

Expt 1

H.K. 35

Format Sample Rate

Video -- -

Analos (O-SV) 1.0 sps

Fe_ Response/Bit Rate

* 680 KCPS

Remarks

*Record signal is 680 KCPS video

i_ accuracy required

VII m GSE REQUIREMENTS

I. GSE normally provided with experiment:

gear (3'X3"X5')| B) Vacuum system

A) I Rack electronics checkout

2. Simulator supplied with experiment? NO

3. Humidity limits: Operating: 100% Survival: 100%

4. Cryogenic Servicing: Commodity: None

Quantity: --- Temperature: --- Pressure: ---

5. Vacuum Servicing Requirements: Vacuum System provided to evacuate

experiment during checkout operation.

6. Grouna Calibration: Black body temperature: None

Temperature Tolerance: None

e Checkout and Malfunction Isolation Test Connectors:

Will special connectors paralleling operational connectors be

supplied? YES

8. Input and Output Signal Characteristics: None required.

0

9. Allowable cable lengths for connecting portable checkout equipment

to experiment without adversely affecting command or response signals?

0-50 Feet

i0. Power Requirements for Experiment GSE:

Voltage: 115 V s.c. Current: 15 amps Frequency: 60 cps

Ground Checkout Requirements for functional sensor protective devices

(lens covers, aperature covers, etc): Check aperture cover operation on

command signal from CM.

/),IZ



S040

Dielectric Tape Camera

Vll GSE REQUI X EMENTS (continued)

Ii. Launch ['ad Operations Requirements (including equipment needed):

Checkout: Vacuum pump to evacuate experiment

Alignment: None

Adjustment: None

Calibration: None

12. Status monitoring requirements betweem launch pad evacuation and

launch (could be as much as 48 hours): Activate experiment ana

monitor houst_keeping l)aramet_rs via TM.

13. Experiment Shipment: Will reusable shipping container be supplied:

Is there any problem associated with shipment of this experiment

as an integral part of the carrier? NO

YES

14. Special handling reequirements during installation on carrier: NONE

• .......... !_a >i0 V ] 8
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EXPERIMENT NUMBER

SO_3

TITLE

IR TEMPERATURE SOUNDING

MSC Contact

PI

Contractor

GSE Contact

MMC Analyst

Bill Hensley

Dr. John Shaw

JPL(Dan LaPorte)

JPL(Dan LaPorte)

Art Cunningham

Hardware Status

Balloon version

exists, has been

flown successfully

space design exists

Delivery of:

Houston, Texas

Columbus, Ohio

Pasaden@, Calif.

Pasadena, Calif.

(614) CY3-7968

Ext. 4167

Unit Flight Unit



SO45

IR femperature Sounding

II Physical Parameters

Weight Volume (in 3)

Component Ascent Return Ascent Return

i. Radiometer 2@ 0

2. Electronics 20 0

-/5 _

F.O.V. Aperture Window Marl

12 ° 2"x3" None permissible

1297 O

o

Min/Max between

Components

not critical

Dimensions

Ascent Return

9 •5x i0.5x13 0
/2.©

Xl_XI9 0

C.G.

Boost Orientation

Constraints

Non e

Flight Orientation

Constraints

Radiometer point to

nadir

Connector Type and Locations

Electronics has 5 connectors

Radiometer has 3 connectors

Mounting Provisions

Hardmount both units with thermal isolation mouhts on radiometer for

thermal control

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

None

III(a) Power Requirements

Power (watts)

Component Standby _erate

i. Radiometer 5 35

2. Electronics 50 50

Voltage

Peak Nominal Tolerance

70 28vd.c. ,20 to 40

50 28 vd.c 20 to 40

//-/_



Exp. No. SO43

Title IR Temperature Sounding

Power Profile

Experiment can be turned off; but must allow 30 minute warmup.

watts 55W

30 min

warmup

120 W peak

85W

_Sw

-;.

standby

i

i0 min data

take (typ) i
50 total data take sequences

III(b)

Component

i. Radiometer

2. Electronics

Thermal Control

Temp Range

Operate Survive

-30 to +40eC -65 ° to +85°C

-60 to +30 eC +-65 ° to +85°C

Temp Stability, Temp Gradients

Prefer O@C + 5@C lOeC/foot

any any

Heat Source

Pre-amplifler bank (35 pre-amplifier)

using_J watts average located near

ini_ance slit (front end of radiometer

head) Maintain at O°C as closely as

possible

Environment

Press Req

Component Stowed Operate

I. Radiometer Unpress Req'd

2. _lectronics None

Critical Control Points

blade plate - 265°k + O.lek

chopper - 240ek + 3ek

Temp monitor to _.oS°k provided by

experiment

Thermal control can be maintained

internal ly if front end dissipates

_Dw nominal (_ t@ carrier
_S

Type

Atmosphere

None

None

Press

Interfaces

None

None

/
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Ti<le

SO L3

[R Temperature Sounding

IV. Crew Requirements

Crew Task

i. Switch to standby

2. Identify desired target

3. Switch to operate as target
enters f.o.v,

4. Dencribe target

5. Switch to standby or off
0 \

Crew Timeline

<i

I

30 min

warmup

2

2 min , i0 min ,

typ

50 total performances

{'6 \,

..... I

i

i

i

Exp Function

I. Off

2. Standby (warmup)

3. Data take

No. Performances

5o

Controls

_i! Off-standby-operate

3 position switch

2 Mode switch

(a) Calibrate

(b) Long period

2 position switch

Exp Timeline

Total Operate Time

MH___E Exp Hr

I0 33.3

(12 min (40 min for

for each each of 50

of 50 targets'

targets) includes
warmup of
30 mln per
terser)

I

I
I

,] I
{,

30 min- _ _- i0 min.
typ

warmup 5@ total

per formancea

Operation Constraints, Target

Light, dark, sun angle, etc.

all combinations of day-night/

land-sea/high inclination-

equat6r desired

Displays

£I_ Status lamp (standby-operate)



SO43

[R Temperature Sounding

V(a) Alignment

Component To Carrier

I. Radiometer + 0.5 °
i

2. Elect_onics

To Other Expt (Specify)

0.5 ° to support
camera

Alignment

Mechanism

Optical

surface

provided

V(b) Pointing and Stabilization

Local vertical

k_rJ_-° _. 1

/_ SeE

Hold Time

+5 °

bdrneL For _'0

_u r.se t_

Max Permissible Rates

,l_,ad 8,,ad M.de gQ _es

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate

One per day for

2.5 minutes

observation of clear

space

Vl. Data Requirements

Function No. Channels

Expt i

H.K. I

Target Track

Format Sample Rate

Digital (i0 i0 sps

bit serial)

Digital (a IO sps

bit serial)

Freq Response/Bit Rate

iO0 BPS

80 BPS

Remarks

Expt data - 41 parameters, IO bit words

H.K. data -

sampled iO sps .,experiment c_m_nutates.

parameters to one serial train :.includes 35 detector output. During

9 sec. exposure all channels integrate radiance simultaneously and

store on s_oraKe aaFa_itors.

19 parameters, 8 bit words, sampled i0 spa. Experiment co_msatates

oarameters to one serial train.

Note: Carrier must control multiplexer with tlndnl and sample commands.

/ ,



Exp. No.

Title

so43

IR Temperature Sounding

VII GSE Requirements

i. GSE normally provided with experiment 3 electronics racks (3'x4'x2'

total envelope_, i vacuum system, 1 li_t source, handlin S equipment.

2. Simulator supplied with experiment? Yes X No

3. Humidity limits: Operating Radiometer - 0%

Electronics - 50%

Survival Radiometer - 0%

Electronics - 50%

4. Cryogenic Servicing: Commodity None

5. Vacuum Servicing Requirements - None - Pump provided with GSE by EC.

6. Ground Calibration: Black body temperature None

o Checkout and Malfunction Isolation Test Connectors:

Will special connectors paralleling operational connectors be

supplied? Yes

8. Input and Output Signal Characteristics: None

o Allowable cable lengths for connecting portable checkout equipment to

experiment without adversely affecting command or response signals?

0-50 feet 50-100 feet 1OO-200 feet X

IO. Power Requirements for Experiment GSE:

Voltage iiO v.a.c. Current 3-4 15 amp cirnmits Frequency 60 cps

Ground Checkout Requirements for functional sensor protective dewices (less

covers, aperture covers, etc) a_erture cover req'd on radiOmeter-check operation

from CM command si6nal.

ll. I_sunch Pad Operations Requirements (include equipment needed):

Checkout None

Alignment None

Adjustment None

Calibration None

12. Status monitoring requirements between launch pad e,acuation and launch

(coild be as much as 48 hours) activate eiperiment and monitor TM data.

13. Experiment Shipment: Will reusable shipping container be supplied? Yes

Is there any problem associated with shipment of this experiment as an

integral part of the carrier? Yes - Radiometer must have No purge and be

sealed at entrance aperture_ and pressurized with dry nitrogen.

<_/" ? • -2
F

i'7



Exp No. S043

Title IR Temperature Sounding

14. Special handling requirements during installation on carrier: Radio-

meter must be sealed at entrance aperture, and pressurized with

nitrogen.

15.

16.

Manufacturer's understanding of Acceptance Testing Requirements at his

facility: EC to perform acceptance testing with MMC cognizance.

Manufacturer's recommendations for Receiving and Compliance Testing

Requirements at integrator's facility: Bench checkout and calibration.

17. Other GSE requirements: None

2o
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Date. 8/16/67

Experiment Number

S044A

Title

Electrically Scanned Microwave Radiometer

MSC Contact Name Address

PI Dr. Thaddeus

00N_I_ACTOR Space General E1 Monte, Calif.

Attn! George 0liter

GSE CONTACT Same Same

MMC ANALYST Kent O'Kelly

Telephone

213-443-4271

213-443-4271

X3584

_lardware

Status

Aircraft model

has been flown

space design

exists.

Delivery of:

9 iOS.

FliRht Unit

/.2s,_.
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Exp. No.

Title

S044A

Electrically Scanned Microwave Radiometer

I FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The electrically scanned microwave radiometer is a small radio telescope

designed to make precise measurements of the intensity of thermal

radiation at a wavelength of 1.55 cm (19.35 GHz frequency). The beam of

the phased-array antenna, whose width is 2.7", is scanned electrically

in one dimension through an angle of _50", across the ground track. The

antenna scans continuously, so that the radiometer builds up an image of

the earth as the spacecraft advances. Brishtuess temperature of the earth

will be mapped on a global scale and meteorological measurements made.

The antenna is a phased array of slotted waveguides which is scanned

electrically. This avoids the mechanical scanning required of a pareboloid

which poses several disadvantages for an attitude stabilized satellite.

A small cup antenna is also used, oriented to space as a cold reference.

Microwave energy is received and integrated at each antenna scan position

for 198 milliseconds| the_, set to the next scan position in 1.2 milli-

seconds. By continuously scanning the antenna in this fashion, a thermal

image of the earth is formed.

Data from each scan position is read serially on a single data channel,

recorded on tape, and dumped during overflight of a receiving station.

2.

.5°

I I PHYSI CAL PARAMETERS

Weight Volume (in 3) Dimensions

Component Ascent Return Ascent Return Ascent Return

Antenna ilbI 0 1944 0

Electronics _ 0 624 0

F.O.V, Aperture Window Matl

i00" crosstrack

(a)_ground track

18"X18" Rone

permissible

Cup Antenna
(b) I15olZ.o.v.

to space

2%" dia

6XlSXl8 0

8XSX13 0

L_ _ Z 5_ _ o

Min/Max Between

Components

Antennas to electronics

maxlmumltwol foo_

separation

Boost Orientation

Constraints

None

Flight Orientation

Constraints

Scanning antenna points to nadir (I00"X2.7 ° F.O.V.)

Cup antenna points to space (30" F.O.V.)

1

' : * _ _.. J # _l_| J i # "l" * • I k J i • I[%- _
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Exp. No.

Title

S044A

Electrically Scanned Microwave Radiometer

MountinK Provisions

Hard mounted, with cable between antennas an4 electronics as short as

possible, and less than one foot mmximum.

Removal Envelope of Data Cassettes

None

Ill(a) POWER REQUIREMENTS

Power (watts)

Component Standby Qperate

i. Antenna 0 0

2. Electronics 20 20

Voltage
Peak Nomina_ ToAerance

0 0

28 VDC _ 5V

Power Profile

Note: Can turn experiment off, no warning time

required.

Watts

0

20 W dc _ Continuous

time

Noise and Ripple
Tolerance

2% (0.5V) up to i00 KC

Transient

Tolerance

Feedback to

Bus (0,i ohm)

0.2 to 0.3 amp

current changes

in 3 millise¢

observed on aircraft

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) :

Requirements: Susceptible to 19.35 GHz EMC _ 200 MHz

Problem areas receiver front end rejection and power

supply voltage conversion.

/
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Exp. No T

Title

S044A

Electrically Scanned Microwave Radiometer

III (b) THERMAL CONTROL

Component

i. Antenna

2. Electronics

P  .ge (°C)
Operate Survive Tamp Stability

not critical

not critical

Temp Gradients

5°/foot max.

any

Heat Source

Electronics (20W continuous)

internal conduction paths to

experiment case provided.

Critical Control Points

Antenna temp 8radients to be

minimized (5o/foot max.)

Environment

Component

I. Antenna

2. Electronics

Press Req Type

Stowed Operate Atmosphere

Unpress Req. none

none none none

Press

Interfaces

none

none

IV CREW REQUIREMENTS

Crew Task

i. Turn on (switch)

2. Periodic status monitor

3. If malfunction, switch
to fail safe mode

4. Turn off (only to

conserve power, data)

m

O

Exp, Function

I. Off

2. On

3. Fail Safe (only if malfunction

occurs in antenna scan circuits).

_No, Per formances

Total Operate Time

MH___ r

Continuous 0.5

prefered

1
A
l

_mF Timeline

1 3

12121
•" %" V

___ ii daysdesired .... I

,EXp Timellne

2

,4

_2' diys --I
desired

4

Operation Constraints, Target

Light, DarkL Sun,Angle a Etc.

Continuous None

prefered

,_9//Z .S,'-/7
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Exp. No,

Title

S044A

Electrically Scanned Microwave Radiometer

Controls

i. On/Off Switch

2. Fall Safe Command Switch

Displays

i. Status lamp go/no go

V(a) ALIGNMENT

Component To Carrier

i. Antenna I+_O.5° I
2. Electronics

To Other Expt (Specify)

0.5 e to multifrequency

microwave radiometer

Alignment

Mechanism

Optical

surface

provided

V(b) POINTING AND STABILIZATION

Local i_,-q

vertical _

Maneuver Requirements

Calibrate

None Req'd.

(if i to 2 360 ° rolls

per day are permissible,

cup antenna is not

necessary)

Hold Time

Continuous_

Max Permissible Rates

Dead Band Mode Rates

Target Track

Look at!moon, briefly (once during mission)

Look at sun briefly (once during mission)

Vl DATA REQUIREMENTS

Function

Expt.

H°K,

No. Channels Format Sample Rate

i digital (I0 bit 5 SPS

serial)

1 Analog (0-bY) 5 SPS

Freq Response/

Bit Rate

f 50 BPS

f

Only oa cozmand

_8_bit accuracy

/ "'3 "



Exp. No.

Title

S044A

Electrically Scanned Microwave Radiometer

Remarks

Data Channel:

16 sec.

Cold Ref i0 bits in 200 msec

39 data words at i0 blts/200 msec

Multiplex A ate
39 data words

Cold Ref.

39 data words

Multiplex B

etc for 4 m_itiplex parameters

Multiplex Parameters

(A) Antenna Temperature

(B) Hotest Point in Electronics

(C) Power Supply Voltage

(D) Spare

H.K. Channel (only on co_m_nd)

Consists of analog signals internally multiplexed. Must be

encoded by MMC with _8 Jblts/sample, 5 SPS

Synch signal (2400 cps, multiple, or sub-multlple) should be available

to experiment.

Vll GSE REQUIREMENTS

i. GSE normally provided with experiment:(a) I rack electronics (5'X4'X3')

(provides prime power to expt., receives digital output, timing signals

to expt., paper,printer, AGC monitor, VTVM); (b) I cryo flask fo,

calibration (LEe or LN2) ; (c) antenna hat_ (d) handling curt; (e) installation

sling.

2. Simulator supplied with experlment: Ye_ssl

3. Humidity limits: Operatlng:iNot critical Survival Not critical|

4. Cryogenic Servicing: Commodity: l_e or L_ 2
Quantity:2 ftJ Temperature:4" K or 77" K Pressure: Ambient

5. Vacuum Servicing Requirements: None

6. Ground Calibration: Black body temperature: 4" K or 77" K

Temperature Tolerance: None

. Checkout and Malfunction Isolation Test Connectors:

Will special connectors paralleling operational connectors be

supplied? No

.

9.

Input and Output Signal Characteristics: None

Allowable cable lengths for connecting portable checkout equipment

to experiment without adversely affecting command or response signals:
0-50 feet



Exp. No.

Title

S044A

Electrically ScannedMicrowave Radiometer

I0. Power Requlrememts for Experiment CSEz

Voltage: 115 VAC Curremt: 15 saps Frequency: 60 cps

Ground Checkout Requfre_ats for _aRctional sensor protective
devices (less covers, aperture covers, etc): None

11. Launch Pad Operations Require_ata (tnclmde equipment needed):

12.

13.

16.

Checkout: None

Alignment: None

Adjustment: Nome

Calibration: Activate experiment to vlew paste reflectors in F.O.V.
inside SLA-monftor TM data

Status monitoring requirements between launch pad evacuation and

launch (could be as much as 48 hoers): None, except calibration
as above.

Experiment Shipment: Will reusable shipping container be supplied!

Is there any problem associated with shipment of this experiment as
an integral part of the carrier? No

Special handling requirements during installation on carrier: None

Manufacturer's understanding of Acceptance Testing Requirements at

his facility: EC will perform Acceptance Tasting with MMC co_Izance.

Manufacturer's recommendations for Recatvinl and Compliance Testing
Requirements at integrator's facility: Calibration and bench
checkout with GSE electronics.

Yes

17. Other GSE Requirements: None
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Date: 8/15/67

M_C Contact

PI

CONTRACTOR

GSE CONTACT

MMC ANALYST

Name

Dr. Stig Rossby

Space General

Attn: John Cernius

John Cerniu8

A. Cunningham

Exp No.

Experiment Number

SO 48

Title

UKF Sferics _T6_'_

Address

NCAR, Boulder, Colo.

E1 Monte, Calif.

E1 Monte, Calif.

Telephone

213-443-4271

213-443-4271

x 4167

Hardware

Status

Aircraft model exists

Space design complete

Delivery of: _Unit Flight Unit

12mo$



Exp No. SO48

Title UHFS ferics

£- i= :_!=-"

I FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Experzment objectives are:

(I) Map the global distribution of thunderstorm activity

(2) Identify weather features difficult to interpret with photography

(3) Test the theory that thunderstorms maintain the Earth-lonosphere potential

difference

(4) Determine if cloud UHF emissions contribute substantially to the total earth

UH2 emission

The instrument utilizes the relatively quiet 610 MH z radio astronomy band to detect

electrical disturbances associated with thunderstorm buildup and activity. Quiet

clouds yield single, scattered, I_ sec pulse_. Active clouds (thunderforms) yield

a series of pulses of 20-40/_sec t--oral duration. J"

Experiment data yields, each 50 milliseconds, the highest peak (amplitude), whether

it was a single or group pulse, and whether it was narrow or wide. In addition,

each I00 milliseconds, the total number of narrow and wide pulses is determined.

Operation is in two modes:

(i) Using 72 ° 1(3 db) beam width during continuous mode

(2) Using 32 ° (3 db) beam width during manual aBtronaut oboervation mode. In

this mode, astronaut observes lighting flashes, and marks each with a

marker button.

Support photography and astronaut notes yield the type of cloud activity observed

during the mission.

II PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

We ight

Component As cent Re turn

I. Antenna 15 0

Volume (in 3)

Ascent Return _Ullm_Return

0 10.8 x 43.2 die 0

2. Amplifier I0 0 540 0 9 x I0 x 6 O

3. Data Sys tem_ 6

¢. j l

_J 3/

F.O.V. Aperture

126 ° 43.2 dia

0 432

/_ _,_i

Window Matl

none

permissible

0 6 x6 x 12 O

Min/Max 8_r_,_, _,_, p_ ,_ _4_
n | I _ "

C:-_jT_-_ f£._..'__

Antenna - amplifier,
2 ft max

Boost Orientation

Cons traints

Flight Orientation

Cons traints

none Antenna points to nadir

s-/7
,#,22



Exp No. SO48

Title O[{F S ferics

Mounting Provis ions

Hardmounted - amplifier and data system preferred mounted behind antenna, as close

as possible between components

Removal envelope of data cassettes

None

III(a) POWERR UIRmENrS

Power (watts) Voltage

Component standby operate peak nominal t_lerance
I. Antenna

2. Amplifier _
3. Data System_ 5.28 5.28 5.28 28vdc _ i preferred

5 ok
Power Profile

watts __ __

0

Note:

5.28 W dc

.28 W dc

Can turn experiment off, no warmup time

required.

Continuous

Continuous _u_ [[ _ys

Time

Noise & Ripple

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI):

Requirements

Requirements: Susceptibl_ to _C at 610 mc _ I mc

III (b) THERMAL CONTROL

Temperature Range

Comgonen t Operate Survive

I. Antenna _-60 to 60J |-60 to i00 _ +. 15°C

_)
3. Data System I-20 to 60"Cl _-20 to 60"C I -+ 15°C

Critical Bontrol Points:

Amplifier - hold _ 5°C from preferred 25°C during opmration

A, Do



Exp No. SO48

Title UKF S ferics

Environment

Com2onent

i. Antenna

2. Amplifier

3. Data System

Stowed Operate

required unpress

none

no ne

Type

Atmos

none

none

none

Press

Interfaces

non e

none

none

IV CREW REQUIREMENTS

Crew Task Crew Time Iine

i. Turn on (switch)

2. Select beamwidth (switch)

3. Observe cloud formations

4. Press _____t'__=_ i_i:__',.,/,_-/,, _7 ,_,i:_r

button (.witch)
5. Select beamwidth (switch)

2

1

Note:.,observation mode - repeat

-_tlmes (during thunderstorm

activity only)

T ime
v%-

Experiment Function

1. Off

2. On

3. Lightning marker

Experiment Timellne

continuous _o

Observation Mode

Exp_e!iment pref_ tc, ln c_

Turn off only to conserve power, data

No. Performances

Approx _ observation modes

Experiment_uns continuously

Total Operate Time

M Hrs Exp Hr

-/_ continuous

c preferred

Operation

Constraints

Observation mode

r ' "_ in dark _,//

.,
,/'d, .3/



Exp No. SO48

Title UHF Sferics

Controls

i. On-off switch

2. Beam width selector sw_tch

(2 position)

3. Market button

Displays

I. Status lamp

V (a) ALIGNMENT

Component To Carrier

i. C

I. Antenna _. 5°

2. Amplifier any

3. Data System any

To Other Experlment

0.5 ° to support

camera

any

any

Alignment Mechanism

optical surface provided

V(b) POINTING & STABILIZATION

zms

local vertical +. 5°

=-.> b."t K.c_ lmmmm, m,_

Hold Time

Continuous

Max permissible rates

any

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate Target Track

None None

Once during mission, roll S/C to look at galactic center for

minutes.

II I _ _ .... ' " _ " -_ ,j

VI DATA REQUIREMENTS

Function Channels

Expt 2

H.K. 8

Forma,__.___t

Digital (8 bit serial)

Analog 0-5 V _ 1%

accuracy

Sample Freq Response/

Rate Bit Rate

20 sps 160 bps per channel _ ,:,

0.I sps --

A,3Z



Exp No. SO48

Title UblF Sferics

Remarks

I. Incorporate marker button slgnal into data. Put ;marker signal into separate

channel or into timing channel. Do not place in experiment data channels

noted above.

2. Experiment data channel # I - 6 bLts for paalse _nplltude, i bit for group or

pulse, I bit for wide or narrow pulse

Experiment data channel _ 2 - 211 - 8 bits - number of narrow pulses/100 ms

2b - 8 bits number of

3. Housekeeping channels

2 temp indicatorsp one on amq_llfier, one on data system

3 power supply voltages

I _ noise

2 spares

Vll GSE REQUIREMENTS

i.

f_ b. (4) attenuators, (2) _LP 355C, (2) KP 355D
GSE normally provided with experiment:

d. (2_ pulse generators data pulse 109

modulators General Radio I000 P7 _ (I) dc volt meter 4041ZA

TEK RId35A io(2) Preamplifiers, I TRK Type CA, I TEK Type L,

k. Antenna hat

2. Simulator supplied with experlmentT No.

3. Humidity Limits: Operating 100% Survival 100%

4. Cryogenic Servicing: Con_nodity - none

5. Vacuum Servicing Requirements - none

6. Ground Calibration: None !

7. Checkout and Malfunction Isolation Test Connectors:

Will special connectors paralleling operational connectors be supplied7

Remarks - Spe_il connector used to obtain internal experiment voltages.

8. Input and Output Signal Characterist_cs: None

Yes - a. (I) VHF signal generator H_ Model 6/_/_

c. (I) Power meter RP 8900B

e. (I) power supply HP 6266A f. (2) RF

h_ (i) oscilloscopic

j. (i) recorder lip 63A

Yes.



Exp No. SO48

Title U}LF Sferics

9. Allowable cable lengths for connecting portable checkout equipment to experi-

ment without adversely affecting co_mlnd or response signals:

0-50 Feet x

Note: Cable length as short as pomslble

calibration only

I0. Power Requirements for Experiment GSE:

Voltage II5X AC Current 15 A

i0. Power Requirements for Experlmant GSE:

Voltage II5V AC Current

6" from antenna hat to attenuator during

Frequency

15 A Frequency 60 cps

ii. Launch pad operations requirements (include equipment needed):

Checkout: go-no go test cable required from GSE to experiment
Alignment: none

Adjustment: none

Calibration: none

12. Status monitoring requirements between launch pad evacuation and launch none

13.

v

Experiment shipment: will reusable shipping container be supplied_ Yes

Is there any problem associated with shipment of this experiment as an
integral part of the carrier? No

14. Special handling requirements during installation on carrier none

15. Manufacturer's understanding of Acceptance Testing Requirements at his

facility: Acceptance test at EC facility with MMC cognizance

16.

17.

Manufacturer's recommendations for receiving and compliance testing require-

ments at integrator's facility: Check calibration, beam pattern

Other GSE requirements: Antenna hat required during all calibrations for

input signal to antenna. Coax length from power meter/directional coupler/

attenuator to antenna hat should be 6 inch length or less.
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F_PERIMENTNUMBER

SOl7

TITLE

X-Ray Astronomy

MSC Contact

PI

Contractor i

GSE Contact

MMC Analyst

Steve Mansur

R. Giaconni

American Sci. & Eng.

Hardware Status

%
Presently

Available

Delivery of:

MSC-Houston

AS&E

Cambridge! Mass.

Unit

_8_-_o_6 ,, _

617/868-1600

I

Flight Unit

_/2i 1/"7
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Fmo. No. S017

Title X-Ray Astronomy

I Functional Description

_The[ primary objective of this experiment is to study the location of

presently known x-ray sources and to refine their positions to a few minutes

of arc.

The x-ray sources must be located and correlated to a celestial coordinate

system. Tke measurements will all be made by the equipment provided, and

only maintenance of pointing and drift rate will require astronaut assistance.

The primary celestial reference system wi_l be the Apollo Command Module_G&N|

system with its inertial measurement unit (IMU); therefore accurate alignment

of the experiment sensor package with reference to carrier structure and CM

star tracker is required.

The SO17 experiment consists of four (4) major systems: A sensor unit,

an electronic unit, a data unit and a control unit (C&D).

Experiment S017 and TO04 use a common data system (supplied am part of

S017) which is independent of spacecraft systems.

The experiment data system requirel the wiring of three [G&N|eignal8 to the

carrier: _G&N|PCM word,|G&N|'start', and 51.2 kc clock.

Approximately 20 sources are to be observed for about 30 minutem eaoh.

,, ,-,,H'< 3i00 g-igi S 'ON



Exp. No. SO17

Title X-Ra_ Astronom_y

II Physical Parameters (Ref Dwg MH01-12058-I17)

Weight Volume (in 3)

Component Ascent Return Ascent

Dimensions

Ascent

1 X-Ray Sensor Pkg 176 0 49OO

2 C & D Panel 26 0 1251

3 Electronics Pkg 46 0 _2_0__

4 Data Pkg 70 0 3850

30 x 30 x 20(triangle) x 15

16.25 x ii x 7

17 x 15 x I/I
_'z,,/e,_Jd

26 x 18 x 20 x 16(_m_)X

F.O.V Aperture

Star Sensor:_

3 ° Full Cone

Counters:

.5 ° x .5"
120 2°1

 .lil 

Boost Orientation

Constraints

Window Marl

N/A

Min/Max
between

Components

Flight Orientation

Constraints

C.Ge

N/A Do not point X-ray Sensor at sun,

remain 2 to 3 ° away from sun.

Connector T_pe and Locations

Ref. NAA ICD MH01-12052-216 Sheets i, 2, 5

D & C Panel - 3 connectors X-ray Electronics - 9 connectors

Data Handling System - 7 connectors X-ray Sensor - 3 connectors

Mounting Provisions

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

N/A

Q



Exp. No. SO17

Title X-Ray Astronomy

III(a) Power Requirements

Component

1 S_nsor

2 Electronics

3 Data System

4 D&C

Power (watts)

Standby ()perate Peak

2w

28w

104w:(record)

77w (data dump)

Nominal

27.5 VDC

Voltage

Tolerance

+ 2.5
m

Power Profile

i

i

f

l.y-_

Typl of 15-20 ea

30 sin. periods

Time

i

f

/ c_'/ //

i i<

Data Dump (8 mine)

Required for each

30 min record cycle

Note: Since the electronics and data systems are used in support of

experiment TOO4 (Frog Otolith), the power associated with TO04

operation must be added to those outlined above to complete

power profile.

Noise,%_ Ripple
Tolerance

Transient

Tolerance
Feedback to

Base (0.1 ohm)

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI):

Requirements

Tests Nun by Manufacturer

Wiring Diagram - Ref Dwg Not Available - TRS

"it I i t' '
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Title

III(b)

1

X-Ray Astronomy

Thermal Control

Temp Range

Component Operate Survive

X-Ray Sensor O-150°F O-150°F

Temp Stability Temp Gradients

Heat Source Critical Control Points

Environment

Press Req Type Press

Component Stowed Operate Atmospher e Interfaces

1 X-Ray Sensor Unpress. Req'd Vacuum Electrical cordage

thru carrier
2 Electronics " "

•- bulkhead

3 Data System " " "

4 C & D Panel Press Pref. j Compatible None

with 100%

02

Note: Sensor, electronics and data system to be mounted on carrier outside

pressurized can. C & D panel to be located in carrier A/L during

boost, extended to CM during use and stowed in carrier prior to re-entry.

/

 AYe.5-/ 7

,4,3"
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Exp. No. SO17

Title X-Ray Astronom_

IV Crew Requirements

Crew Task

1 Extend control unit to CM_

Apply X-Ray Power

2 Perform Equipment C/O

3 Acquire X-ray Source(s)

and record (3-5 sources

per data period.)

4 Perform data dump

5 Remove Power

Replace Control unit in carrier

Crew Timeline

45

i min

.... i

Preps

32 8
min min

k

Typ. of

15-20

cycles

15
min

T

i Stowage

Exp Function Exp Timeline

%

Note: Experiment function/timeline is identieal to crew requirements.

A

Item

i

2

3
4

5

No. Performances

1

1

15 - 2o
15 - 2o

1

Total Operate Time

MH__zr _pHr

15 _

30 _'!'_'_

?h- IOI_
2 - 2.7 _f

15 M,_S

Operation Constraints, Target

LiRht! dark! sun angle! etc.

Restrict RCS, waste dump and

venti_ during sensor operation.

Controls Displays

- Self Contained C&D Unit -

•-i,_,.) {! I-i|H_-; J'U_J(; UN 3i00 O't_:liHb _J'lJ§_;|



' Exp. No. S017

Title X-Ray Astronomy

V(a) Alignment

Component

1 X-Ray Sensor Unit

To Carrier To Other _xpt (Specify)

Alignment

Mechanism
t

Mounting

Provisions

V(b) Pointing and Stabilization

X-Ray Sources

,4c_ ,,,'e s,._.,c¢,

t_ :t o jr',

0.50[
(S/C fine mode

dead band about

all axis)

Hold Time

30 min. or less

19-20 repetitions

Max Permissible Rates
, |

0.I to O.05°/see

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate Target Track

_J_U,J U I"llH_ O'U_Jo UN

, .ta4

, :IIUO IJ I_'llHb ,.



Exp. No. SO17

T_tle X-Ra_ Astronom_

VI Data Requirements

Function No. Channels

Expt (Self Contained)

H.K. See Remarks

Format Sample Rate Freq Response/Bit Rate

Remarks

1 Housekeeping Data

A. G & N Data

i) G & N PCM word at bit rate of 51.2 kc

2) 51.2 kc S/C clock

3) G & N "Start"

B. Time I

C. S/C Attitude _ Req'd for each exposure period

i readout/sec_in)

..4.

.,:,_o,_ __J.u),Ju )_-IIHSa-U_c; UN 3i0a ()'i_qiH',.
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MSC Contact

PI

Contractor

GSE Contact

MMC Analyst

Hardware Status

Hune '68

EXPERIMENT NIRdBER

S019

TITLg

UV Stellar Astronomy

Mark Lee

Karl G. Henlze

Cook Electric

MBC - Houston
__ 11 , , J I

Nort .l_es tern Univ.

Delivery of:
_zv--_fa _/e*l

Unit

483-5046

Flight Unit



Exp. No. S019

Title: UV - Stellar Astronomy

I Functional Description

Primary components of this experiment aze a speelal design spectrograph

camera, film cassette, a finding/guldln8 telescope, and a focusing micro-

scope; all housed in a single unit. The _nlt provides a lever operated

film transport system and a foc_ control mechanism.

The spectrograph unit is designed to be operated in the scientific alrlock

and a pressure seal is formed between the spectrograph and an airlock

adapter (provided as part of the alrlock system ).

The film must never be exposed to cabin atmosphere, therefore a special hatch

is designed to seal it apart from the obJectlwe cannister. In stowage the

film cannister is evacuated, the film cJlnnister hatch is opened after the

spectrograph is mounuad in the airlock _ e_e_ to space.

A maximum of three closely grouped star fielda can be recorded par night

pass. Five photographs/fleld are required (t_l_ at 20 seconds duration,

two at 60 seconds duration and one at 150 secomK_). A total of 150 slides

are available (including 15 cal£bratl_n and hackgz_m%d slides).

A crew control station is required in the caxz_er to control_ e/me_:'sI_W_'' J

Weight Volma (in3) Dimensions

Ascent t_ Asqent Return Ascent Return

I0 60 i_90¢) _ t"

i Spectrograph/Film 43 43 8 x 8 x 16-3/4

Unit w/bracket (approx)

NOTE: Sizes and weights do not Ir_l_ sto_e provisions.

F.O.V. Aperture

I Spectrograph 4.Ol x 5.°0 6"

2 Finding/Guiding unk I"

telescope (7X)

3 Focusing Micro- unk -x-

scope

Min/Max

between

Wi_dowMat'l Components C.G.

N/A

•- ,-_-_,',i:-:;"lqi\/',_ >il)V-i_ EE= iddV_dDONIVIS xAOVl8



Exp. N o. s019

Title: UV-S tellar As tronom_

II Physical Parameters (Continued)

Boost Orientation

Cons traints

None

Fllght Orientation

, , Co nstralnts

Direction of motion (free drift) must

be within 45 ° of the left-rlght direction

of the guiding reticle.

(Reticle gives non-inverted image)

Connector Type and Locations

None

Mounting Provisions

Mounts @in A/L using special

A/L adapter plate

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

Removal of film cassette not presently possible;

study underway to solve this problem.

Ill(a) Power Requirements

(Self Contained Battery)
2.7 volt Gulton

(Not replaaeable in flight)

Power Profile

N/A

IIl(b) Thermal Control

Component

Spectrograph/Film

Temp Range

Operate Suryive Temp Stability

50 - 800¥ IO0°Y

(max)
(film cons tralnt)

Heat Source

Insignificant

Temp,,, ,Gradien t s_s



Exp. N ° . s019

Title: UV - Stellar Astronomy

Ill(b) Thermal Control (Continued)

Enuirorm_ent

Press Rqq Type

Component Stowed Operate Atmosphere

Press

Interfaces

I Spectrograph/Film Press. Unpress Compatible

Pref Req'd with 100%

O2

Spmctrograph face

plate interface with

A/L adapter

NOTE : Film cassette must be maintained in vacuum. Spectrograph

optics to be exposed to vacuum during operation, and pres-

surized to cabin environment during stowage.

(i

(
(2

Ref: (

Appendix B (3

for_etails (4

(
(
(5
(
(
(6
(
(
(7
(

IV Crew Requirements

(I Crew Task Crew _imellne
(

Prepare A/L

Mount Exp. in A/L

Perform Checkout of Eqpt

Acquire Star, Expose, Log
data

Remove Exp from A/L and

change Optic wedge

Install Exp. in A/L and

repeat 3 & 4

Remove Exp. from A/L

and stow

I_

I

I

i
3o l JZ 13o

7
Jz l

r/M s)

iS I

Exp. Function Exp. Timml ine

(Experiment timeline is identical to crew requirements)

Crew No.

Task Performances

Total Operate Time

MHr Zxp

1,2,3 I .5 One lO-hr

49 6 to 8 _ ._75" work

•9"_ I _ .o" per iod

7 / • _:_
Con tro is Dis plays

Operation Constraints, Target

LiKht I dark I sun angle, eta.

Self Contained

I Disable RCS thruster over airlock

quad to avoid contamination of

experiment optics

2 Perform during dark side of orbit



Exp. No. S019

Title UV-Stellar Astronomy

V(A) ALIGNMENT N/A

v(B) POINTING AND STABILIZATION

T_ee_ _e

Star(s)

(Pre-

determined)

_r2c

_';" 2o s rc _...d

Hold Time

Up to 150 sec max.

(See note

below,)

Max Permisslble Rates

Damp out drifts and rates as

well as possible prior to start

of exposure. After start of

exposure, let S,C drift

Note: Film exposure times are set as follows:

Five photos per field (27 fields desired)

I! at 2Osec
i field at 60 sec

at 150 see

@

VI DATA REQUIREMENTS

Function N_. Channels Format Sample Rate

Freq Response/

Bit Rate

Expt None

H.K. See Remarks

Remarks

Housekeeping Data

i. Voice recording

a. Name of field being photographed

b. Time of beginning of first exposure of each field to + 30 sec.

c. Verbal "mark" at beginning and end of each exposure.

d. Description of problems or anomolys during exp. conducting.

2. Crew log

3. S/C orientation, rates

_,, i,_iViS :4L)V i_3 #.E-_HdV_ID-ONIVIS _OV-IEI EE_
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EXPERIMENT NUMBER

S020

TITLZ

X-RAY/UV SOLAR P_DG_Ph_ ,,

MSC Contact Mark Lee _C - _usto_ ,

PI Dr. R. rousey

Contractor NRL Nashlngton, D. C.

GSE Contact

MMC Analyst

Hardware Status Delivery of: Unit

Presently
Available

483-5046

Flight Unit



Exp_ No. S020

Title: _X-Ray/UV Solar Fh@Qography

I Functional Description

The experiment objectlvl Im to photograph the _ _md X-ray spectrum of the

sum in the wavelength reign from I00 _ I0 2. l_-posuares of up to one hour

duration with a spectrograph of fine spectral reselutJxmwill extend magni-

tude of lines in this spectral region.

The instrument will be placed in the carrier scientific airlock and space-

craft oriented to point the i_trummnt at the sum.

Ten sightlngs with exposure periods _ f_ fi_mlnutes to one hour

will be performed during one work per_ (8-10 passes). The one hour ex-

posure (2 ea.) may be divided into two orj-_f _ exposures on different

orbits.

Timeline details include t_ exposures at o_e _r, t_o at one-half hour_

two at 15 minutes, two at e_ht mlnutee _ _ It f_ minutes° SiEhtlngs

during solar activity would greatly enhance gate.

The spectrograph will be located in the c_ler for _oat, operated in the

carrier scientific airlock, mmd stewed _n the OM prior to re-entry. The

film cannister is not sepearable in the pr_ent dee_n conflsuratlon nec-

essitating need to return entire unit. A crew control station_

is required in _he car_r tO permit _'L_,,O_'#O¢_'_l_/O//
..... _ and experiment operat_n. Po_r _ required for reticle

illumination, film advance and status outpU_o Three channels of T_M data

are required.

:t:x )
e __ i e i

Weight
Ascent l_turn

Physical Parameters (Ref Dwg

Component

Spectrometer/Film

/

2_:g_ 2.,'. a.9
.

F.O.V. Aperture

> i° Spectrograph

> 14 ° Boresighter

>3½ ° Fine point

boreslghter

Volume {in 3) Dimensions

Ascent R_t-urn Ascent Return

v v- _/'_,4"_
_oo_ 6_o

Min/Max

between

w__l _o_one_ts C.G.

Boost Orientation

Constraints

N/A

Tlight Orim_tatlon

_,,Corustraints

Mounted in A/L

_ _,dVa_. ,_ONIVIS _l,OV-18 _E_ HclVHD'O-NIVI_



EXp. No. _S0,20

Title: X-Ray/UV Solar YhotoKraphy

II Physical Parmneters (Continued)

Connector Type and Locat£on.s

Deutsch #346T-I0-19S )

Deutsch #DSNI27T-27-30P )
Deutsch #340T-10-19P

Mounting Provisions

Cable Assembly l_trt of experlmant

Commctor on spectros_ph

Mounts in A.L. "O" ring seal on front plate of spm_troKrap_
Mates with quick release device on A/L adapter plate.

Removal Envelope of Deta Cassette

Not currently separable; study underway

Ill(a) Power Requirements

Power (war is)

Component S_ndb_ 01_rate

i Spectrograph 7 W 7 W 70 W

(3 ,ec)
(12 cycles)

Total Power _-_ _0287 KNH

Voltage

Nom,inal Tolerance
-- _ J __

27.5 ±z.5

Power Profile

_oArT5

"V

70W _TVP_c,4L oF /z c_cLr.S

T/ME_

7_ Com'/_v_o_5

4,-

Wiring Diagram - Ref Dwg: See _ Fig. I0

///Z J77

I

_.-.,, ,[_ _'o NdVaD-O-NIV/S _iOV"18 ££= H,4V_q._-O-



Exl>. No. S020

Title: X-Ray/UV Solar PhotoRraphy

Ill(b) Thermal Control

Component

Spectrograph

Tromp Range

_Qperate Su;vive

32-InO_ 100oF _.
(ambient) (Film Con-

stralnt)

Temp Gradients
L, i __

_em

Component

Spectrograph

NOTE:

Press Req Type

Sto_e_d Ol)erat e Atmosphere

Press Unpress Vacuum

Pref Raq'd (sw note)

Film must be continuously in vacttum.

Press

In ter faces

I. Front PI_ of Spectro-

graph and A/L adapter

2. Internal to Spectrograph

to expose film magazine

to space.

Thle £s accomplished

by special control on spectrograph. The spectrograph optics

may be exposed to cabin press,Lre (during stowage) or vacuum

(during operation).

IV Crew Requirements

Crew _ask

Remove from stowage and place
in A/L 2

Orient vehicle to point

spectrograph at sun

Perform exposure and log
data _Me_

4 Remove from A/L and stow

A_

Y

C_ew Timellne

7?M_

A

-%, mw. ,

NOTE: See functional description for programmed

exposure times.

Exp Function Exp Timel£ne

(Same as crew requirements)



E×p. No. S020

Title: X-Ray/UV Solar Photography

IV Crew Requirements (Continued)

Cre@ No.

Task Performances
Total Operate Time

M Hr _xp _r

I I

2&3 I0

4 i

.75 One =en

6 hr work

.75 cy_ le

Operation Constralnts, Target

Light, darlcl sun angle, etc.

_ime passes

Controls

Self contained

V(a) Alignment - N/A

V(b) Pointing and Stabilization

Types _e Hold Time Max Pe,.r_,sible Rates

Sun Pitch +_o 5 min to I

Yaw+_ _ hour

RolI--N/A

Rates will be damped out as well as possible

and the vehicle allowed to drift. Manual

control will be exercised when drift exceeds

.+_o u indicated on experiment display.

NOTE: Coarse acquisition by G & H_ fine

accomplished by manual control.

uistion and hold

VI Data Requirements

Function No. Channels Format

Expt 3 Bi-level

H.K. (See remarks)

Remarks

Housekeeping Data:

_Sample Rate

I sps

Freq Response/Bit Rate

I. S/C Attitude, altitude and position relative to earth-sun llne.

2. Experiment local ambient temp.

3. Crew logbook

C-NIV_LS '.',,13V-I£ E£# HciVND-0- NIVIS MOV'18
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Date: 8/22/67

EXPERIMENT Nb_BE R

_0170

TITLE

Solid Electrolyte Carbon Dioxide Reduction

MSC Contact

PI

Contractor

GSE Contact

MMC Analyst

Capt. Donahue

Richard E. Bennett

Bio-Med Lab

Wright Pat AFB

Hardware Status Delivery of:

January '68

AFSCFO

Wright Pattermon -Ohio

Wright Patterson - OhLo

483-3_2

Flight Unit



Title: Solid Elec_oly_ Carbon I_cxide Re_u@tlon

I. Functional Description

The experiment consists of two packages, an _elee_e8 package and an eleetro-

l_tic cell. The functio_ of the ex_erlment is to evaluate the process of re-

claiming oxygen fran C_ durlng extended pmriodm _ velgh_essness.

The experiment procedure will be si_ to antivate the system by swlt_hlng

power on. Due to the elevated t_turta required far operati_ of the electro-

l_tic cell and the requirement to expell_ the gaseous products of opera_f.on, the
experiment will be located cn the earrlar_ outside of the pressure vessel.

A warm-up period of approximately _2 hour is required followed by a eontlnuous

operation period of about four hours. Total weight of the experiment iJ _ ibm.
excluding mounting provisions. _

The following parameters will be measured during the @o_rse of the experiment fran
activation to deactivation.

a
b

c
d

o

f,
g;

Elec_olysls Voltage

Electrolysis Current

_ectro_tic Cell Temperature
axygen Temperature

Carbon Dioxide/Carb_ M_c_lde Tmnperature
C_gen Pressure
_ _ioxi_e/Carbon_axlde Pressure

Retrieval of the electrolytic cell is desirable but not essential.

k; :; -i_i W''_'-,_,, t)- i',JI VI. 'r'a_IDV!@ _ : HdVH9-O" NlVl.q _I."IV7FI



Title: Solid Electrolyte Carbon Dioxide Reduction

II. Physical Pe_meters (Ref Dvg. MHO1-12103-136 Sheets 1 & 2)

Component Ascent Return Ascent Rs_urn
,,,

I i _e11 17 0 9C2 0

2 Electronics 15 0 8_ 0

Aseent

lo_ x :_._ x 14 (Approx.)

3

4

*Note: Mounting provisions for fUel oell and eleotz_mlea not IneluAed in these fi&mu_es.

Mi_u_x

N/A

Booat _rientaticn
Cons_..--_Luts

_ Orlentatl_

_t,-v_Ints

Connector T_ an& Locatloas

_14-0096-0053 (_T_07-14-19P)Deu_c_ e_u_vaAent
Ref. Dwg. MH01-12118-236

M_mntln6 Provisions

Mounting provisions not part of experiment physlosl pazama_Lrs identified above.

Fuel cell and electronics to be mounted extexme_ to _s_ ve44el due to thermal
considerations and venting requirements of exI_z_ment.

Removal Envelope of _ta Cassette

N/A

I_._:_ I-IoV_':}-0 NIVIS >IOV-IE] £ET_ I-Ia'VN._.-CI-IqlW_ _f



No. Doz?|

1

2

3

4

Cgmponent

Electrol_tic Cell ",

Electronics I

Power Profile

s_,mm_ o_era_e

0 (28O W

_mtinu_uJ

Peak _ _ee
m

_ W R8 VDC _ R-

3.:0

Watts ,ml_E__"_n__

??_-_

2-/O

0

Of_rat4
Y

............ I

I

_o 6 Ao,,rs

Nolse & Ripple
Toleranee

_k to

(o.z

Electromagnetic lnterferenee (_l):

Requi_ments

Tests Run by Manufacturer Ref:

Wiring Diagram - Ref Dwg

Qual teatplsa LB-6-aS-66,mine 1966

/4,5-6"

E'_:,, HdVN9ONIVIS _OVI@



Exp. No. DOlTI

Title: Solid Electrolyte Carbon DAoxide Red_t.lo_

x_ (b) _e_ Con_ol

Tmnp Ba.n_
Cam_onent 09erate Survive

I Electrolytic lO00_C
920 o-Iso0°c

2

3

4

C,on_

_ImU

Heat SoLu_ee

Electr_e

Cell

_cltleal _%rol Polnta

The cute_ suA-_ee of inaulatlcn suxx_mdlng

the _ _ not raAiatemore than 40 _/_.

Environment

1

2

3

4

Pre,,
Cemponent _towed O_erate

Electr_Ic Cell Unpresa. _q'd.

Elect_ccies Unpress. Re_'d.

Press

Atmoa_he_ Xnl;4_'8_es

Ys_uum

VS_A_

CablAn_ t_ _ressure
vessel bulk.hN_..



Exp. No. zX>lT|

Title: Solid Electrolyte Carbon Dcl.axi_ Reduetlc_

IV. Crew Requirements

Crew Task Crew T1melAae

I. Initiate power

applleatlon

@

3

4

5

6

7

Remove power

I I _° _"_ I I
I_''5 5 V

lo

@

3.

4

5

6

Functlan

Warm-up

Operate

Cool-down

v

4o

_ Total Operate TAme

No. Performances M._ E_

1

gx__

C_nt.rols

POwer Switch

Operati_ Constraints_ Target

LAght, dark, sun anele, e_:

lO 4 Ers_0 M_n.

_spla_

Power Xn_l.eator
Lamp

None



Ex_ No. D017|

Title: Solid Electroly_ Carb_ _Icxlda Re&Aetiou

v. (_) Aus_nt

Component

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

ALignment

V@ (b) Pointing and Stabilization

Max. PemAu£ble Rates

Maneuver Re_ulrement

Calibrate T,,.rSt'_T_k



No. Dol_

Title: Solid. Electrol,yte Ce.-bon ])_ox_de Re_e_on

Vl. I_ta Requirements

Function

Expt

H.K.

Note:

No. Channels Fm_at Ssm_Xe Rate

0-5 'v'oc Z,pe

Fre_ Response/BAt Bate

All signals in'e-ccmd.ttioned by the experiment to the O-SYDC range.

Rm_rks

Housekeeping Data

3.) Tmperaturs _ a_lent to experiaent during operation

2) Pressure profile ambient to experiment during ot_catien

3) Pressure pra_J.ls ambient t_ _,,,p _ (2) d=rL_8 o]_ra_Lon

5) v_ _ to _1 ee1_ a_rAag _t op_t_on
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EXPERIMENT NUMBER

s015

MSC Contact

PI

Contractor

GSE Contact

MMC Analyst

Hardware Status

Presently
Available

TITLE

Influence of Zero-G On Human Cells

Roy D. IBerkley I

P. O'B Mont_omer_

V. E. Cook

MSC-Houston

Woodlawn Hospital
Dallas, Texas

Woodlawn Hospital
Dallas, Texas

Delivery of: Unit

713/ 83- 6

Flight Unit

t;_lh.% UU_(_ UN _IUO U I..'ilH_ 0"i.)9(, oN



_xp. _o. SOl>

Title Influence of Zero-G On Human Cells

I Functional Description

As the title suggests, the objective of this experiment is to determine the

affects ofiprolonged|zero gravity on single human cells. The experiment hardware

consists of two basic subsystem mounted in a single enclosure. One subsystem,

the microscope/camera subsystem will photograph the reaction of the cells to the

Zero-G environment at specific intervals. The second subsystem, a bio-pack sub-

system consists of two bio-pack units containing 26 bio-packs. The bio-pack

subsystem cell cultures are maintained at body temperature by an internal thermal

control system, and the bio-packs are hermetically sealed so that one atmosphere

pressure can be maintained.

Since "tender loving care" must be exercised, and since the repetition of tests

are demanding, the experiment will remain in the CM throughout the mission.

The experiment will be installed in the CM about 6 hours prior to liftoff,

and power must be provided from installation until recovery in order to maintain
thermal control.

A feed cycle is required each 12 hours following liftoff, and photo cycles are

required every 6 hours.

It is not known if the presently designed stowage location in the CM will be
available for Mission 1A.

The experiment container mounts all controls and indicators required for opera-

tion of the experiment. Only. voico reanr_4.g..............._ _.w.__ log ..v"^+°+4.-._v._o.....--_AA_be _.-^-

quired %0 satisfy data requirements.

;2"

.OU U __-l,hb U-UgC; UN _iOJ UI_IH_ U'Uh6 UN



Exp. No. SO15

Title Influence of Zero-G On Human Cells

II

Component

1 Camera/Microscope

Bio-Packs

Physical Parameters (Ref Dwg I03050A (Univ. of Texas) )

Weight Volume (in 3)

Ascent Return Ascent Return

22 2a _ ma

Dimensions

Ascent Return

K

i_ x 6_x 8.06

Note: Sizes and weights do not include stowage provisions.

Min/Max

between

Aperture Window Matl Components CoG.
m

Ref: Drawing

103050A
(Univ. of Texas)

Boost Orientation

Constraints

Requires Special

Shock Mtg.

(C/M req't)

Flight Orientation

Constraints

N/A

Connector T_pe and Locations

1 Deutsch 346-IO-19S F
J Jumper Cable stowed in Experiment Stowage Container

2 Deutsch 346-8-7PX "_

Mounting Provisions

A new mounting bracket is required for the experiment in the operation position

to replace the velcro tape presently provided.

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

N/A

_ 3100 IJi_-iiH,% " ' _ " (JJ Li i_-IIl-t_ 0"0_(:; _ON



Exp. No. SO15

Title Influence of Zero-G On Human Cells

III(a) Power Requirements

Componen,t

1 ICamera/Microscope Pack

Bio-Pack j
i

Power (watts)

Standb_ Operate Peak

See Note

Voltage

Nominal Tolerance

27.5 ÷ 2.5

Note: Peak Stowed - 19.8w

Peak Operate - 26.0 (4 sec) reducing to 22.8w

Average (14 days) 7.5w Total - 2.5 kwh

Power Profile

Ref: S-15 power profile dated 20 September 1966

Requires heater power prior to liftoff at installation and continuing

through splashdown.

@

Noise & Ripple
Tolerance

Transient

Tolerance

Feedback to

Base (0.i ohm)

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI): Ref MSC Qual. Test

Requirements

Tests Run By Manufacturer

Wiring Diagram - Ref Dwg _69700 (Texas Instruments Inc.)

3i00 O-i3iHS 0-U92_, UN _I00 CI'I_.:IIH_ O'D&g "ONi_



Exp. No. S0!5

Title Influence of Zero-(} On Human Cells

III(b) Thermal Control

Temp Range

Component Operate Survive Temp Stabilit_

1 Bio-Pack 60-90"F lO0°F

(ambient) (ambient)
•a_

Temperature intemnally controlled _ 94 to 99_F

Temp Gradients

Heat Source

Heater

:Critical Control Points
i

Environment

Press Req

Component Stowed Operate

Type

Atmosphere

Press

Interfaces

Press - Req'd Compatible

with 100%

O2

None



_. No. S0!5

Title Infl:_,_nce of Zero-G On Human Cells

IV Crew Req_.! ..--ements

Urew Tank

Refer to i
D.E.P. 3

I

for \
:4

detailed i

Operation !

Plan

_I Unstow and forprepare operation

2 Each 6 hrs following L/O activate

photo cycle

Each 12 hrs following L/0 activate

feed cycle

At day 4 fix & label cycle for

Bio-Pack #i

5 At day I0 fix & label cycle for

Bio-Pack #2

j6 Continue feed cycles for Bio-Pack #2

Crew Timeline

3O ) 5 15 15 2
min min min min min min

Exp Function Exp Timeline

Experiment cycle is @ontinuotts from the time of installation

(6 hours prior to liftoff) until experiment recovery.

Task

1

2

3

4

5

6

No. Performances

1

6_

28

i

I

6

Total Operate Time

N H_ur Exp Hour

30 min -

192 min

%min

2 hrs 14 days

iRhrs

12 min

Operation Constraints, Target

light w dark I sun angle! etc.

None

Controls Displays

- Self Contained -

.-u,i.O0 G-i_4i_ 0-_ 'ON. _ioa O'_mHs :3"



Exp. No. SO15

Title Influence of Zero-G On Human Cells

V(a) Alignment None

Component To Carrier Other Expt (Specify)

Alignment

Mechaniu

V(b) Pointing and Stabilization
zs_, + C._cle

N/A

Hold Time
ii,,,,J

Max Permissible _tes
i i , , iii

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate Target Traek
ii i



Exp. No. SO15

Title Influence of Zero-G On Human Cells

VI Data Requirements

Function

Expt

H.K.

No. Channels Format

None-All self contained

See Remarks

Remarks

1 Crew logbook

2 Voice Recording

Sample Rate Freq Response/Bit Rate



_l L
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EXPERIMENT NUMBER

TOO3

TITLE

Aerosol Particle Anal_mer

MSC Contact

PI

Contractor

GSE Contact

MMC Analyst

Hardware Status

Presently
Available

Mark _---_

Dr. William Z. Leavitt
i

NASA Electronics

Research Center

Delivery of:

lqSC-Houmton

NASA Research Center

Cub.IMams

,Cub _ 1 Mum"

Unit Flight Unit



Exp. No. TO03

Title Aerosol Particle Analyzer

I Functional Description

The Aerosol particle analyzer is a hand-held, self contained, battery operated

device used to determine siz_ quaatityVof aerosols in the space cabin.

The device will permit 100 sampling periods of approximately 110 seconds each.

First sample period ASAP after insertion, then emery 4 hours. Special samples

required before and after Lithium hydroxide changes, suitings, and at ECS inlet-

outlet. The analyzer shall remain in the CM for ascent, use and re-entry. The

analyzer must be returned for evaluation since the data is continued on the

filter elements internal to the device.

The analyzer is automatic in operation once initiated. Approximately 2 minutes

per sample period is required for equipment operation, with 1 minute required to

manually log the results.

No readings are to be taken if cabin temperature exceeds 9OeF, if humidity

exceeds 85% RH, or if visible fogging exists.

JlOW Ui'tlHb O'O_g UN 3i00 0 ]fii O-09g
........ IIII I



Exp. No. TO03

Title Aerosol Particle Anal_zer

II Physical Parameters (Ref Dvg

Weight

Component Ascent Return

1 Nephelometer 5-5 5.5

MH01-12070-I16)

Volume (in 3) Dimensions

Ascent Neturn Ascent Return
v V

3.75 x 7.50 x 5.50

Note: Stowage provisions in the CM must be provided for ascent and re-entry.

A mounting bracket must be provided to mount the unit between sample

periods.

Min/mam

between

F.O.V. Aperture Window Matl Components C.G__.

N/A Within _" of

geometric center

Boost Orientation

Constraints

Flight Orientation

Constraints

N/A See Functional

Description

Connector Type and Locations

Mountin_ Provisions

TBD Velcro no longer permissible. Special clamp required in C/M.

Removal Envelope of Data Cassett e



Exp. No. _03

Title

Ill(a)

Aerosol Particle Analyser,

Po_er Requirements

(Self Contained Battery)
3 hra sin life

¢_.II_ ("_"_,'.J, _ ;'<'/_'_"':"-J

Peak Nominal Toleranee

_wer Profile
w, i i

N/A

Noise & Ripple
Tolerance

N/A

Transient

Toleranee
•,edbaak te

ease (0,! e_)

Electr6magnetic Interference (EKI):

Requirements

Tests Run By Manufacturer

Wiring Diagram - Ref Dwg

Ref MSC Qual. Tut

__1o (_oI_,,,, zm,tr. co,,)

,,_, 72



5Xp. _o. fuu_

Title Aerosol Particle Anal_zer

III(b) Thermal Control

Temp Range

Component Operate Survive

1 Nephelometer 40-80°F O-120"F

Temp Stability Temp Gradients

Heat Source

N/A

Critical Control Points

Environment

Press Neq

Component Stowed Operate

1 Nephelometer Press - Pref

Type Press

Atmosphere Interface @

Compatible with

ioo_ o2

None

/7s/ .. 7

_.73



Title Aerosol Particle Analyzer

IV Crew Requirements

Crew Task

1 Remove From Stowage

Ref. DEP _

2 Sample & Record
Pg 19-2_

for 3 Stow

details
i

Exp Function

Crew Timeline

I

15 13m_n/ , 15

i mine cycle min_

I00 cycles

maLx

Exp Timeline

Task

1

2

3

No. Performances

1

IO0 (max)

I

Total Operate Time

MH__zr

15 rains

3 min/cycle

15 rains

Operation Constraints, Target

Light! dark i sun angle, etc.

Ref: _unctional description

for epecial measurements

required.

Controls Displays

Self Contained



Exp. No.

Title

V(a)

TOO3

Aerosol Particle Analyzer

Alignment N/A

Component To Carrier To Other Expt (Specify)

Alighment
Mechanism

V(b) Pointing and Stabilization N/A

Hold Time Max Permissible Rates

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate

N/A

Target Track

, , 7 ;i , ,.., ,. -",-,,v... ,i,,, ..llll.) tb i-IIHS LJ'U(-JC_, ON



E_p. No. TO03

Title Aerosol Particle Analyzer

VI Data Requirements Self Contained

Function No. Channels

Expt Self Contained

H.K. (See Remarks)

Format

Remarks

Housekeeping Data

i. Crew log

2. Voice recording

Sample Rate Freq Response/Bit Rate

g ;_L/ , ,,\.
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Contact

MSC

PI

Contractor

GSE

MMC Analyst

Hardware

Statu_

Pres_gt ly
ava ilab le

Name

EXPERIMENT NUMBER

T004

TITLE

FROG OTOLITH FUNCTION

L. H. Ballinger

Dr. T. Gualtierotti

Applied Physics Lab.

Address

MSC - Houston

Ames Research Center

Johns Hopkins Univ.

Telephon.._e

483-5046

Delivery of: - -_j_ _ Unit F!i_ht Unit



Experiment No. TO04

Title: Frog Otolith Function

I Functional Description

The experiment biopackage is designed to record directly the changes in

activity of the otolith system of two bullfrogs which might occur during

a period of prolonged weightlessness.

Microelectrodes implanted in the vestibular nerves of the two bullfrogs

measure bioelectric action potential during weightlessness and repeated

simulated gravity stimulus obtained by astronaut activation of the self-

contained frog centrifuge.

Additional measurements are required to record contrifugal acceleration

profile at the head of each animal, EKG of each animal as an index of

animal welfare and water temperature.

Secondary measurements of acceleration of spacecraft in all three axis

and "housekeeping" data for postflight evaluation are also required.

The data requirements of this experiment will be met using the data

system supplied as part of experiment S017. The control/display require-

ments of T004 must be tied into an "up-link" system to permit experiment

cycling during sleep cycles.

Power for llfe support is required from the time of experiment installa-

tion (approx 2 hours prior to L/O) until completion of experiment.

Three days of data is desired (minimum) with data cycles of eight

minutes each half hour during the first 3 hours after insertion. The

cycles will continue at a rate of 1 hour between test for 21 hours,

then no cycles for I0 hours, and cycles scheduled every 2-3 hours

for remainder of 72 hours.



Title: Frog Otolith Fuuction

II Physical Parameters (Ref Dwg MH01-12056-I17)

Weight Volume (in 3)

Component Ascent Return Ascent Return

I. Frog Life Support 86 0 471_ 0

Dimensions

Ascent Return

7S
18.8 Dia 0

X 18.62

o

,

o

F.O.V_. Aperture Window Matl

N/A

M in/Max
between

Components

Boost Orientation

Constraints

Flight Orientation

Constraints

N/A N/A

Connector Type and. Locations

Signal Receptacle - (NA) ME414-0560-0003 (346-10-195)

Power Receptacle - (includes centrifuge Cmd) (NA) ME414-0560_0001 (47004-8-7PP)

Test Receptacle - (TBD)

Ref: MH01-12052-216

MountinK Provisions

Requires special shock mount on experiment truss

%" approx insulation envelope required over portion of cpntalner

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

N/A



Title: Frog Otolith Function

Ill(a) Power Requirements
Power (Watts)

Component Standby

Voltage

Peak Nominal Tolerance

i. Frog Life

Support System

NOTE:

5w 20w 28 vdc

(Contlnuoui (during

beginning 8 min

at installs- spin cycles)

tion and

ending after

72 hrs of

test)

S/
Approx _ spin cycles of 8 minutes each will be required during

3 earth days which is life of this experiment.

P_wer Profile

Noise & Ripple

Tolerance

Transient Feedback to

Bug8 .(0,I o_)

Electromagnetic Interference (_I):

Requirements

Tests Run by Manufacturer

Wiring Diagram - Ref Dw_ ....

,4, o



Experiment No. T004

Title: Frog Otollth Function

Ill(b) Thermal Control

Temp Range

Cqmp0ne_t ' Operate_ Survlve

l F_ L,fe *65 ± S°Z

_p_r_#/r_ Ambient environment will

2 be space vacuum
No active thermal control

3 is required

_mp Stabilltv Temp. G!adient s

4

*Experiment contains its own thermal control system to maintain these limits.

Heat Source C ritlcal Cont;ol Points

: _'-':':: "_ Press Req Type

9ompone.... : Stowed Operate At_phere,,_

I. Frog Life Support Unpress. Pref .Vacuu_
_blent

o

4

,

PE_S

_ntet_faaes

I. Internal for life

support environment

2. Carrie, bulkhead far

electrical penetration

NOTE: Frog life support system shall be mounted on the carrier outside

of the pressure vessel. The system is not returned. _

C¢_ _.-IW )-i _i - C_ - l_i l '_/I



Zxperlment su, Auu_

Title: Frog Otolith Function

IV Crew Requirements

Crew Task Cr_ Time line

le Retrieve Control Box

and locate in CM

2. Apply exp. powery

turin recorder

3. Make voice annotation

Initiate test cycle

e

5.

6.

7.

Initiate Data Dump

Terminate Experiment

! ......I!......!

Exp Function EXp Time line

I. Power Application

2. Recorder Start

3. Voice Annotation

4. Test Cycle

5. Data Dump

6.

<:t;:<_,,J:

i

J

......... IL_ -

!

rvl L/, : f_.'L ;_L I

('r')l,,_q: Ekjv_l:,)O_J_-_,.Ei',Jl_%! t,_,'kff_[l_ r,.4Atkj} i

Crew

Task No. Performances

Total Operate Time

M__._Xr

I i .75

2- & 3 51 (minx) 4.3 i 72 hrs

4 17 (mx) .3
5 i .I .)

_trols Displays

Controls and displays shared with experiment S017

hardware provided with SOl7 experiment.



Title: Frog Otolith Function

V(a) Alignment N/A

Component To Carrier

• Alignment

To Other Expt (Specify) Mechanism

4

V(b) Pointing and Stabilization N/A

_d_ Hold _ime Max Permissible P_ste.s

#rlo_ /'o, a,,d d,,r,_3 ,_,lle _8

," ,_ ,le. ÷e's /- =_c/es.

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate



Experiment No. T004

Title: Fro_ Otolith Function

Vl Data Requirements

Function No. Channels Forma.__.__t

Expt

H. K.

S_mple Rate Freq Response/Bit Rate

Self contained in data system provided with S017.

(See Remarks Note 2)

Remarks

i. In order to meet experiment ob_ectlves, test cycles must continue

during sleep cycles. To satisfy this requirement, the following

functions must be initiated via up llnk data system:

a) Frog power on

b) Recorder start

c) Recorder stop (required only if transmission is lost during

data dump cycle)

d) Transmitter power on

e) Recorder read-out

These controls will parallel those existing on the C&D panel supplied

as part of the S017/T004 data system.

2. Housekeeping Data

a) Crew log



- i6. $" =
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MSC Contact

PI

C_tractor

GSE Contact

_C Analyst

Hardware Status

Leonar_ l_icholson

Leonard. Nicholson

Not Selected as yet

aI 167

Unknown

W. Nobles

Delivery of:



Exp No. -Eo_, - f

Title: Metric Camera

I. Functional Description

The System eomslsts of one tA_rxmin-ma_ eamera amd _e stel_a_-refem_zule

camera integrated into a slng_e unit. _e terrain eamera will o_ta_u a

6-1nch focal-length lens mad the frame size will be 9 Inehem by 9 immhes.

The exposures of the terraln eammra viii be e_trollad by bet_ee_-the-Xemm,

high effiaiency shutter and the _ure interval will be e_trallm_ by a

preset intervalcmeter.

_e terrain camera will also be eq.u.t_A:m2 vlth a rese_u. _e principal fune-

ti_ of the reseau is to provide a preclsel_ calibrated grid with _atterna am

the film ne_tive during exlxmure. The extent of film shri_e _ ex_amsiom

may be determined by cc_parlug the grid exlx_ed on the ph_graph vlth known

dimensions of the reseau.

The stellar cameras will contain lenses c_ &pprcmlmi_elM 6 to l0 Inehes

focal length, aperatures of approximately 1:2, and _sed fox_t of &pprC_i-

matel_ 70 by 70 ram.



Exp. No. Eo6_ -/

Title : Metr_o Camera

II. l_Tsicml Parameters (RIf Dwg )

Cumtx_ Ascent Retan-a A_en% Return A_en% Retuzn

2

3

4

Min/1

Camera 74° 8 l.. Q1as, (oFuJ,I

Stellar camera points 15° above the plane pez'l:_m,cl%_ to terrain _ LOS.

Boost Orientation
Constraints

F12ght (_lautaticm
Conl_t_

J

None l_e

Conn_t_T)q_dLoea_

UnSown

Unknown

B_moval Envelope of Data Cassette

Film cassette will probably be c_ back of eamera body.



E_ NO, Eo6 -/

TI_lo : Mbm_

2

3

o 2_o

W_-m-up _iru 30 _. a_ RSO va_.

u L i

•8 '.+5

Ho'Aee & Ril_ple

Tolex,mee

,nee_-emgae_le Xav_'en,,eo (_0:):
'Ir,,he _uun'a 70V.

]'w_beak W

k. (0.i a)

Wlrlng I_ - Ref I_g



Exp. No. _-O_ /

Title: Metrlo

1

2

3

4

Ol_z_ l_zwlve
--- __

o to 6 32oo -loo to _ooo _ )o 0

Heat Source

Film a_:l_.nQe mo%,_)
he_%ea-

O,-i%i_l _m%,_l P=Ln%a

came; Zllm _se_%e

_m_mumt

lo

2

3

4



_lL'1). _o _"7.0 _, /

or¢_ _xk arw_

I CrAft ml_ooerm_ to _ rl_
field, far _.io

2 __ nar f_e_

3 l_oa_ient SoO. t)o _ _a_4AU_

TA_LU_ ae_

5 Deseribe t,a.r_ ee__

6 Tram e,_ eamera

7 _r wmza 1_n-f_

8 Tur. o_T umGn_

o

j , © -/ / /

i

\ -" - I

durin_ the mlssi_n, but need not be po_ea_o_ e_h H%wiee.

L

3

5

6

Erp I_£I

w_ (So ,e.)

o_x_a_e (_o =_. - __)

a_T

I

6 _ SAD f.r 5 SAD', _ I ON_Om_mtml_,S,

aeee_ble.

0o_t.r_Is

one 3-l_eiti_n

(0_T, 0_emte-_uto,
o_era_e-mn. )



No Re_ulremm_t

AL%gma4mt
Mo_mmima

Mou_t:l.r,gFoAs

v. (b) Polnt_g aria Stab_.Uzat_on

'_'_s __w. Hold '_'_e

Ver_i_i _ 0.5° 12._se_.
4- I,o ° b:, _

0./ c'2_ 7

Max Permissible Ra_es

o.05°/,,a.

Maneuver Re_ment

Ca_brate

Reorient to pho1_:_m'aph
S_ fiel_

Target Track

I_XI@



Exp No. _0_ /

Title: Metric C_mera

VY. Data Requirements

Function

_t
Ho K.

No. Channels i For_t Sa_e _e

N_e I_ ---

// A-,,_,t)[_,-5-,,) o./sf,'_



Exp. No. EI(7_ /

Title Metric Camera

VII GSE REQUIREMENTS

IB GSE normally provided with experimemt: i. Experiment simulator (lea)|

2. Experiment test set (2 ea); 3. Experiment shipping container (2 ea);

4. Lens Cover Set (2 ca)| 5. Experiment holding fixture (2 ea)|

6. Boresight equipment (I ea)| 7. Glassplates (super film)| 8. Handling

Cart (i)| 9. Installation sling (i an)| I0. Film (test)| II. Film

shipping container (5 ea)°

2. Simulator supplied with experiment? Tas X No

3. Humidity limits: Operating: <95_ R.I.

Low Limit Unknown.
Survival: <95% R.H.

4. Cryogenic Servicing: Commoalty: None

Quantity: --- Temperature: --- Pressure: ---

5. Vacuum Servicing Requirements: None

6. Ground Calibratien: Black body temperature: None

Temperature Tolerance: None

e Checkout and Malfunction Isolation Test Connectors:

Will special connectors paralleling operational connectors be supplied?

Remarks:

8. Input an_ Output Signal Characteristics:

e Allowable cable lerq_ths for connecting portable checkout equipment

to experiment without adversely affecting command or response signals?

0-50 feet 50-100 feet 100-200 feet

I0. Power Requirememts for Experiment GSEI

ii. Lauach Pad Operations Requirements (imclude equipment needed):

Che_kbut: Experiment test set

AILgnment: Boresight equipment

Adjustment: Experiment test set

Calibration: Experiment test set, hold_g fixture, glass plates

12. Status monitoring requirements between launch pad evacuation and launch

(could be as much as 48 hours)| lone _i

13. Experiment Shipment: Will reusable shipping container be supplied:

Is there any problem associated with shipment of this experiment as

an integral part of the carrier? NO

14. Special handling requirements during installation on carrier: None

YES

15. Manufacturer'j Imdarstanding of Acceptance Testing Requirements at

his facillty, 8/2_/. 7

16. ManufacturerPm recommendations for Receiving and Compliance Testing _ g3Requirements iat Integrator's facility:
/



Exp. No. _C_, /

Title Metric Camera

17. Other GSE Requirements: No radiation sources in vicinity of film

storage.

s/z _/7 .

r" t"; n m IL tilt', ,"_ AIIL,Jl C_*_" %J_
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EXPERIMENT NUMBER

TITLE

MULTISPECTRAL CAMERA

MSC Contact

PI

Contractor

GSE Contact

MMC Analyst

Leonard Nichols0n 713 - 483-4611

Leo Childs MSC - 713 - 483-4611

Hasselblad (Paillard, Linden, N.J. 201 - 381-5600)

Mr. Jerry Kovanda 201 - 381-5600 X712

W. O. Nobles X3584

Hardware Status Delivery of:

GFE

Unl t Flight Unit

h _S



Exp No.

Title Multispectral Camera

I Functional Description

The system consists of 6, 70 mm format cameras commonly boreslghted and

synchronized to each other and to other sensors in the spacecraft system as

may be required by the mission. The cameras shall be frame type with low distortion

matched lenses.

The cameras shall cycle automatically and the astronaut will be provided

with a start-stop control. A film cycling indicator and an exposure control.



Exp. No. _ _--OC, _/

Title Multlspectral Camera

II Physical Parameters (Ref Dwg

Weight

C_np onent Ascent

._;,55-

i Camera (6 ca)

total

/,3

2 Magazine (_ ca) _.

total _.

. ______.__---

_0-3.

Volume (in 3)

Return Ascent Return

/, :3 124 _f

I,_

,5. _ 7_ 7_'

0 12-

F.O.V. Aperture Window Matl.

36 ° across flats 2 1/2" (6 ca)

0

Min/max

between

Components

Dimensions

Ascent Return

_,P._x ,_,/J'x3,4x s 4,_X42_.gf

t

_x_42x _S_

'4)

glass (optical

quality)

Mount as =lose

as possible

Boost Orientation

Constraints

Flight Orientation

Constraints

None None

Connector Type and Locations

Mountin$ Provisions

The six cameras will be mounted to s common frame capable of maintaining

the 30 sec colinearlty required,

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

Film magazines (4"x4"x4") are mounted on rear of camera body,

97



Exp No.

Title

III(a)

Mul tispectral Camera

Power R_quirements

Power (watts)

Component Standby Operate

Camera (all power is internal)

Peak
Vol tage

Nominal Tolerance

Power Profile

not applicable (see above)

Noise & Ripple

Tolerance

No requirement

Transient

Tolerance

No requirement

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI):

Requirements

Tests Run by Manufacturer

Wiring Diagram - Ref Dwg

Feedback to

Buss _0.I ohm)

Not applicable

No light (4,000 to I0,000 Angst_ 7

to be reflected into camera FOV.

Distortion plots, transmission plots



Exp No.

Title

ZlI(B)

i

Mul tlspectral Camera

Thermal Control

Temp Range

Component Operate

Camera 0°c to + 32°c

O O

Magazine 0 c to + 32 c

4

Survive

0

-i0 c to + 35°c

0

-10°c to + 35 c

Temp Stability

_lo'c.
No requirement

Temp Gradients

elC-

No requirement

Heat Source

Film transport Motor

Czitical Control Points

Film Magazines

Environment

Press Req

Component Stowed Operate

Camera 2-15 PSIA

14+o_1..

Magazine _ 2-15 PSIA
l_o_Ip..

Type Press

Atmosphere Interfaces

Air or IO._ None

Air or _ None



i

Exp. No.

Title Multispectral Camera

IV Crew Requirements

Crew Task Crew Timellne

1 Visual acquisition of target

2 Describe target conditions

3 Switch camera system to automatic mode

4 Monitor camera performance

i Off

Switch system off

Exp Function

_.

O @ ®

12oI°. >.......IO mln.

Approximately 6 operate segments

per S.A.D. (over U.S.)

2 Operate-auto
Exp Timellne

Operate-manual (failure mode)

..... I0 mln. _, (Avg. duratlon'.

No. Performances Total Operate Time

M H_.__Er Exp Hr

Operation Constraints i Target

Lightp darkj, sun an_le i etc.

6 per S.A.D.

5 S.A.D. 's

6 hours 5 hours over continental U.S. sun

angle 30 ° above horizon

Controls Displays

one 3 position control

off, operate- auto, operate-manual

Film remaining counter

Status lamp - operate

i

<I':.y/'7

,..V/ , I" ,'d'



Exp No.

Title Mul tispectral Camera

V(a) Alignment

1

2

3

Component To Carrier

Camera (6 ea) + I0 mln.

4

To Other Expt (Specify)

30 se¢. colinearlty

required between cameras

Alignment
Mechanism

Mounting pads

V(b) Pointing and Stabilizatlo_

Local Vertical + 0.5 ° I0 min/sequence

Max Permissible Rates

0,03 deg/se¢.

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate

None

Target Track

None

/

.4, /c/



Esp No. _ c=_ "/

Title Multispectral Camera

VI Data Requirements

Func tion

Expt

H.K.

No. Channels Format Sample Rate Freq Resl_pnse/Bit Rate

None film N/A N/A

Monitored by astronaut and recorded on voice ta_e

Remarks

• • d "



Exp No. _ ¢'_o_'_ _-/

Title Multlspectral Camera

VII GSE Requirements

I. GSE normally provided with experiment I. Experiment shipping container (2 ea)

2. Experiment test set (2 ca.) 3. Experiment simulator (i ca) 4. Film

shipping container (4 ea) 5. Collimator (3 ca) 6. Lens Cover set (4 ea)

7. Boresight equipment (I ea)

2. Simulator supplied with experiment? Yes X No

3. Humidity limits: Operating 5 to 5CZ RH Survival 0 to 90% RH

4. Cryogenlc Servicing: Commodity None

Quantity Temperature Pressure

5. Vacuum Servicing Requirements None

6. Ground Califbration: Black body temperature N/A

Temperature Tolerance N/A

7. Checkout and Malfunction Isolation Test Connectors:

Will special connectors paralleling operational connectors by

supplied? Remarks

So Input and Output Signal Characteristics:

Stimulus Measurement

DC Voltage

AC Voltage

Square Wave

Pulse

Ramp

Others (Discrete/Digltal)

AmplitUde Frequency/Time

e Allowable cable lengths for eonnectlng portable checkout equipment to

experiment without adversely affecting command or response signals?

0-50 feet 50-100 feet 100-200 feet



Exp No. _ _-_

Title Multlspectral Camera

i0. Power Requirements for Experiment GSE:

Voltage Current Frequenc_

Ground Checkout Requirements for functional sensor protective devices (lenl

covers, aperture covers, etc) Check operation

ii. Launch Pad Operations Requirements (include equipment needed):

Checkout Experiment test set

Alignment Collimator and boresight equipment

Adjustment Experiment test set

Calibration Experiment test set

12. Status monitoring Requirements between launch pad evacuation and launch

(could be as much as 48 hours) None

13. Experiment Shipment: Will reusable shipping container be supplied? Ye___S.

Is there any problem associated with shipment of this experiment as an

integral part of the carrier? Collnearlty of cameras is critical and

could be distrubed during shipment.

14. Special handling requirements during installation on carrier None

15. Manufacturer's understanding of Acceptance Testing Requirements at his

facility_ ..........

16. Manufacturer's recommendations for Receiving and Compliance Testing Require-

ments at integrator's facility

17. Qther GSE Requirements None

._:: ,/_ ._/7
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Date: 21 August 19_7

EXPERIMERT RIYMBER

_--o _., -'7

TITLE

/_ _ Imlgar

MSC Contact

PI

CONTRACTOR

GSE CONTACT

MMC ANALYST

Nme

Leo Childs

HRB Singer
Attn: Jack CaRnon

Jack Cauo-

Art Cunninsham

Address

MSC Houston

State College, Pa.

State College, Pa.

814-238-4311, X571

814-238-4311, X371

X4167

Hardware

Status

Aircraft unit

exists and ham

been flown

Space hardening

requires redesign

of film cassette

and transport

mechanism

Delivery of: unit..

lO mOS.

± .;i I



Exp. '_o. E06- 7

Title /-_ UI" _= :o Imager

II PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

Component

i. Scanner

2. Supply Film

Cassette

3. Take up Film

Cassette

(Ref. _a. _ St_, 90424)

Wellht VoI_ (in 3)

htvr_ _ Rat,ha

110 0

5 0 243
5 5 243

--_

i 4o :3- (.l& &

Aperture window _tl

3" X 6" N_e-

Disansieas

A,,,-t

T-..... . 7 "d-0

0 9X9X3 ---

243 9X9X3 9xgx3

Min/,_x •
Between

Components

As close as

possible

Boost Orientation

Constraints

None

Flisht Oriemtation
Cmastraints

Scmmar 18" dim_tslon alon| Imdir,

3Y' dimensi_a alen s sround track

Connector Type and LocatloRs

2 Coax connectors (power) l_._atle,a umkmowm

i Data connector probably i0 pim coax, lacati_ umknown

Mounting Pr_vlsi_

Hard mounted, wlth scammer umprass, take up film cassette pressurized - requires

film chute feed throu_ to inside carzler.

Removal Envelope e_ Data Cassette

Retrieval cassette 9X9X3", 5 Ibs.

probably can be lifted stralsht off, after mmlaZckia| operatlon.

Ill(a) POWER REQITIREM_IIS

Compoaant

I. Scanner

2. Supply Film

Cassette

3. Take Up Film

Cassette

Pe..r (watt,)

,,In

0 0 0

0 0 0

Yolta_

N_/mal Te!_eaee

28 v_ _SV
mMI 115 yam _tO0 eps

Appret. 2 watts a_l.



Exp, No.

Title

_.06-7

watts

Power Profile

Ixperi_t can be turned off
requires 5 mir_tes

170_ 170W

standby

i0 minJ data take

(.o power)

_---_perate durins daylish_-_passes ,

of North American Continent _.0 _'£.)

I ,.,lJtu (k.o ,,
h, t

III(b) THERMAL CONTROL

Temp Ranse

Component Operate Survilm

i. Scanner -40 to +60eC -50 to +100eC

2. Supply Film Casset_ +2 to +35°C -50, to +40°0

3. Take up Film +2 to +35eC -50 t_ +40eCCassette

Heat Source

Tm.p Stability

+IOOC
Not critical

Not critical

_ritieal Control Points

Tamp Gradie_t8

lOOC/foot
Not critical

Not critical

Malaker cooler, for

detector coolin&,

dissipates 30W

continuously

Deifier must be maintained
at -1960C. Can be accomplished

by maintaininsMalaker cooler
below 700C

Environment

Component

i. Scanner

2. Supply Film
Cassette

3. Take Up Film
Cansette

Press Keq

Stowed Operate

Unprees Keq'd

Unpress O.K.

Press Req'd.

Type
Atmosphere

None

None

Press
Interfaces

Pressure interface
between scanner and"
film cassette. Film
chutes feeds _ilm

through interface.
Cassette body can
provide pressure seal.
For retrieval film

must be cut, chutei
must be sealed,

cassette pressurized
to 5 psi.



Exp. No. E06- 7

Title _ Imager

IV CREW REQUIREMENTS

Crew Task

I. Switch to standby

2. Switch to operate

3. Switch to off

1

0

Crew Timeli_e

1 2

5 min

.mm_e i0 min typ

3

I
i

Exp. Function

I. Off

2. Standby

3. Operate (record data)

Exp Timellme

Operate during daylisht

3

Operate

S iandbT1 ]
I //I.,,

I_ i0 mln typ
d

No. Performances

30

Controls

I. Off/Stmmdby/Operate

3 positi_ s_tch

Total Operate Time

H_._.KrZzp

1.0

II.o

IRaplayl

1. Go/Ne-Go Statue

lamp

Operation Constraints, TarBet

Lilht, Dark, Sun Anzle, Et¢_

Experiment operates Onl 7 over

North Amerioan Continent during

dayllght_._loud coverage shonld

be less_than4_:_, o.. o_.:.

%%_) _- ,__ _l.

e_ _ _ t



Exp. No. E06- 7

Title _ _[i" _ & freaker

V(a) AUOL_Mmrr

Ccnn_.onemt To Carrier

I. Seanmer + 0.5 °

2. Film Cassette ---

To Otkar kpt ($pse£i_)

0.I" IR Speetrclater,

IR Radiometer, rid

muppert camera

Optlcal Surface

V(b)

M

POINTINC AND STABII_ZATICI

Hold Time

Local _+0.5"
vertical

/_/c

I0 min typ per target

for 30 tarKets

ManeUver Requir_m_at

Calibrate Target Track

None None

Max Permissible Rate s

Dead Band Mbdt

Rates

VI DATA REQUIREMENTS

Function .No, _al_eis

Expt None
H.K. 4

Formet Sample Rate

Amalos (0-SV) See below

Freq Responsa_

Bit Rate ......

Remarks

Expt data recorded am film

Housekeeping data, 4 para_ters, can be supplied in O-$V ramp.

MMC to sample (/-'I sample per minute or less required) encode, and TM.

Experimenter would llke capability to TM, ii real time enly, the Tideo

signal (on co_ammd from the CM). Silmal frequency is 100-340KCPS, ene
channel.

VII GSE REQUIREMENTS

iO

0

3.

GSE normally previdad w_ mparlmt! _maral purpose eseilloseope,

VTVM, power suppllas, vacuum pump (small).

Simulator supplied wltk amporimeat? Ne

Hunttdity limits: Oparati_: 95% S_-vival: 95%

2s/7



Exp. No.

Title

E06-7

Inulger

.

e

.

o

e

9.

10.

Cryogenic Servicing: Coun_dity: Re tank (ps) to fill re_rlgerator

Quantity: Small Temperature: Ambient Pressure: 250 psi

Vacuum Servicing Requirements: Small fore-plngs provided with

experiment for evacuating Malaker CooAer.

Ground Callbratlom: Black body temperature: Ambient

Temperature Tolerance: _ IO'C but known to _ 0.OI'C

Checkout and Malfunction Isolation Teat Cc.anectors: Will special

connectors paralleling operational commectors be supplied: No

Input and Output Signal Characteristics: Nome

Allowable cable lengths for connecting portable checkout equipment

to experiment without adversely affecting command or response signals?
50-100 feet

Power Requirements for Experiment OSE:

Voltage: Ii0 VAC Current: 15 amp. Frequency: 60 cps

Ground Checkout Requirements for functional sensor protective devices

(less covers, aperture covers, etc): Aperature cover provided with

experiment-check operation on

command from CM.

ii. Launch Pad Operations Requirements (including equipment needed):

Checkout: Load film as late as possible prior to launch, and evacuate

Malaker Cooler.

Alignment: None

AdJ Adjustment: None
Calibration: None

12.

13.

16.

Status monitoring requirements between laumch pad evacuation and launch
(could be as much as 48 hours): TMhousekeeping parameters.

Experiment Shipment: Will reusable ahipplmg container be supplied? Yes

Is there any problem associated with shipment of Chla experiment as an

integra£ part of the carrier? NO

Special handling requirements durimg installation on carriers None

Manufacturerts understanding of Acceptance TesttmS_eqPai_s_at b£s
facility: EC to perform Acceptance Testing with _ coSm£aan_e.

Manufacturer's recommendations for Receiving and Compliance Testing

Requirements at integrator's facility: Bench C/O and calibration with

EC cognizance.

17. Other GSE Requirements: None

/q, //0
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Date: 21 August 1967

EXPERIMENT NUMBER

E06-9a

TITLE

IR RADIOMETER

MSC CONTACT

PI

CONTRACTOR

GSE CONTACT

MMC ANALYST

"I ke" Eiche imann

A. Cunningham

IU3-4611

X416 7

Hardware

Status

Aircraft unit

delivery

9/67

Delivery ofl_ Unit

8 ms.

Fli_ht un_it

12-14 moe.



Exp. No. E06-9a

Title IR Radiometer

II. P_SICAL PARAMETERS

I.

Component

Radiometer/

Electronics

WeIBht

Ascent Return

30 0

Volume (in3)

Aoc_t Returm

1771 0

Dimensions

Ascen___._t Return

23"Xll"X7" N/A

F.0.V.

0.4 °

Aperature

7"XII"

Wimdow Matl
Mtn/max between

Components

None a£_oweO, M/A

however, protect£ve

cover requirea to
prevent c_t_inatiom

of optics

Boost Orientation

Constraints

None

Flilht Orientation

Comstraints

23" dimension point to nadir

Mountins Provisions

Hard mount to external rack.

/

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

No data cassette

Ilia POWER REQUIREMEI_fS

Component

i. Radiometer/

electronics

Power (Watts)

Standby Operate

0 60

Voltase

Pea___kk Nominal ToleTance

70 28V

Note: Waramp raqulres 5 minutes

at 30 watts.



Exp. No.

Title '

EO6-ga

IR Radiometer

lll(a) (continued)

Power Proflle

Watts

0

Experlmont desires at least two 7 minute

operatlo_s per day. Use i0 minutes per

pass as d@flned by the standard applications

day tlmJline.

70W 70W

60W

I0 min
J

V

Note: The IR Spectrometer (E06-90) operates simultaneously

with the IR Radiometer, the IR Imager and the support

camera, with one frame each 5 seconds during radiometer
operation.

Ill(b) THERMAL CONTROL

Component

i. Radiometer /

Electronics

Tamp Range

Operate Survive Tamp Stability Tamp Gradients

-i0 to +40 -50 to +75 _ I0" 10"/foot

Rest Source

Radiometer

motor (l)

Critical Control Points

Environment

.Component

i. Radiometer/

Electronics

Press req.

Stowed Operate

Unprese

Req.

Type

Atmoapher,.e

none

Press

Interfaces

none



Exp. No. E06-9a

T_tle IR Radiometer

IV CREW REQUIREMENTS

Crew Task

I, Turn on experiment to

warmup

_z,_ Turn instrument on

to operate

_z.4_ Monitor status indicator

_. _ Turn instrument off

21
_rew Timellne

30 total operations

2 3 4

15 ,an I lO .in
(typical)l

A_

V

Exp Function

I. On-Off

2. Warmup

3. Operate

A

F

Kxp Timeline

1 2 3

I I I
15 slinj i0 min I

(typical)'

No, Performances

6 passes per day X 5 days m

30

Total Operate Time

M H___Kr _p

7.5

/_o

Operation _tralnts,

Target, Light, dark, sun
anEle, etc.

Operate only during day-

light, only over comtinenta

U.S. Rainy weather or snow

cover is not acceptable

Controls Displays

Off Lamp indicator (I)

Warmup

Operate



Exp. No. EO6-9a

Title _ _ Radiometer

V(a) ALIGNMENT

Component

i. Radiometer/

Electronics

To Carrier

+ 0.I"

To Other K_pt(Speclf7)

+ 0.03 e to support

Camera

+ 0.I e to spectrometer

and _R Imaser

Alismunt

_echani_m

Optical surface

provided

V(b) POINTING AND STABILIZATZOIq

Hold Time

Local _.
Vertical _,

_._._,., -_
cZl e'3 _

lOnttnutea

per pass, 30

passes

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate Target Track

none none

Permissible Rates

le/sec

Note: Roll at least once durln$ mission at l'/iec through 90" to

sweep instrument F,O.V. through the atmosphere. (Prefer

to roll five times during mission for this purpose.)

Roll to acquire the moon with instrument F.O.V. once durlns

mission,

Vl DATA REQUIREMENTS

Function No,,,Chg_els Format Sampla Kate Freq Rasp.hie/Bit Rate

Remarks

1. Support camera shmttar pulse raqltred in k_aeklm_t_ data train.

. Reaction control syst_ opiratLem - time cerrel6tton with respect

to experiment operation required.

3. Time to one second, orbital parameters, voice annotation required.



Exp. No. E06-9a

Title IR Radiometer

VII GSE REQUIREMENTS

i. GSE normally provided with experiment: Equlvalent to one rack of

electronic checkout equipment 3' X 31X 5 I. Vacuum test set

(bell Jar and associated gear)| one cryoflask.

2. Simulator supplied with experiment? Tes NoX

3. Humidity limits: Operating: 95_ Survival: 95_

0

5.

5.

Cryogenic Servicing: Commodity: LN 2

Quantity: 25 liters Temperature: 77°K Pressure: Ambient

Vacuum Servicing Requirements: Vacuum test set provided with experiment
for calibration.

6.. Ground Calibration: Black body temperature: 77"K

Temperature Tolerance: ---

7. Checkout and Malfunction Isolation Test Connectors: Will special

connectors paralleling operational connectors be supplied? Yes

8. Input and Output Signal Characteristics: None

. Allowable cable lengths for connecting portable checkout equipment to

experiment without adversely affecting command or response signals?
0-50 feet.

i0. Power Requirements for Experiment GSE: Voltage: IIOV| Current: i0 amps|

Frequency: 60 cps

Ground Checkout Requirements for functional sensor protective devices

(lens covers, aperture covers, etc): Check lens cover operation.

ii. Launch Pad Operations Requirements (include equipment needed):

Checkout: Load cryogenics| Alignment:--| Adjustment: --| Calibrations --

12. Status monitoring Requirements between launch pad evacuation and

launch (could be as much as 48 hours): Actlvateeexperlment, monitor T/M

data.

13. Experiment Shipment: Will reusable shipping container be supplied? Tes

Is there any problem associated with shipment of this experiment as an
integral part of the carrier: No

14. Special handling eequirements durlns installation on carrier: None

// ...._/

• f
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Date: 22 August 1967

EXPERIMENT _RI_ER

E06- 9b

TITLE

IR SPECTROMETER

MSC CONTACT

PI

CONTRACTOR

GSE CONTACT

MMC ANALYST

"Ike" Eiche imanm

A. Cunninsham

HU3-4611

X4167

Hat dwar e

Status

Aircraft Unit

Available

Delivery o,f:

--- _,_, q,o
Unl t

8 mos

Flight Unit

12-14 mos,



Exp, No. EO6-9b

Title IR Spectrometer

II PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

C_omponent

i. Spectrometer/

Electronics

Welsht

Ascent Return

50 0

Veltmm (in 3) Dimensions

Ascent Return A_.I_ent Retur_

_O0 _ 30"X20"X8"

Aperture

014 8" X 20"

Window Mat I

None allowed,

however, protective

cover required to

prevent contamination

Min/max between

Components

N/A

Boost Orientation

Constraints

none

Flight Orientation

Constraints

30 inch dimension pointed

to nadir

Mounting Provisions

Hard mount to external rack

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

None

IzI(a) POWER REQUIREMENTS

Component

I. Spectrometer/

Elect,

Power (watts)

Standby Operate

25* 40

Peak

60

Voltage
Noudnal Tolerances

28V

5 minute warump only

i_, i/'_



Exp. No.

Title

E06- 9b

IR qpectrometer

Power Profile

WATTS

/

Experiment deslree at least two 7 minute

operations per day. Use I0 minutes per

pass as defined by the standard

applications day timellne

60W 60W

I .....

25W _

I
L

5 rain I i0 mln

.....

I

Notet The IR spectrometer, IR radiometer, IR

imager, and the support camera operate

simultaneously. One camera frame required

each 5 seconds during spectrometer operation

Ill(b) THERMAL CONTROL

Temp

, Component Operate Survive Temp Stability Gradients

i. Spectrometer/ -i0 to +40"C -50 to +75eC + I0° lOS/foot

Electronics

Heat Source

Spectrometer motors (2)

Critical Control Points

Environment

Component

i. Spectrometer/

Electronics

Press Req

Stowed Operat,e

Unpress. Req.

Type Press

Atmosphere Inter faces



Exp. No. E06- 9b

Tbtle IR Spectrometer

IV ce_ REqVlam_S

C_ew Taek

_O Turn on _perl_m_t to

warmup
re* 4 4 _ -- ----_ .... •

Turn £nstrum_t on

to operate
14onitor status indicator
17turn /Jastrun_at off

_,Function

!. On-Off
2. Warump
3. Operate

No, P_r fm_mc_s

6 passes per day X $ days ,,

3O

Crw Tt_XtM

30 total operattms

.

,

2 -_ 4
1 I_ _,

:J ..... ,JA_ .... *.-

15 "da I 10 m I
(typtul)]

Y

i 2 3 )

I f,
1.5m4.aI 10 wLa

(typtcLt)

Total Operate Time

7.5

OporaCte8 CoastraJL_s,
Tarot, ULsht, dsxk, mm

Operate _ty _t_ _y-
1t_, only oe_ cmtbae_81
U.S. lain7 _tker _

cover is mot acceptable

Controls

Off,

Wa_p
Operate

9Lsolm

t_utur (1)



Exp. No.

Title

E06-9b

IR Spectrometer

v(a) _LZ_

Comx_e4¢

1. ILadlcaeter/
El_=trouZcs

To Csrr_e_

+ 0.I" _+ 0,03" to support
camera

+ O. 1" to spectro_cer
sml lit Inapr

Alismmmt

0ptLUl surface
provided

V(b) }_INTIHG _ND 9T_JJILIZ_,TX08

Rold Tt_ae

Local .;1a_ o I0 minutes
Vertical _o, _ per pass, 30

)kmem_r. b_tr_

Cal_b_S;e

me _oae

_Feru!sslble Rat_p

l'lsee

Nots: ltoll at least once durtnsmissioa at l'/see tbroqq_ 90° to
sweep instrument F.0.V. throush the atmosphere. (Prefer
to roll five times during uLtsston for this purpose.)

ltoll to esquire the moaa_Lth tnsttusmat F.0.V. once durLa/j
misslou.

FI DATA REQOIPJ_TS

Fum:,rtoF _0s Channels Smmle mate l_e_ itesnonse/_Lt Ibm#

a.[. 5 _.1o8 0-5V eulmps 4m=_m

_ks

1. Support erasers shutter ImlN required La bousekeepts8 data trabt.

o Reactto_ control systeu operattoa - tim _mrrelatl_ mLth reepeet
to exper/_mt operattms re_uLred.

3. Time to one secoad, orbital perimeters, voice ssnotatioa required.



Exp. ,io. hO0- 9b

Title !R Spectrometer

VlI GSE _REM_n_

Lm GSg normally provided _th experiments Kquivahm£ to ome reek of
electron£c checkout equipmemt 3' X 3 e X $'. Vacuum test set

(beLL Jar and associated seer); ome ¢ryoflask.

2. Simulator sul_It_d w_th e_perlm_mtT Yes__ Io 1

3. Humidity limitst OperettaS: 95% Survival: 951

o

5.
5.

Cryoeeuk Servicin8t Co_oditys Lg 2
_5_ntity: 25 liters Taq_tsture! 7TeE _s_et AmI_L_

Vacuum ServLcLm8 Requ_rememtst VamNm test set provided _th
for calibrattoa.

6. Ground Calibrsticm: mlack body temperatures 77eE
Temperature Tolerates: ---

7. Chacko_ and )klbmetlom Zoolstiem Test Cemnectors: Wtll speeL81
coamectors _erallelLm8 oporatiomal cemmectors be suppliedT Tee

8. Input and Output StSssl Chsractertstkes Noes

o ._llc_abh cable lemeths for c0mmoetLm8 portsble checkout oquipmemt to
expertJs_nt vltho_ adversely 8ffoctim8 co, mad or respcmso sQMah?
0-50 feet.

10. Power Requirements for F_perimeat QSih Voltap: IIOV! Curtis lO stops!
Frequeocy: 60 cps
Creed Checkout Requireme_Cs for fumzttos_l sasor protacttve de.Leas
(lmu covers, aperture covers, etc): Check Leas cover ol_ratiol.

11. launch Pad Operatioms aequtrments (_mslude equtpmemt needed):
Checkout: Load eryop_Lcs; ALipmemtg--; AdJustae_: --; Cslibr_/m: --

12. StCus mouitoriq RequiraJuts bet_Jea lamb pad evacuatiom and
launch (could be as much me 48 hours)$ Activateeexperiment, momitor T_t
data.

13. '_xperlment $hilxU_nt: W£II reus_bh sht|,pin8 con_e£ner be suppILed_ Yes

_s there any problem associated v_Lth shlpm_nt o£ chts experiment _s .an
Intesral pa;'t of th_ ¢arr£er" No

14. Special haadlia_ _q_r_ts durtal ta_tellatio_ mt carrier:
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Date1 8/16/67

EXPERINERT NUMBER

E06-11

TITLE

MULTIFREQUENCT MICROWAVE RADIOMETER

MSC Contact

PI

CONTRACTOR

GSE CONTACT

MMC ANALYST

Nam__._ e

Leo Child8

Space General

Attn! Georse Oister

George 0ister

Kent O'Kelly

Address

Houston

E1 Monte, Calif.

E1 Monte, Calif.

Telephone

HU3-4611

443-4271

443-4271

X3584

Hardware

Status

Aircraft microwave

radiometer available

Deliver oil

-dmmmmt
ds" " -J

. a.,a#

Flieht umit

12 mmJ



Exp, No,

Title

E06-11

Multifrequency Microwave Radiometer

II PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

Component

i. Antennas/electronics

Welsht
Ascent Return

50 0

• Volume (in 3)

Ascent Return

44208 0

Dimensions

Ascent Return

24"X48"dla 0

Aperture Window Marl

20" 48" din. mene allowed

Boost Orientation

Constraints

None

_,x/mln
between

Components

Radiometers

mounted behind

antennas within

antenna envelope

Flisht Orimatat£en
Constraints

24" dimension along nadir

Mountin_ Provisions

Hard mount

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

None

zIz (a) POWER REQUIREMENTS

Component

I. Antenna/

Electronics

Power (watts)

Standby Operate Peak

20 20 electronics

80 80 heaters

Voltage
Nominal Tolerance

28 vdc + 5

Experiment has internal

voltage regulator

Power Profile

Operate only over

continental USA and

coastal waters

watts

Notes. Electronics required 20W of power.

Whom heaters are on, an additional 80W are

required. Can turn experiment ogf

completely| allow 15 minutes for warmup.
Can reduce warmup time to one minute if

80 W is on heaters as standby power.

_ AV _ I00 watts

15 mln | (----- 15---._ _ :_ "

warms_ I r -rate Sequenee



Multi frequency Microwave Radiometer

ZII(b) THERMAL CONTROL

Tamp Ranle

Component Operate Survive

I. Antenna/ O-Su" -65 to +luu

electronics +4U" praferra_

Tamp StabIAity

+ lOeC on

radiometers

TImp Graaients

lu'C/foot

across antenna

face

Heat Source Critical C_atrol Points

Radiometer units require thermal control of

the unit to _ 10"C. This temperature variation

can be from any reference temperature between

0 and 50eC| however, +40eC is preferred. The

EC will control critical points within the

radiometers to _I_C.

Environment

Component

I. Antenna/
Electronics

IV CREW REQUIREMENTS

Press Req Type Press

Stowed Operate Atmosphere Interfaces

Unpress Req'd ......

i.

2.

lo

2.

@

Crew Task

Switch instrument on-off

Monitor status lamp

periodically

Exp, Functign

On-off

Warmup (same as

operate| allow 15 minutes)

Operate

Note! Can cut warmup

time to one minute

if 80W heater power

is on as standby

1 2 2 2

operate

z= zi.,zt_.

Experiment operates only
USA and COastal waters

I

15 ' i5 ,in"
lwar_ ' Operate cycle
I

v

A



Exp. No.

Title

No_ Performances

Periodic monitor

of status lamp
indicator

E06-11

Multifrequency Microwave Radiometer

Total Operate Time

M H___r Zxp Hr

0.i Comtlnuous

desired

Operation Constraints, Tarset

Lisht, Dark , Sun AnEIe, Etcj

None

Controls

OnJOff

Displays

Status lamp

v(a) ALl GNMENT

Component

i. Antenna/

Electronics

To Carrier

+ 0.5 °

but known

to + 0.05"

To Other Expt (Specify)

0.5" to electrlca_y
scannea microwave

radiometer

Alignment

Mechanism

Optlca£
surface

provided

v(B) POINTING AND STABILIZATION .

Local _
Vertical __ _- ' - ,

Maneuver Requirement s

_ld Time

Calibrate Target Track

Roll S/C to look

at space once per day

standard applications day

None

Vl DATA REQUIREMENTS

.Function No. Channels Format Sample Rate

Expt I Digital (I0 bit 5 sps

serial)

H.K. I Analog (0-SV) 5 sps

Remarks

H. K. Channel (only om ao_ad)

Consists of analo8 slpals £nternallymaltlplexed. Must be

encoded by MMC with |8 bits/sample, 5 SPS_

Synch signal (2400 cps, multiple or sublultlple should be

available to experiment.

Max Permissible Rates

Dead band mode rates

Feq Response/Bit Rate

50 BPS

Omly on command

|8|bit accuracy

• . , .



Exp. No.

Title

E06-11

Multifrequency Microwave Radiometer

VII GSE REQUIREMENTS

i. GSE normally provided with _periment: (a) 1 electronics checkout rack
5'X4'X3', (b) varies pieces of small special equipment - 1/2 volume

of electromics checkout rack

2. Simulator supp_ec with experz_t?

3. Humlalty llnttts: Opera:in|: 1U_

4. Cryogenic Servicing: Coumoa_ty: LR2
Quantltyt luu llters Temperature:

NO

Surv_vaz: iuu%

for b_ackboay, calibration
--- Pressure: ---

5. Vacuum Servicing Requirements: Tee, but not aeflnea (EC provided)

6. Ground Calibration: Black body temperature: IN 2 temp (-196eC)
Temperature Tolerance: _ieC (EC provided)

7. Checkout and Malfunction Isolstiom Test Connectors:

Will special connectors paralleling operational connectors be

supplied? YES

8. Input and Output Signals Characteristics: None - only 28 vdc power source.

9, Allowable cable lengths for connecting portable checkout equipment

to experiment without adversely affectln s command or response signals?

100-200 feet.

I0. Power Requirements for Experiment GSE:

Voltage: llbV Current: 10 amps Frequency$ 60 cps

Ground Checkout Requirements for functional sensor protective devices

(less covers, aperture covers, etc.): None

Ii. Launch Pad Operations Requirements (include equipment needed)!

Checkout: None

Alismuent: None

Adjustment: None

Calibration: None

12. Status monitoring require_ents between launch pad evacuation and launch

(could be as much as 48 hours): Data line and housekeeping functions.

13. Experiment Shipment: Will reusable shlppln8 container be supplied? YES

Is there any problem associated with shipment of this experiment as an

integral part of the carrier? NO

14. Special handling requirements durla8 installation on carrier: None

15. Manufacturer's understanding of A4ceptance Testins Requirements at his

facility: EC to perform acceptance testing under MMC cognizance.

/4/27
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Exp. No.

Title

16.

E06-11

M_itlfrequency Microwave Radiometer

Manufacturer's reconmendationl for Receivtu| and Compliance Te|ting
Requirements at inteEratorls facilityl ....

17. Other GSE Requirements: None



ContA_actor

GSE _taet

MMC Ana_t

Raxx_#are Status

Presently
Ava_ble

Do08

_t_e

Rm_t_t_ l_u_mlnt

Capt. Donahue

Lt. Joaeph F. J_nni

AWO (AeU_ _t)

, ,i ,

Delivery at:

AFSFO

Air l_mee We_Ixxm Emb
ELrtland ALr Foree Bue

Kirtland Air Force Base

Tulsa



Exp No. nooS_

Title: RL_iatlon MeaJureme_t

I. Functional Description

This experiment contains I_o types of sense; one %o measure ra_La_i_ _ee

rate, and ane %,0 measure to%.al dosage.

The experiment c_si|_ of _e active _iRe_er (dame ra_e) on a 6_ foot _-

ble cor_, and five passive _imeters (%_al dome).

Measurement of dosage r_tes (crew l_A_iei_i_ re_AIx_1) _ palsage

SAA is required for a mAni=_m of t_ree _ses (six passes _eslre_) a_ al_o
_sses outside the anomaly. Base_ on three _ses _ SAA, experi=e_t/_w_i=e
is appr_xlmatel_ 36 mluutes_ and based _ three peases outside a_y, experiment/
crew_ime is approxi=atel_ _ minutes.

The active unit requires power for the e_-_e _Aui_ (_ _ s_laa_a)

and two cham_els of high level (O-_) telA_f_-y. _ fi_e l_ssi_e units m_st be
reco_ere_.

The experiment will be leea_e_ _ the CM far _eestl _ra_A_ and reentry.
X_s__ Interface_ po_er and _M re_U will be provided fr_a the _.



EXp. NO. X)OC_

Title: R_ti_ MmJurement

IIQ

mt_t voa,m (_3) m_m,,o.,
Cx=ponent Aaeent _ A_ _ ANent R_Arn

v

i. Aotive Dosimeter 2.5 2.5 I(R I(R _ x 8 x 3.18

2. 1_.slve Do_ote_ o._(m) o._(m) _(.a) _½(.a) 6 x l._ x i._ (m)

0

@

N/A

F.O.____V. Aper_u_ W_na_ _ __t, C. O____.

One _sslve
d_e_mete_

be m_ in olo6e

serve umXt

Boost Orientation
Constraints

Fl_t (n-Aentatlon
C_st_aints

AetAve __ to be
o_ and eabin in amoox_.-

•nee wlth outline in I)0061 D.E.P.

l-Deuts_h ME _I_-O30_-0005 _ of active _s_

2-Deutsch ME_I_-0303-OOC_ ma_es with o_nne_ above

M_.Antln6Provlsi_u_

Active dosimeter and passive dneimet_rs to be mounted in C_ if poeslblm. _e-

quires M_R Contract. Modified operation permltt£ng mtg in _ler not eonaldered

in best interest of exit objectives.

RemovaA Enwzlope of I_.'_ Cassette

N/A

• _,:_- +4_k:N{_-C, NtVtS S_L)V-I_ £'£++ H_tVUD-Q-NIViS _lOV-l_



No. D0_

Title : EaxliaT_ionMeasurmmen%

III. (a) Power R,quir,m=_

l

2

3

4

Po..,_ (_t_)

Active Dosimeter 0.2_ 0.2)

Voltage
Peek Nom_ _olex_aee

zT._ Wc

Power Profile

Noise & Ripple
Tolez_m_e _,, (o.i_)

Elec_eti_ Ymte_ez'e_ee (ffi_lZ):

Re,:_Lz'em_ts

Tests Run by Manufacturer

wlri,s _ - R,_ _ 2m_-_.o76-m.6



• ,

_p NOo D_

Title : _£a%to_ Mea_trl_t

1 Active Doe_

2 Passive Dos_

Hut Scuz_e

Xnslg=U_.ant

En_t

Cump_t

1 A_i_ _a_

PUeu neq.
st_,ea o_e_ate

Prosl • Pz_f,

2 Passive DoalmeSA_-8 Presso Pref,

A_z_oa_here

Naao



'I"Atle: _tJ._ MoamJurmmn_

IV. Crew __+_

1 I_r_Tm _.m_mm_tm _ _s
8AA

3

4

5

6

7

V

IZ 16 " S-IS -v
Mlt). oF :5 . M,,,. of _ . SFec,,,l T_,&I

1 Perform _%lam muJ_ta

2

3

4

5

03

6

Noo l:'a,r"_'_ell

_ 8.A,Aou"P.s:l,.d.o
Sl_ealal tests

C_m._tity unknovn

Do ao_ all_ ,'a4Liati_amc,Ar_e,

in eloee ;_.axmmi_:_rto _i-
me_e_s

C_m_

Self C,o_ta_e_



Title: R_tlon Meas_t

V. Ca) A1Ag_ent

_nlxment To Carrier

,, N/A

2

3

4

o_,x* _. C_._,)

v. (b) _tut_ng and Stab_IAzatlm
/...,,m,_ d_c/e

N/A

Max Ptorm_b_ _i

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate Tarot



Exp _o. booS|

Title: Radiation Measurement

VI. Data Requirements

Functi_ No. Channels Forint Sable _te _e_ ae,_e/

Remarks

H.K.

Note:

HcRAsekeeping _a:

i Crew Log

2 Ephemeris Data

:3

2 O=SV I sl_

Csoom_r_)

1_ should use B_ or floating bin_ format

(_ Qan._toa)

la%itude_ longitude
sititude

Bit Rate
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EXPE RIMENT I_F_iB_R

DO09

TITLE

SIMPLE NAV [C_TION

MSC

PI

Capto John Oonohue

Cept° Terr> Ro 'orrll

Capt. Anthony E, Barth

Address

USAF at NASA;_:.6

AF Avlon1=s l_a_.

Wright Pat terst._

AFB. Ohio

_nee.

HU 3`°3542

C'aL__;.:r6tc_i01"

CSE

Koltama_ Iv.sir, (orp0 Elmhurst, N. Y.,

Delivery _:f,

e/z / 7
 ,137



Title: Simple Navigation i

I Functional Description

The equipment provided for this experiment will permit onboard

measurements of celestial sightings (via a sextant), and optical

ranging measurements (via a stadimeter).

The experiment will involve the following measurement sequences:

Night/Sextant - I run of 6 readings - 27 minutes

Da_/Stadimeter - 3 ru_s of 9 slghtlngs - 40 minutes

Night stadimeter - 2 runs of 9 slghtlngs - 25 minutes

Night/Sextant/Stadimeter - 3 runs of 4 sightings - 30 minutes

Total crew time less than _hours

The instruments will be hand held, and viewings will be made from

the CM right hand viewing window. A second astronaut is required

to log data results and housekeeping data,

The G&N system will be used for pointing the spacecraft in the

general vicinity of stars desired for sighting, and the manual

control will be used for fine pointing and hold during observation

sequences.

o
The equipment (including acces_rles such as flight log, charts

and graphs) will be stowed in the carrier for boost, operated in

the f_ and returned to the carrier prior to re-entry maneuvers,

Since it is not planned to return the stadimeter or sextant, the

flight log of all sighting and computations must remain In the (_4.

An estimate of 21 ibs of RCS is given for performance ' of these

sightings.



Expel ; :::e_,, No. buuj

Title: Simple Navigation

II Physical Parameters (Ref

Weight

Component Ascent

.oT_
i. Sextant

2. Stadimeter

3. Accessories 0_

Volume (in3). Dimensions

Return Ascent Return Ascent

0 216 0 6 11/16 x 5 27/37 x 5 9/16

0 235 0 7 3/8 x 6 3/8 x 5 1/16

o,6' _Z _'J- 7_ gx I
_]J _ _P ..... __- -- ..

*NOTE: Only the flight log must be returned.

F.O,V, Aperture

Min/Max

between

Window Matl _omponents

14 ° with

a '°
range

High Quality N/A

Optical

Boost Orientation

Constraints

Flight Orientation

Constraints

N/A N/A

Connector Type and Locations

N/A

Mountlng provisions

Instruments are hand held during operation.

Requires special stowage container in the carrier for ascent.

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

N/A



Experiment No. D009

Title:

III(a)

iI

2.

3.

4.

Simple Navigation

Power Requirements

Power (watts)

Component Stapdby Operate

(Self Contained Batteries)

Nickel Cad, Part No. _ollsmani)

Power Profile

N/A

10409900050

Voltage

N c_nin,al T.oleran,ce

Noise & Ripple

Tolerance

Transient

To lerance

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI):

Requirements

Tests Run by Manufacturer

Wiring Diagram - Ref Dw_

Ref MSC Qual Test

Feedback to

Buss (O.l ohm)

a'/2s/7
_,/qO



_->cper£m_nE _o. uuu_

Title: Simple Navigation

III(b) Thermal Control

Component

i.

2.

3.

4.

N/A

Temp Range

TemP Stability Tern9 Gradient s

TBD

Heat Source Critical Control Points

io

,

3.

4.

Environment

Component

Sextant

Stadimeter

Accessories

Press Req

Stowed. ,0perat,e

Press - Pref

Press - Pref

Press - Pref

Type Press

Atmospher 9 Interfaces

io0% 02

c ompe tib le

II

II

None



Experiment No. DO09

Title: Simple Navigation

IV Crew Requirements

Crew Task Grew Timellne

I. Remove from stowage

1

3.

e

e

e

Perform equipment checkout

Sequence #I and log i night

pass - 6 readings (ca) sextant

Sequence #2 and log 3 day

passes - 9 readings (ca)
stadimeter

Sequence #3 and log 2 night

passes - 9 9 readings (ca)
stadimeter

Sequence #4 and log 3 night

passes - 4 readings (ea)

sextant and stadlmeter

I
A

C REW

-'v

|

I
!

i

|

I
i ! '

I :I
.... IA I

Z7 "v dO "" 25

A _ U

3_ ;6"

7. Return experiment to carrier

Exp Function Kxp Timeline

II

e

3.

Experiment function/timellne is identical to crew tlmellne

shown above.

e

5e

1

No. Time/ Total Operate Time

Sequence Performaces Perf M H__/.rCTew Members

1 1 2 7 2 7 x 2 (_._vreS)

2 3 40 120 x 2 "

3 2 25 50 x 2 l'

4 3 30 90 x 2 _i

Operation Constraints, Target

T11Kht , Dark, Sun AnKle , etc,

F--

Day and night slghtlngs

Night sighting require

cabin lights dimmed

Controls Displays

- Self Contained-



Title:

V(a)

ll

2.

3.

4.

Simple Navigation

Alignment N/A

Component I_o Carrier

Manually Controlled

To Other ExPt (Specify)
A Iignmen t

Mechanism

V(b) Pointing and Stabilization

.... I

Course Mode +.5_

i

.I I / _11

Hold Tim e

Ref

tlmeline

Max PermissibleRate s

-ml

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate Ta fret T!a_k

_, /43

r_ lf _



Experiment No. D009

Title: Simple Navigation

VI Data Requirements

Function N0_ Channgl s

Expt None

H.K. (See remarks)

Freq Response/Bit Rate

Remarks

Housekeeping Data

I. S/C position in geocentric latitude and longitude

2. Attitude (above earths surface)

3. Acceleration parameters

4. Orbital parameters (inclinstlon, perigoe, etc.)

5. Voice Recording

6. Flight log
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EXPERIMENT NUM_ER

S016

TITLE

TRAPPED PARTICLE ASYMMETRY

MSC Contact

PI

Contractor

GSE Contract

MMC Analyst

Steve Mansor

Dr. H. H. Hecl_an

Space Sciences Lab

Hardware Status Delivery of:

MSC - Houston

La_rence Rad. Lab

Univ. of California

Unit

Presently
Available

Flight Unit



EX_. No. s016

Title: Trappe d Particle Asymmetr _

I Functional Description

The experiment ha_ consists of a nuclear emulsion package and a

background emulsion cube. T_ objective is to study the properties

of the proton component of the geom_etically trapped radiation in

the South Atlantic anomaly.

A background emulsion cube rm_ains in the stowage container and is

used as a measure of b_ckground radiation during flight.

The main emulsion package is designed to mate with the airlock exten-

sion rod to be deployed through the airlock.

Since the ratio of desired rmdi&tion measurements to background

radiation is low for the proposed 140 n. m. orbit, long periods of

exposure (extimate lO days continuous minimum) are required.

In order to establish the pltch-an@le distribution of themetdI_d

particles_ the orientation of the emulsion with respect to the magnetic

field of the ano_m_ly is very important. An earth vertical orientation

/ j

L I

"/y

lily

,4,/Vd"



Exp. No. S016

Title: Trapped Particle As_mmetr_

II Physical Parameters (Ref D_g # A2 (Space Science Lab))

_ Weight Volume (in3)

Component Ascent Return Ascent Return

1 Main Nuclear Pkg 8 8 _ _ _/

2 Backgrourld Nuclear .25 .25 / _ /
Stack

Note: Size and Weight does not include stowage provisions.

MAn/Max

between

_F. 0 .V. Aperture Window Mat 'i Components

180 ° x 180 °

Dimensions

Ascent Return

5" alia x 3 1/2

l" X i" X i"

C,S,

Boost Orientation

Constraints

N/A

Connector _e and Locations

N/A

Mountin_ Provisions

Mounts to telescoping rod to be

extended thru A/L

Flight Orientation

Constraints

2. Minimize obstructions

within F.O.V. /

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

N/A

?///7
 12s17

,_ , __k7



Exp. No. SOl6

Title: Trapped Particle Asymmetr_

III(a) Power Requirements

Power (watts)

Component Standb_ .Operate

No power required

Peak
m

Voltage

Nominal Tolerance

Power Profile

N/A

Noise & Ripple
Tolerance

Transient

Tolerance

Feedback to

Base (O.I ohm)

Electromagnetic Interference (_I):

Requirements

T_sts Run by Manufacturer

Wiring Diagram - Ref Dwg



Component

1 Main Nuclear Stack

2 Background Nuclear

Stack

Exp. No. S016

Title: Trapped Particle Asymmetry

III(b _) Thermal Control

Temp Range

Operate Surviv t

 14o.F <14o-F

J! I!

No minimum

temp reqt's

Temp Stability Temp Gradiepts

Heat Source

None

Critical Control Points

Environment

Component

1 Main Nuclear Stack

2 Background Stack

Press Req

Stowed Operate

Press Unpress

Pref. Reqd

- 1:)ress,

Pref.

Type

Atmosphere

Vaouum

Compatible with

I00 ° 02

Telescoping..
Rod (Part of

A/L) and

A/L cannister

'0' ring seal



Exp. No. SO16

Title: Trapped Particle Asymmetry

IV Crew Requirements

Crew Task

l Prepare A/L (Carrier)

2 Remove Exp. From Stowage

(Carrier)

3 Place Exp. in cannister

and attach telescoping rod

4 Attach cannister to A/L

5 Operate A/L and extend

package _

"II Reverse procedures

3, 4 and 5

8_ Stow main emulsion and
B.G. emulsion in CM

Crew Timeline

@-@.

EXp Function

1 Deploy Experiment

2 Expose Experiment

3 Retrieve Experiment and Stow

No. Performances

Total Operate Time

1 hour 2_o (,im)
/_,¢5"

. 'd.

Controls Displays

None Required

Exp Timelin e

[ 4- lO days ---_ i
continuous

(rain9
Operation Constraints, Target

LiEht, darkt sun angle t etc.

2

Emulsion must not beexposed
to radiation sources other

than those it is designed to
measure (SAA)

80% (min) of all passes thru

SAA must__S___ __._ '' ' ",



Exp. No. SO16

Title: Trapped Particle Asymmetry

V(a) Alignment N/A

Component To Carrier To Other Expt (Specify)

Alignment
Mechanism

V(b) Pointing and Stabilization
X-,,,,,/- _._ _,/_,

Hold time Max Permissible Rates

Earth Within cycle 5-15 min

Vertical j limits of _N per pass

_'_1"r_ '''_ in fine mode of SAA
f_l_eaewJ¢ "_ hold

G & N deadband

cycle limits

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate Target Track

........................

_,.. ..,-,,;,..,-r",:,

• ,_,I_I



Exp. No. 3016

Title: Trapped Particle Asymmetry

VI Data Requirements

Function No. Channels

Expt None

H.K. See Remarks

Format Sample Rate Freq 'Responeel/Bit Rate

Remarks

Housekeeping Data

I. Crew Logbook

2. Voice Recording of pertinent astronaut observations during

experiment exposure period
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EXPERIMENT NUMBER

S018

TITLE

MICRCMETEORITE COLLECTION

Contact

MSC

PI

Contractor

GSE

MMC Analyst

Nam..._e

Steve Mansur

Dr. C.L. Hemenway

Dudley Observatory

Address

MSC - Houston

Dudley Observatory

Telephone

Hardware

Status

Current ly
ava ilab le
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Experiment No. S018

Ti t le: Micrometeorite Collection

I Functional Description

The experiment has two purposes

i. To collect small micrometeorltes and to measure directly

fluxes of larger micrometeorite particles at satellite altitudes.

2. Carry out _iological exposure and collection experiments.

The collection device consists of a series of resting rectangular

boxes of three sections. The device is deployed by using an extension rod

to telescope the rectangular boxes outward through the carrier scientific
airlock.

The experiment will be st_ed in the carrier for ascent, operated from the

carrier scientific airlock, and stowed in the CM prior to re-errtry. If

possible, _his experiment should be operated in the carrier _ scientific

alrlock3_that any RCS activity will not contaminate col_le_ion surfaces.

(with forward thrusters disabled). The _ airlockA'_ also permit

a free unobstructed view as required for this experiment.

A minimum of 8 hours exposure is required, however more time is highly

deslreable - up to 40 hours. Multiple exposures are acceptable but should

be minimized. Experiment exposure during crew sleep cycle appears to be

a satisfactory method of accomplishing objective.. E_f_sc, r_ _of/_@,_ p_f/_5__

0



E_,pci-imen t No. o_)_t,

Title: Micrometeorite Oollection

II Physical Parameters

le

2.

3.

4.

F,O.V.

180 ° x 180 °

Component

Collection

Device

(Ref Dwg AP-O04 (Dudley Observatory Drawing)

Weight Volume (in 3) Dimensions

Ascent Return AsceD _ Return Ascent Retur_.._n
_- &,,

5.5 5.5 _Go_" 98.5 5 1/8 x 5 i/8 x 3 3/4

Aperture

Min/Max

between

Window MA_l Components

Boost Orientation

Constraints

N/A

Flight Orientation

Constraints

Requires ex:ention through

A/L. Tumbling mode deslreable

Connector Type and Locations

N/A

Mounting Provisions

Device permits mounting to A/L

telescoping rod.

Removal Bnvelope of Data Cassette

N/A



Experiment Number S018

Title: Micrometeorlte Collection

n1(a)

5

2.

3.

4.

Power Requirements N/A

Power (watts)

Compone1%t Standby Operate

This experiment requires no power.

Voltage

Nomina I ToleraDc _

Power Profile

N/A

Noise & Ripple

Tolerance

Transient

To lerance

Feedback to

Buss (o.l ohm_

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI):

Requirements

Tests Run by Manufacturer

Wiring Diagram - Ref Dwg N/A
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Experiment No. _018

Title: Micrometeorite Collection

Ill(b)

io

1

3.

4.

Thermal Control

Temp Range

Component Operate Survive

Collection 40-85°F 40-85°F

Device

Heat Source

N/A

Temp Stability Temp Gradients

Critical Control Points

le

Environment

Press Req

Component Stowed 0er_

Collection Press. Unpress.

Device Pref ReqWd

Type Press

Atmosphere Interfaces

Vacut_l At extension rod and

'O'ring seal on A/L
Cannister
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Experiment Number S0i8

Title: Micromete0rite Collection

IV Crew Requirements

Crew Task Crew Timeline

i. Unst_ from Carrier

2. Place in A/L

e

1

1

6.

7.

Extend Exp with

telescoping rod

Retract experiment
and stow in CM

Record data

-'v

I ..J
6o ._o

A

-V

Exp Function EXp Time line

1

3.

4.

5.

6,

Extend experiment thru

airlock

Expose collection device

Retract and stow

-%

Task No. Performances

Total Operate Time

M Hr Exp Hr

Operation Constraints, Target

Light, Dark, Sun An_le, etc.

I i

2 i

3 i

4 i

5 i

45 mln

i0 min

5 min

15 min

8 hr to 40 hrs

I. No RCS or waste dump

2. Requires 180 ° x 180 ° FOV

with min interference

Controls Displays



Experiment No. S018

Title: Mierometeorite Collection

V(a) Align.lent N/A

.Component To Carrier

i.

2.

3.

4.

V(b)

To Other Expt (Specify)

Alignment

Mechanism

Not required., however some exposure to deep space is required;

a tumbling mode is desireable.

Pointing and. Stabilizatlon N/A

_e Hold Time Max Permissible Rates

Maneuver Requirements

Calibrate TarKet Track



Experiment No. S018

Title: Micrometeorite Collection

VI Data Requirements

Function

Expt

H. K.

No. Channels Format

Self Contained

(See Remarks)

Sample Rate Fre_ Response/Bit Rate

_¢mar ks

le Housekeeping Data

a) Crew logbook

b) S/C attitude data
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Hardware

Status ,rap

Presently
ava i lab le
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_: _ rimenL _,",_.,U_.["

Titie: Manual Navigation Sightings

I Functional Description

The primary purpose of this experiment is to investigate the theoretical

aspects of navigation in which a navigator using a hand-held sextant can

make angular measurements between celestial bodies with a standard deviation

of 12 arc seconds or less from a vehicle rotating about all three axis at

rates up to 1.5 degrees/second. Consideration of the results of these

experiments will verify the feasibility for use of such techniques for

midcourse navigation of vehicles on lunar and interplanetary missions.

The calibrated sextant used for these observations will be capable of

measurement accuracy of + i0 arc seconds. Sightings will he made on

the dark side of the orbit to alleviate problems encountered with light

scattering on the spacecraft viewing window. The sextant requires an

event timer cord to initiate a time "hack" reference to 0.2 seconds.

Measurements at time of observation include cabin pressure and temperature

in the vicinity of the viewing window (thermometer provided with experiment).

Calibration of the viewing window is required after installation. The

right hand viewing window in the (24 is recommended. Some real-tlme voice

communications will be required.

A total of 56 observation periods (20-30 min. each) of 15 sight_ngs are

desired, however preliminary evaluation of time constraints indicate that

only one complete work period of 8 to I0 passes can be devoted to this

experiment.



Experiment No. T002

Title: Manual Navigation Sightlngs

Component

Sextant

Weight

Ascent Return

2 Accessories _..

o,B o,8
3

Volume (in 3)

Asc,ent

395

Dimensions

Return; As=,=t__'

f I

4

NOTE:

Volts and weights do no_.__tinclude stowage provisions.

25°

with a

range
of 70°

Aperture Window Marl

Special High Quality,

calibrated (assume

right hand CM view

window)

MiniMax

between

Components

N/A

C.G_

Boost Orientation

Constraints
Flight Orientation

Constraints

N/A As required

(hand held)

Connector Type and Locations

Kollsman Inst. Corp.

Connector No. 48415800030

Located on upper left hand side of

instrument

Mountin_ Provisions

N/A Hand held for operation

Stowage Provisions TBD (Sextant has slide bracket on base)

Removal Envelope of Data Cassette

N/A

9/,/?

W. /6"3



Experiment No. T002

Title:

hi(a)

6

2.

3.

4.

Manual Navigation Sightings

Power Requirements

Power (watts)

Component

Sextant

Accessories

Standby Operate

-Self Contained -

NOTE:

Voltage

Pea_.._k Nominal Tolerance

2.5 v

N/A

Requires replacement batteries if exp. exceeds 7-9 hours

Kollsman Instr. Corp. Part No. 10415800130 Battery,

Nickel Cadmium, 2.5v

Power Profile

N/A

Noise & Ripple Transient

Tolerance Tolerance

N/A

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI): Ref MSC Qual Test

Requirements

Tests Run by Manufacturer

Wiring Diagram - Ref Dwg 80415800010 -KollsmanInstr. Corp.

Feedback to

Buss (0.i ohm)



Experiment Number T002

Title:

In(b)

le

2.

3.

4.

Manual Navigation Sightings

Thermal Control

Component

Sextant

Aocessories

Temp Range

Operate Survive

T_D

Temp Stability Temp Gradients

Heat Source

N/A

Critical Control Points

Environment

Component

I. Sextant

2. Accessories

3.

4.

Press Req

,Stowed Operate

Press. Pref

Press. Pref

Type Press

A_mospher e Interfaces

Compatible

with 100"4

02

None



Experiment No. TO02

Title: Manual Navigation Sightings

IV Crew Requirements

Crew Task

i. Remove exp from stuwage

(assume stowage in carrier)

2. Perform operational CK.

3. Attach Event timer cord

e

5.

e

o

Io

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Orient S/C

C_Tw'
/_E_BEP.5'

:L
Take sightlngs and log

(15 sightings per observation

period.)

Exp Function

(same as crew requirements)

No. Performances

8-i0

A

Total Operate Time

Man #l-_hrs

Man #2-_ hrs
S

Control s DisPLays

Self Contained

Crew. Timellne

45
3_ - y

Zo-_O

TI Iv6 (MII_)

/0

Exp Tlmeline

TYP, OF 8./0 .9/6/11"//vG5

20-38

Min

v 1M" -'1.

Operation Constraints, Target

Light, Dark= Sun A_KIe,. et¢,

i. Dark side of orbit

2. Cabin lights turned down

to low level

A-

- W"



Experiment No. _002

Title: Manual Navigation Sightings

V(a) Alightnment N/A

io

2.

3.

4.

Component To Carrier To Other Expt (Specify) AliRn,aentLM#cbanls _

V(b) Pointing and Stabilization

Types A__ e Hold Time Max Permissible Ketes

+_.o.so{'+',,_,_¢)20-30Min _.+0.2SO/see
@r*
- ^^/Ce_'r_'_

Course Mode + 3.uu k,_:_] 20-30 Min + 0.25O/sec

NOTE: Hold time 20-30 Min for each period (8-10 required)

Maneuver Requirement

Calibrate Target Track



_x_Jerim_t _,_. _06_

Title: Manual Navigation Sightings

VI Data Requirements

Function No. Channels Format

Expt i 0-5 vdc

H.K. (See Remarks)

Sample Rate

5 sps (mint

Freq Response/Bit Rate

Resolution required

to + 0.2 sec for

"time hack"

Remarks

H. K. Data

i. Cabin Temp in vlcinity of S/C window thermometer to be

mounted near window manually read and recorded.

2. Cabin pressure

3. Crew Log (refer to DEP for details)

4. G&NData

ltt¢'a) slc -  I 25oo ft.)

b) A't_tU_. 0.5 minute)

e) Velocit#

5. Voice Recording
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